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Abstract

The Calcium Looping (CaL) technology has recently emerged as a viable option for e�-

ciently decarbonizing power plant �ue gases. The process is based on the sequential calcin-

ation and carbonation of a calcium-based sorbent, usually limestone. Although CaO-based

sorbents o�er many advantages, they typically su�er from a rapid decline in CO2 capture

during cyclic operation. This latter aspect has remained an urgent issue to be addressed

for CaL power plant application. Besides, coal-�red power stations are expected to operate

in a load-following mode due to the growing share of renewable energy. Moreover, the us-

age of alternative fuels in existing coal-�red power units is envisaged to ensure sustainable

energy generation and to avoid an overshoot of CO2 emissions into the atmosphere.

This thesis aims at addressing each of the previously anticipated challenges individually. A

range of experimental investigations studying the cycling conversion of three originally dis-

tinct limestones � Rheinkalk, Riyadh, and Saabar � were conducted by thermogravimetric

analysis (TGA). To this end, several carbonation routines were employed, including SO2

and steam. The Saabar metamorphosed limestone showed to be negatively in�uenced by

the presence of steam, while limited sulfation positively a�ected its CO2 capture perform-

ance. This unusual behavior can be ascribed to pore blocking during carbonation. Besides,

Rheinkalk and Riyadh behaved similarly, resembling the typical behavior of common un-

metamorphosed limestones. The decay in Rheinkalk conversion upon cycling was further

explored at a 20 kWth CaL facility setting di�erent carbonation conditions. A mathemat-

ical expression is proposed to compare the results obtained in both facilities, correlating

them with adequate accuracy. In the following, an alternative reactor concept based on a

bubbling �uidized bed (BFB) carbonator was employed for �exible load operation. Within

the �rst phase of the tests, a parametric study was conducted at the 20 kWth CaL facility

to evaluate the in�uence of temperature, CO2 loading, and steam concentration upon the

BFB carbonator performance. Hereafter, investigations at a 200 kWth semi-industrial CaL

plant were conducted to evaluate the �exible behavior of the suggested carbonator setting.

It was demonstrated that the BFB carbonator can be operated stably with gas super�cial

velocities ranging from 0.8 to 2.0 m/s without a�ecting the solid circulation between re-

actors. The latter range corresponds to a maximum reduction in the �ue gas load of 60%

with respect to the nominal operation case. A simple carbon material balance was applied

for preliminary validation of the carbonator performance. In addition, a carbonator model
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approach based on the active space time (τactive) was proposed for a more detailed result

interpretation. According to the results, an active space time value of 41 s was identi-

�ed as su�cient to achieve an equilibrium normalized capture e�ciency (Enorm) of 90%.

Moreover, the circulating �uidized bed (CFB) calciner operation appeared independent

from the �ue gas load set in the carbonator. The reactor could be successfully operated

with recirculation rates as low as 27%, reaching inlet dry oxygen concentrations as high

as 0.55 m3/m3. Within the next phase of the experiments, the impact of fuel selection in

the calciner was evaluated. Oxy-combustion of hard coal, wheat straw, and solid recovered

fuel (SRF) was demonstrated during more than 43 h of continuous operation. A range

of experiments was conducted to address the in�uence of fuel blending and inlet oxygen

concentration on pollutant formation (i.e., NOx, SO2, HCl) and hydrodynamic behavior.

The calciner inlet O2 concentration appeared to barely a�ect the pollutant formation pro-

cess. In contrast, biomass substitution in�uenced gaseous emissions by modifying the fuel

mixture's nitrogen and chlorine content. Concurrently, speci�c HCl emissions were signi�c-

antly reduced by the presence of Ca-species in the calciner solid inventory, yielding chlorine

retention rates above 0.90 mol/mol with at least 30% biomass substitution. Besides, ash

accumulation led to elevated pressure drops over the CFB riser when operating with al-

ternative fuels. Although this was not a limiting aspect in this work, results anticipate

that ash accumulation might constitute a key challenge to be addressed in �uidized beds

employing combustion of low-grade quality fuels.
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Kurzfassung

Die Calcium-Looping-Technologie (CaL) hat sich in jüngster Zeit als vielversprechende

Option für die e�ziente Dekarbonisierung von Kohlekraftwerken erwiesen. Das Verfahren

basiert auf der sequentiellen Kalzinierung und Karbonisierung eines kalkbasierten Sorbens,

meist Kalkstein. Obwohl CaO-basierte Sorbentien viele Vorteile bieten, leiden sie in der

Regel unter einer schnellen Abnahme der CO2-Aufnahmefähigkeit während des zyklischen

Betriebs. Dieser letzte Aspekt ist nach wie vor ein dringendes Problem für die Anwendung

von CaL-Kraftwerken. Zudem sollen Kohlekraftwerke aufgrund des wachsenden Anteils er-

neuerbarer Energien im Lastfolgebetrieb betrieben werden, sodass ein �exibler Betrieb des

CaL Prozesses sichergestellt werden muss. Darüber hinaus ist die Verwendung alternativer

Brennsto�e in bestehenden Kohlekraftwerken vorgesehen, um eine nachhaltige Energieer-

zeugung zu gewährleisten und eine Überschreitung der CO2-Emissionen in die Atmosphäre

zu vermeiden.

Das Ziel dieser Dissertation ist es, die daraus resultierenden Herausforderungen im Einzel-

nen zu untersuchen. Die zyklische Umwandlung von drei Kalksteinen unterschiedlicher Her-

kunft � Rheinkalk, Riyadh und Saabar � wurde mittels Thermogravimetrie (TGA) unter-

sucht, um unter anderem den Ein�uss von SO2 und Wasserdampf auf das Sorbensverhalten

zu charakterisieren. Wasserdampf wirkte sich bei dem metamorphen Saabar Kalkstein ne-

gativ auf die CO2-Aufnahme des Sorbens auf, wohingegen SO2 einen positiven E�ekt hatte.

Dieses ungewöhnliche Verhalten kann der Porenblockierung während der Karbonisierung

zugeschrieben werden. Auÿerdem zeigten Rheinkalk und Riyadh ein ähnliches Verhalten,

das dem typischen Verhalten von nicht-metamorphen Kalksteinen entspricht. Darüber hin-

aus wurde die Abnahme der Aufnahmefähigkeit in Abhängigkeit der Zyklenzahl in einer

20 kWth CaL-Anlage bei unterschiedlichen Karbonisierungsbedingungen untersucht. Zu-

dem wurde ein mathematischer Ansatz vorgeschlagen, um die in beiden Versuchsanlagen

erhaltenen Ergebnisse zu vergleichen. Im weiteren Versuchsverlauf wurde ein alternati-

ves Reaktorkonzept auf Basis eines blasenbildenden Wirbelschichtkarbonators (BFB) für

einen �exiblen Lastfolgebetrieb eingesetzt. In der ersten Testphase wurde an der 20 kWth

CaL-Anlage eine Parameterstudie durchgeführt, um den Ein�uss von Temperatur, CO2-

Beladung und Wasserdampfkonzentration auf die BFB-Karbonatorleistung zu bewerten.

Die Eignung des Reaktorkonzepts für den �exiblen Betrieb einer CaL-Anlage wurde anhand

von Versuchen an einer 200 kWth semi-industriellen Versuchsanlage nachfolgend beurteilt.
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Kurzfassung

Es wurde gezeigt, dass der BFB-Karbonator stabil mit Gasgeschwindigkeiten von 0,8 bis

2,0 m/s betrieben werden kann, ohne die Feststo�zirkulation zwischen den Reaktoren zu

beeinträchtigen. Der untere Bereich entspricht einer maximalen Reduzierung der Abgaslast

von 60% gegenüber der Nennleistung. Der Versuchsbetrieb wurde durch eine vereinfachte

Kohlensto�bilanz validiert. Zusätzlich wurde ein Karbonator-Modellansatz basierend auf

der aktiven Verweilzeit (τactive) für eine detailliertere Ergebnisinterpretation angewendet.

Nach den Ergebnissen wurde eine aktive Verweilzeit von 41 Sekunden als ausreichend iden-

ti�ziert, um eine normalisierte CO2-Abscheidung (Enorm) von 90% zu erreichen. Darüber

hinaus wurde der zirkulierende Wirbelschichtbetrieb (CFB) des Kalzinators nicht von der

im Karbonator eingestellten Abgaslast beein�usst. Der Kalzinator konnte mit niedrigen

Rauchgasrezirkulationsraten von bis zu 27% erfolgreich betrieben werden und erreich-

te Eingang-Sauersto�konzentrationen von bis zu 0,55 m3/m3. In der nächsten Phase der

Experimente wurde der Ein�uss der Brennsto�auswahl im Kalzinator bewertet. Die Mach-

barkeit der Oxy-Verbrennung von Steinkohle, Weizenstroh und Ersatzbrennsto� (SRF)

wurde in Dauerbetrieb nachgewiesen. Eine Reihe von Experimenten wurde durchgeführt,

um den Ein�uss der Brennsto�mischung und der Eingang-Sauersto�konzentration auf die

Schadsto�bildung (NOx, SO2, HCl) und das hydrodynamische Verhalten zu untersuchen.

Die Eingang-Sauersto�konzentration schien den Prozess der Schadsto�bildung kaum zu

beein�ussen. Im Gegensatz dazu beein�usste die Substitutionsrate der Biomasse die gas-

förmigen Emissionen, indem sie den Sticksto�- und Chlorgehalt des Brennsto�gemisches

veränderte. Gleichzeitig wurden die spezi�schen HCl-Emissionen durch das Vorhandensein

von Ca-Spezies im Kalzinator-Feststo�nventar signi�kant reduziert, was Chlorabscheide-

raten von über 0,90 mol/mol bei Biomassesubstitutionsraten von über 30% ergab. Au-

ÿerdem führte die Aschenanreicherung im Betrieb mit alternativen Brennsto�en zu einem

erhöhten Druckverlust im CFB-Kalzinator. Obwohl die Aschenanreicherung den Betrieb

des Kalziners in dieser Arbeit nicht einschränkte, deuten die Ergebnisse darauf hin, dass

die Ascheansammlung in ersatzbrennsto�gefeuerten Wirbelschichten eine wichtige Heraus-

forderung darstellen könnte.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation for CO2 capture from coal-�red power

plants

Global energy-related CO2 emissions grew 1.7% in 2018 to reach a historic high of

33.1GJ [115]. During that period, the power sector accounted for nearly two-thirds of

emissions growth [115]. Besides, coal use in power generation surpassed 10Gt CO2 [115].

Although the share of coal for heat and power generation slowly continues to decrease,

the latter fuel remains the largest source of electricity and the second-largest source of

primary energy [116]. Hence, a portfolio of technologies and approaches will be needed

to address the 2050 decarbonization challenge while supporting energy accessibility [199].

Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) technologies are being increasingly recognized as the

only alternative to enable the continued operation of existing fossil-fueled plants with sig-

ni�cantly reduced CO2 emissions [112, 120]. According to the International Energy Agency

(IEA), about 300GW of existing coal-�red power capacity meet several basic criteria for

being suitable for a retro�t [113]. This number increases as new coal plants are commis-

sioned, and the new plants are all su�ciently large for retro�tting. Moreover, detailed

engineering studies show that retro�tting a coal-�red power plant today will entail CO2

avoidance costs of around $45/t [122]. With further research, development, and growing

practical experience, there is considerable potential to reduce energy needs and costs. In

addition, CCS can contribute to energy security objectives by supporting greater diversity

in generation options and integrating growing shares of variable renewable sources with

�exible dispatchable power. Concurrently, CCS can accelerate the retirement of existing

power and industrial sites or re-purpose them to operate at lower capacity utilization rates

or with alternative fuels.

1.2 Motivation for Calcium Looping CO2 capture

Calcium Looping (CaL) is gaining increasing attention as a viable post-combustion CCS

technology for the decarbonization of power and industrial sites. In the process, CO2 is

separated from the �ue gas and subsequently transferred into a CO2-rich gas stream by

1
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sequential calcination (i.e., sorbent regeneration) and carbonation (i.e., sorbent loading) of

a calcium-containing sorbent. The process is mainly characterized by its high exergy level

due to the high temperatures needed for e�cient sorbent calcination. Simultaneously, the

high temperatures involved in the cycle enable additional electrical generation by means of

a relatively e�cient Rankine cycle. In addition, the process relies on the mature �uidized

bed technology, which has already been demonstrated in facilities of hundreds of MW in

size. Other major advantages of CaL include (i) operation in a very high-temperature

level, (ii) inexpensive sorbent feedstock, (iii) high CO2 capacity of CaO, (iv) and a relat-

ively small e�ciency penalty.

Although the technology was initially conceived to decarbonize fossil-fueled power plants,

its retro�t potential to the cement industry has recently received increased attention. Due

to the synergies arising from the share of common feedstock (i.e., CaCO3), the CaL tech-

nology appears to be highly suitable for an application in the cement sector. The inherent

utilization of CaCO3 enables the re-utilization of spent sorbent from the CaL process within

the clinker manufacturing process, allowing increased make-up rates that eventually en-

hance the sorbent's CO2 capture capacity. In addition, the potential of utilizing biogenic

fuels or fuels with a large biogenic content in the CaL calciner has been recently addressed.

Thereby, net negative CO2 emissions may be feasible due to the capture and long-term

storage of biogenic based CO2. Moreover, the use of waste-derived fuels with low or even

negative fuel prices can lead to signi�cantly improved process economics.

1.3 Objectives of this thesis

The process integration of Calcium Looping in coal-�red power plants has been often ad-

dressed in the last two decades. Many authors have identi�ed a major challenge on the

sorbent reactivity, which decays relatively fast upon the sequential calcination and carbon-

ation cycles. So far, most experimental investigations have been performed at thermogravi-

metric (TG) scale. However, the process characteristics attained in TG and dual �uidized

bed (DFB) systems di�er greatly, making results di�cult to compare. Furthermore, most

CaL studies often ignore the presence of gas species other than CO2 during carbonation

(e.g., steam and/or SO2). Indeed, SO2 and steam deserve consideration as they a�ect the

sorbent carrying capacity decay leading to signi�cant consequences on CaL system design.

At the time being, process feasibility has been demonstrated up to the MWth scale with

several pilot plants worldwide. Nevertheless, most research has focused on investigating the

process performance at baseload operating conditions, overlooking the �exibility potential

of CaL systems coupled to mid-merit fossil-fueled power units. CaL plants retro�tted to

existing power stations are expected to exhibit a high degree of versatility in terms of load

2
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variations, which ultimately results in drastic process implications. Besides, the poten-

tial of fuel �exibility in the CaL calciner has often been neglected. The Calcium Looping

process represents one option to capture CO2 from Waste-to-Energy (WtE) plant exhaust

gases. Hence, CaL systems might also be expected to operate with alternative fuels to

pursue the achievement of net-negative CO2 emissions. The key objectives of this thesis

are listed as follows:

1. Assessment on multicyclic conversion of various limestones at TG level under the

in�uence of realistic and scarcely investigated �ue gas constituents such as steam

and/or SO2 upon carbonation. Selection of a suitable sorbent candidate for sub-

sequent sorbent analysis under continuous DFB operation.

2. Experimental assessment and demonstration (TRL6) of a unique Calcium Looping

system for enhanced carbonator load �exibility in mid-merit power plants.

3. Experimental assessment and demonstration (TRL6) of fuel �exibility options in a

Calcium Looping calciner under a wide range of process conditions.

1.4 Scienti�c publications

1.4.1 List of publications

This thesis is based on the work contained in the following peer-reviewed journals:

(A) Moreno, J.; Homsy, S. L.; Schmid, M.; Sche�knecht, G.: Calcium Looping: Sorbent
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35(20): 16693-16704, 2021. https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.energyfuels.1c01734.

(B) Moreno, J.; Hornberger, M.; Schmid, M.; Sche�knecht, G.: Part-Load Operation of a

Novel Calcium Looping System for Flexible CO2 Capture in Coal-Fired Power Plants.

Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research 60(19): 7320-7330, 2021. https://doi.

org/10.1021/acs.iecr.1c00155.

(C) Moreno, J.; Hornberger, M.; Schmid, M.; Sche�knecht, G.: Oxy-Fuel Combustion of

Hard Coal, Wheat Straw, and Solid Recovered Fuel in a 200 kWth Calcium Looping

CFB Calciner. Energies 14(8): 2162, 2021. https://doi.org/10.3390/en14082162.

1.4.2 Other publications (not included in the thesis)

(D) Moreno, J.; Schmid, M.; Scharr, S.; Sche�knecht, G.: Oxy-combustion of solid

recovered fuel in a semi-industrial CFB reactor: on the implications of gas at-
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2.1 Carbon Capture and Storage technologies

Carbon Capture and Storage is expected to play an important role in meeting the global

warming targets set by the Conference of the Parties (COP21) [199]. There are numer-

ous technology options that are generally compatible with CCS activity. However, three

routes are generally accepted as suitable for commercial plant deployment in the near to

medium term. These can be classi�ed according to their order of occurrence as follows (see

�gure 2.1): (i) pre-combustion, (ii) oxy-fuel, and (iii) post-combustion.

Figure 2.1: Overview of Carbon Capture and Storage technologies

Pre-combustion capture separates CO2 from gasi�cation and reforming technologies. The

generated syngas is subsequently burned or utilized downstream the process to generate a

carbon-free �ue gas. In contrast, oxy-fuel solutions are based on the combustion of a car-

bonaceous fuel in a nearly pure oxygen environment. With the purpose of controlling the

�ame temperature, the combustion �ue gas is partly recycled to the boiler. The combus-
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tion �ue gas consists mainly of CO2, steam, and excess oxygen. Besides, post-combustion

carbon capture usually separates CO2 by utilizing solvents or sorbents. The CO2 capture

medium binds the CO2 from the �ue gas by physical or chemical absorption. In the follow-

ing, the sorbent (or solvent) is directed to a second reactor for regeneration, releasing the

captured CO2 into a carbon-rich gas stream. Pre-combustion and oxy-fuel technologies can

be applied to gasi�cation and new-built power plants. Instead, post-combustion capture

is particularly well-suited to retro�t already existing power sites due to its "end-of-pipe"

approach. Recently, many post-combustion capture technologies have been proposed, in-

cluding chemical absorption [136, 198], adsorption [131], membrane separation [174], solid

looping [69, 73], or cryogenic fractionation [128]. Among the latter options, CO2 cap-

ture using high-temperature solid sorbents has recently attracted much research attention.

The process is commonly referred to as �Carbonate Looping� or �Calcium Looping� and is

introduced in the next section of this chapter.

2.2 Calcium Looping CO2 capture

2.2.1 Process development

The roots of the Calcium Looping cycle in a �uidized bed environment date back to the

CO2 acceptor process proposed by Curran et al. in 1967 [62]. At that time, the release

of CO2 during calcination was not considered an issue, and the heat for calcination was

supplied by combusting part of the fuel with air. It was not until 1999 that Shimizu et

al. proposed a dual �uidized bed CaL cycle for combustion applications involving sorbent

regeneration under high CO2 atmospheres [189]. In the following years, multiple thermo-

gravimetric studies were reported on the feasibility of CaO to capture CO2 under character-

istic carbonation conditions [2, 89, 90, 190, 194, 201]. First process demonstrations began

in electrically heated �uidized bed reactors, usually operated in a batch mode [3, 175].

Subsequently, continuous DFB operation was demonstrated using di�erent reactor con-

cepts such as bubbling (BFB) and circulating (CFB) �uidized beds [10, 44, 134, 170].

From here on, the Calcium Looping technology has experienced signi�cant development,

being its feasibility demonstrated up to the MWth-scale in several pilot facilities world-

wide [15, 17, 44, 45, 72, 74, 102, 193].

Process modeling activities have also experienced much development in the last two dec-

ades. Particle reaction models were �rst deployed to thoroughly characterize the carbona-

tion [3, 11, 100, 125, 146] and calcination [24, 57, 145, 146] kinetics. Also, the in�uence of

side e�ects such as sorbent sulfation [172] and degradation [137, 196, 202] was addressed.

In addition, reactor hydrodynamics were described through several reactor models ranging

from 0D [11, 145], over 1D [125, 208, 209] up to full CFB studies [156, 157]. More re-
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cently, the performance and cost estimation of di�erent integration possibilities has been

discussed [23, 65, 66]. Current e�orts on CaL are dedicated to retro�tting the technology

to mid-merit or back-up power stations [22, 68, 155] as well as cement plants [15, 105, 106].

Furthermore, the possibility of operating the calciner with alternative fuels to enable net-

negative CO2 emissions is being explored [96, 150].

2.2.2 Process description

Calcium Looping is a high-temperature technology based on the reversible calcination and

carbonation of a calcium-containing sorbent, usually raw limestone:

CaO(s) + CO2(g) ↔ CaCO3(s) (2.1)

The process is carried out under continuous operation of two �uidized bed reactors, which

are interconnected by means of solid transfer lines. As indicated in �gure 2.2, the CO2 is

exothermically absorbed from the �ue gas using CaO in a carbonator reactor. Meanwhile,

the CO2-depleted exhaust gas is vented to the environment, and the partly carbonated

solids are transferred to a calcination reactor (i.e., calciner or regenerator). In the calciner,

the CO2 bound in the solid phase is released into a highly concentrated CO2 gas stream,

while the regenerated CaO is returned to the carbonator to close the solid loop.

≈

→

≈

→

Figure 2.2: Simpli�ed schematic of the Calcium Looping cycle

The energy required for sorbent regeneration is generally provided by burning supplement-

ary fuel with oxygen from an air separation unit (i.e., oxy-fuel). The CO2-rich �ue gas

can be partly recirculated to the regenerator to adjust the combustion temperature. Due

to sorbent deactivation upon cycling, a continuous �ow of fresh limestone make-up is fed
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to the process. The latter is compensated by an equivalent sorbent purge to avoid the

accumulation of inerts in the system (e.g., fuel ash and CaSO4). Moreover, the high en-

ergy integration of the process necessitates and facilitates energy recuperation. The high

exothermicity of the carbonation reaction, as well as energy recovery from outlet gas and

solid streams, can be utilized in a Rankine cycle to minimize the electric e�ciency penalty

incurred by the CO2 capture process [101, 171].

2.2.3 The CaO-CO2-CaCO3 equilibrium system

The operating conditions of the calciner and carbonator are imposed by the thermodynam-

ics of the CaO-CO2-CaCO3 equilibrium system. The carbonator is generally operated at

temperatures around 650 °C as a trade-o� between the limitations imposed by the reaction

kinetics and the equilibrium driving forces. In contrast, the calciner is typically operated

above 900 °C to allow fast sorbent regeneration in a CO2-rich atmosphere.

The equilibrium CO2 partial pressure as a function of temperature can be described using

the expression introduced by Stanmore and Gilot in a previous publication [192].

pCO2,eq (bar) = 4.192 · 107 exp
(
−20474

T

)
(2.2)

0

0

0

1

10

Figure 2.3: Equilibrium partial pressure of CO2 as a function of temperature
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Equation 2.2 is graphically represented in �gure 2.3 for the temperature range 550 °C-

950 °C. As can be observed, the equilibrium CO2 partial pressure increases with increasing

temperature. CO2 absorption is favored at partial pressures above the equilibrium level,

whereas CO2 desorption (i.e., sorbent calcination) is achieved at pressures below the equi-

librium line. Considering a typical power plant �ue gas with about 0.14 m3/m3 of CO2,

a carbonation temperature of around 650 °C can lead to carbonator CO2 capture e�cien-

cies as high as 95%, depending on the carbonator design and sorbent activity. On the

other hand, temperatures above 900 °C are required for e�ective sorbent calcination and

regeneration in a pure CO2 atmosphere.

2.2.4 Key process indicators

The Calcium Looping process can be characterized by means of several key evaluation

parameters. A number of them are revealed through material balance equations, including

the CO2 capture e�ciency and the carbonator design equation.

≈

→

≈

→

. .

. .

. .

.

.

. ..

.

Figure 2.4: Schematic of the Calcium Looping carbon molar balance

The carbon molar balance of a CaL facility is introduced in �gure 2.4. CO2 enters the

system from three di�erent sources, namely (i) the combustion �ue gas, (ii) the continuous

supply of limestone make-up, and (iii) the carbon content of the auxiliary fuel.

In the carbonator, part of the CO2 contained in the �ue gas is absorbed by CaO according

to equation 2.1. The carbonator CO2 capture e�ciency (Ecarb) can be then expressed as

follows:

Ecarb =
ṄCO2,carb,in − ṄCO2,carb,out

ṄCO2,carb,in

= 1− ṄCO2,carb,out

ṄCO2,carb,in

(2.3)

Where ṄCO2,carb,in and ṄCO2,carb,out refer to the carbonator inlet and outlet CO2 molar

streams, respectively. In some cases, Ecarb may also be referred to the maximum achiev-

able, equilibrium limited CO2 capture e�ciency (Ecarb,eq). This latter term refers to as
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equilibrium normalized CO2 capture e�ciency (Enorm) and can be used to compare di�er-

ent steady states which may occur at slightly di�erent carbonation temperatures:

Enorm =
Ecarb

Ecarb,eq

(2.4)

In addition to the carbonator CO2 absorption e�ciency (see equation 2.3), the overall CO2

capture e�ciency of the CaL reactor system (ECaL) is calculated according to equation 2.6:

ECaL =
ṄCO2,carb,inEcarb + ṄCaCO3,0 + ṄC,fuel

ṄCO2,carb,in + ṄCaCO3,0 + ṄC,fuel

(2.5)

ECaL = 1− ṄCO2,carb,out

ṄCO2,carb,in + ṄCaCO3,0 + ṄC,fuel

(2.6)

Where ṄCaCO3,0 and ṄC,fuel indicate the molar calcium �ows of sorbent make-up and fuel,

respectively.

Among the di�erent operating parameters of the CaL cycle, the looping and the make-up

ratios deserve special consideration. The looping ratio (ξLR) is de�ned as the quotient

between the molar �ow of calcium transferred to the carbonator (ṄCa,loop) and the CO2

entering the carbonator (see equation 2.7). ξLR in�uences the heat demand in the calciner

required to regenerate the sorbent and to heat up the circulating solids. A low looping

ratio is bene�cial in terms of energy consumption, although this needs to be balanced

with the criteria of CO2 capture e�ciency in the carbonator. In contrast, the make-up

ratio (ξMR) is the relation between the molar �ow of fresh sorbent fed to the CaL system

and the CO2 entering the carbonator (see equation 2.8). Increased ξMR values lead to

lower sorbent residence times in the system. Consequently, the sorbent undergoes less

calcination and carbonation cycles, which in turn leads to higher CO2 sorbent capture

capacities. However, this second term is also subjected to optimization. High ξMR values

increase the sorbent regeneration e�orts in the calciner signi�cantly and are not desirable

from an economic perspective unless the spent sorbent can be used as a by-product (e.g.,

for clinker manufacture at nearby cement plants).

ξLR =
ṄCa,loop

ṄCO2,carb,in

(2.7)

ξMR =
ṄCaCO3,0

ṄCO2,carb,in

(2.8)

Another procedure for characterizing the performance of a CaL cycle is based on assessing

the e�orts in CO2 capture. A widely adopted approach is based on the SPECCA coe�cient

(eSPECCA), which evaluates the energy consumption per kilogram of CO2 avoided [85,
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162]. eSPECCA calculates the primary energy demand of a capture technology based on its

type of energy employed and a given electricity generation e�ciency. For matured post-

combustion amine technologies, a eSPECCA of 4MJ/kg has been proposed [39]. According

to recent studies, the CaL process has the potential to further reduce this value to around

2-3MJ/kg [23, 161, 173].

2.2.5 Carbonator material balance and reactor design

An essential tool for the validation of the carbonation process is the closure of the CO2

material balance. During steady-state operation, where there is no accumulation of CaCO3

in the reactor bed, the mass of CO2 disappearing from the gas phase has to equal the mass

of CO2 being bound as carbonate in the Ca stream circulating between the two reactors

(ṄCa,loop):

ṄCO2,carb,inEcarb = ṄCa,loop(Xcarb − Xcalc) (2.9)

The amount of CO2 captured from the gas phase (ṄCO2,carb,inEcarb) can be calculated by

continuously measuring volume �ow and gas composition at carbonator inlet and outlet.

For calculating the amount of CO2 appearing in the solid phase, the looping rate is estim-

ated according to the measured solid circulation rate and the circulating solids' calcium

content. Once ṄCa,loop is known, it is possible to calculate the amount of solids entering

the carbonator with a molar carbonate content Xcalc after regeneration (i.e., ṄCa,loopXcalc)

and those leaving the carbonator after CO2 absorption with a molar carbonate content

Xcarb (i.e., ṄCa,loopXcarb), assuming that both reactors are perfectly mixed. The compar-

ison between both equation terms is a useful indicator of the experimental information's

consistency, which is the basis for analyzing the carbonator performance.

Another relevant methodology for assessing the carbonation process is based on a basic

reactor model and simpli�ed particle reaction rate model [45]:

(
dXcarb

dt

)
= kSφXave (yCO2,carb − yCO2,carb,eq) (2.10)

In equation 2.10, kS is the surface reaction rate constant for the utilized limestone, while

(yCO2,carb − yCO2,carb,eq) refers to the di�erence between the logarithmic average and the

equilibrium CO2 volume fraction in the carbonator. In parallel, φ indicates the gas-solid

contacting factor and Xave states for the sorbent's average maximum CO2 carrying capacity.

This simpli�ed approach allows to solve the following mass balance for the amount of CO2

removed in the gas phase and the CO2 captured by the CaO particles in the carbonator

bed (see [45] for more details):

ṄCO2,carb,inEcarb = NCa,carbfactivekSφXave (yCO2,carb − yCO2,carb,eq) (2.11)
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The apparent carbonation rate constant (kSφ) can be calculated as a �tting parameter

from equation 2.11, whereas kS can be determined by thermogravimetric analysis. NCa,carb

refers to the carbonator calcium inventory, and factive corresponds to the fraction of active

particles reacting in the fast reaction rate (where Xcarb<Xave). Equation 2.11 constitutes a

reactor design model and links all CaL parameters directly or indirectly with Ecarb for the

given set of operating conditions. The key parameter of this model is the active space time

(τactive = NCa,carbfactiveXave/ṄCO2,carb,in), which is indicative of both the sorbent inventory

and the reaction rate of such inventory.

2.2.6 The carbonation reaction

The CO2 capture e�ciency attained in a carbonator is governed by the relationship between

carbonation kinetics and thermodynamics. The kinetics of carbonation are related to the

required residence time of a sorbent to fully transform and reach a certain equilibrium con-

version. It is generally accepted that the carbonation of lime follows a two-stage reaction

pattern [1, 25, 30, 90]. The initial stage occurs fast and is kinetically controlled. Then,

the reaction experiences a sharp transition to a slow di�usion-limited step on the formed

product layer.

Figure 2.5: Exemplary evolution of the carbonation conversion with time

Figure 2.5 introduces a graphical visualization of an exemplary carbonation conversion

curve obtained with the use of a thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA). The conversion ex-
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tent of a particle (XCO2) is de�ned as the quotient between the absorbed CO2 and the

total Ca contained in the sample, usually expressed in molar terms (i.e., mol CO2/ mol

Ca). Commonly, a �rst-order carbonation reaction is proposed to describe the dependency

of the partial pressure of CO2 with respect to its equilibrium value [30, 91]. Nevertheless,

di�erent reaction orders have also been reported, based on the distinct reaction mech-

anisms considered [3, 11, 36, 132]. Generally, only the fast reaction regime is taken as

relevant for CO2 capture, as exploitation of the di�usion-limited step would comprehens-

ively increase the sorbent residence time and the reaction design e�orts [1]. Moreover, it

has been postulated that the shape of the carbonation curve can be strongly in�uenced

by the utilized experimental setup [11]. Therefore, caution is advised to avoid di�usional

limitations that might hinder the determination of kinetic data. Also, it should be recalled

that the achieved overall conversion is highly dependent on the cycle number, as the latter

diminishes due to sorbent deactivation upon cycling [90].

2.2.7 Multicycle sorbent conversion

The conversion extent of CaO to CaCO3 is often de�ned as the maximum carbonation

conversion attained during the fast, kinetically controlled reaction regime. In a cycling

environment, this maximum carbonation conversion decreases with each calcination and

carbonation step (Xncycles), reaching an asymptotic threshold for an in�nite number of

cycles [1, 25, 90, 194, 201]. The decay in sorbent deactivation can be described by a

semi-empirical approach suggested by Grasa and Abanades in an early study [89]:

Xncycles =
1

1

1− Xr

+ k · ncycles

+Xr (2.12)

Where k corresponds to the sorbent deactivation constant and Xr refers to the residual

sorbent conversion after an in�nite number of cycles. The authors showed that the se-

quential decay in carbonation capacity is a common feature in all types of limestones and

process conditions, suggesting reference values of k=0.52 and Xr=0.075.

So far, the decay in sorbent reactivity has been mostly addressed at thermogravimetric

scale. Nonetheless, the use of a dual interconnected �uidized bed system also constitutes a

favorable framework for investigating the evolution of sorbent activity upon cycling since

it ensures improved gas-solid interaction as well as heat and mass transfer characteristics.

Chapter 4 presents a procedure for estimating the theoretical number of cycles (ncycles) un-

der continuous �uidized bed operation. The suggested approach is based on the equation

introduced by Charitos et al. in a previous publication [45], incorporating an amend-

ment for the cycling history of the particles prior to the beginning of the calcination and
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carbonation experiments.

Implications of sorbent deterioration

It is generally accepted that the rapid stage reaction rate is largely dependent on both the

surface area of the reacting particle and the thickness of the formed product layer [2, 94,

109]. The CaCO3 formed during carbonation �lls up the available porosity of small pores

and a small fraction of the large voids [90]. The product layer grows accordingly until a

critical thickness is reached that marks the onset of the slow carbonation period [13].

The di�usion of CO2 in the product layer can also be compromised by textural changes

arising in the sorbent matrix during the repetitive calcination and carbonation cycles. Such

modi�cations lead to sorbent deterioration and thus to a decrease in sorbent reactivity.

The following section of this chapter introduces each of these phenomena separately.

Sintering Sintering can be de�ned as the change in pore shape, pore shrinkage, and grain

growth that particles endure while heating [31]. During the process, the growth and co-

alescence of CaO grains lead to a reduction of the sorbent's surface area and porosity,

which in turn hinder the potential conversion of CO2 and other �ue gas components (see

�gure 2.6). Sintering is of special relevance during the calcination step, as the deactivation

rate has shown to be promoted within a relatively short time scale (i.e., 15 min) at temper-

atures above 900 °C [34]. Moreover, particle sintering is negatively a�ected by other factors

such as (i) calcination time, (ii) CO2 partial pressure, (iii) the presence of steam, and (iv)

sorbent impurities [33�35]. In parallel, the negative e�ect of carbonation time of sorbent

sintering has been postulated to be of minor relevance [25, 179, 196]. Furthermore, the

latter studies suggest that increasing carbonation times might result in a higher sorbent re-

activity towards CO2, as the reaction is allowed to proceed to the di�usion-controlled step.

However, it must be acknowledged the extended carbonation period may be impractical for

industrial operation. In the last years, both the manufacture of synthetic-based Ca-based

sorbents [37, 97, 182] and sorbent reactivation steps [20, 28, 70] have been suggested as

e�ective measures to substantially reduce the decay in carbonation capacity. However,

there is a need to study the scalability of these complex processes as well as the sorbent

manufacture costs [80]. For an overview of current sorbent manufacture and reactivation

techniques, please refer to chapter 3.

Attrition Attrition is related to unwanted particle breakage and is in�uenced by the

reactor design, sorbent properties, and reaction environment [26]. Sorbent attrition can

be categorized into three groups: (i) primary fragmentation, (ii) secondary fragmentation,

and (iii) attrition by abrasion [54, 80]. While (i) is mainly caused by thermal stresses and
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Figure 2.6: E�ect of sintering time on cyclic carbonation of CaO

overpressures due to CO2 release during calcination, (ii) and (iii) are related to mechanical

stresses from impacts between particles and the reactor. Besides, while (ii) typically leads

to similar coarse fragments, (iii) takes place exclusively on the particle surface, leading to a

�ner size fraction. During �uidized bed operation, CaO attrition is of particular relevance

due to the fast environmental changes the particles are subjected to [8]. The extent of

sorbent attrition in a �uidized bed environment has been assessed by several authors in

the last years [8, 50, 78, 86, 134]. With a marked variability between limestones, the

latter studies reveal higher attrition in the �rst calcination and carbonation cycles, where

the particle size shrinks rapidly. From this point on, the particle size shows a rather

constant behavior upon cycling. In a recent study, Alonso et al. postulated that primary

fragmentation dominated during the period of maximum sorbent calcination rates [8].

Concurrently, abrasion of CaO particles after calcination was detected by monitoring the

evolution in particle size with time. Besides, Saastamoinen et al. reported that the sudden

CO2 release driven by the �rst calcination of limestone is the main contributor to sorbent

decrepitation (i.e., primary fragmentation) rather than abrupt thermal variations [177]. In

parallel, the authors concluded that sulfation of CaO greatly reduces the generation of �nes

from abrasion, as the formed sulfate layer strengthens the particle [176, 177]. Also, the

history of particles has proven to play a major role. According to a study by Scala et al.,

raw limestone and recarbonated sorbents are most resistant to secondary fragmentation,

whereas calcined sorbents are more susceptible to attrition by abrasion [183]. Recently,
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granulation has been postulated as a promising technique to produce sorbents with both

enhanced chemical and mechanical properties [168]. Nevertheless, as attrition depends on

both experimental setup and operating conditions [31], there is still much scope for further

work on the topic.

Competing reactions The sorbent carrying capacity can also be negatively a�ected by

chemical reactions occurring between CaO and other gas molecules rather than CO2. Here,

the reaction with sulfur dioxide (SO2) is the most important. At speci�c process condi-

tions, the SO2 originating from the �ue gas and the combustion of the auxiliary fuel in

the calciner can irreversibly react with the Ca-containing sorbent, forming calcium sulfate

via two reaction pathways [31]. Direct sulfation (equation 2.13) occurs when the CO2

partial pressure in the reactor is above the chemical equilibrium CO2 pressure. Instead,

if the CO2 partial pressure is lower than the equilibrium value, indirect sulfation pro-

ceeds (equation 2.14). Consequently, the last route dominates at the conditions typically

prevailing in the calciner. According to an early work by Anthony and Granatstein, the

sulfation reaction usually takes place at the external surface, around the pores of the sorb-

ent particles [14]. Since the molar volume of CaSO4 is higher than the molar volume of

CaCO3 or CaO, the pores become blocked, and the inner part of the particle core remains

unreacted.

CaCO3(s) + SO2(g) +
1

2
O2(g) → CaSO4(s) + CO2(g) (2.13)

CaO(s) + SO2(g) +
1

2
O2(g) → CaSO4(s) (2.14)

The a�nity of both SO2 and CO2 towards CaO has been addressed by several authors in

the past [9, 16, 92, 167, 175, 194]. Both Grasa et al. and Ryu et al. concluded that SO2

can also react with deactivated CaO resulting from multiple calcination and carbonation

cycles, as the resulting large pores are less subject to pore blockage during sulfation. Con-

sequently, the solid purge of a CaL cycle could constitute a more e�ective desulfurization

medium than fresh limestone-derived CaO. Moreover, the high make-up rates enabled by

process synergies with cement plants allow counteracting sorbent deactivation by sulfation

considerably [105]. In this last case, sorbent sulfation can be taken as a sorbent degradation

mechanism which can be corrected by simple process tailoring. Besides, and particularly

when utilizing alternative fuels in the CaL process, the e�ects of additional fuel species

(e.g., Cl) on sorbent deactivation are of particular interest. For a detailed explanation on

the absorption of HCl by limestone, please refer to chapter 6.
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Implications of process conditions

The in�uence of carbonation temperature on CO2 absorption has been investigated by

various authors in the past [30, 61, 127, 143, 214]. As anticipated previously, the carbon-

ator temperature is de�ned as a trade-o� between reaction kinetics and thermodynamics.

While higher temperatures are desirable to increase the e�ciency of heat recovery within

the CaL loop, lower temperatures are required to achieve higher CO2 capture levels and

push the technology towards the �zero emissions� target. Li et al. investigated the e�ect

of increasing the carbonation temperature at the end of the di�usion-controlled stage and

reported an increase in CO2 carrying capacity [127]. According to the authors, higher

temperatures favor the formation of lower density, larger-sized CaCO3 product islands

that simultaneously ease CaO mobility through the pore network. Consequently, sorbent

conversion is enhanced. The increase in sorbent capacity with increasing temperature was

also reported by Criado et al. [61]. The authors also attributed the latter e�ect to the

formation of a thicker product layer resulting from the formation of larger product islands

on the surface of the CaO. Besides, Manovic and Anthony postulated that the positive

e�ect of temperature on sorbent conversion might be signi�cantly reduced when operating

at temperatures above 650 °C [143] in the presence of steam. In practice, the standard

operation of a CaL carbonator is carried out between 600-700 °C, although the application

of lower carbonation temperatures could be interesting for novel CaL solutions based on

the use of a low-cost thermochemical energy storage system [22, 61].

The CO2 partial pressure has also been reported to signi�cantly a�ect the extent of the

sorbent conversion [30, 89, 158, 160, 205]. According to Ortiz et al., increased CO2 par-

tial pressures enhance carbonation kinetics in the fast reaction regime, as the higher CO2

availability increases the reaction driving force [160]. However, carbonation in the di�usion-

controlled regime looses relevancy as the inlet volume fraction of CO2 is increased. Grasa

et al. made a similar observation when investigating the e�ect of CO2 partial pressure on

the carbonation reaction with values between 0.002-0.1MPa [90]. The authors observed

that the slopes of the fast carbonation reaction period were strongly a�ected by the concen-

tration of the reactant, demonstrating a �rst-order dependency of the carbonation reaction

with respect to the CO2 concentration.

The presence of steam in the �ue gas has been widely reported to greatly enhance solid-

state di�usion and, consequently, carbonation of CaO [19, 73, 77, 93, 143]. Manovic and

Anthony supported the latter assertion by (i) the observed temperature dependency of the

carbonation rate in the presence of steam, (ii) the in�uence of Na+ ions in the sorbent, and

(iii) the sorbent morphology attained during carbonation with and without steam pres-

ence [143]. The authors also claimed that steam is more helpful under conditions where

the product layer di�usion becomes reaction-rate limiting (i.e., at low temperatures and/or
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with more sintered sorbents). Donat et al. made a similar observation, reporting enhanced

sorbent reactivities in the presence of steam [77]. Besides, the authors conducted a system-

atical analysis of steam concentration, both during carbonation and calcination [77]. Donat

et al. claimed that at low concentrations, the e�ect of steam on the sorbent carrying capa-

city depended on the amount of steam available. However, above a certain concentration

point, no further improvement was observed. On the other hand, Manovic and Anthony

postulated a marginal increase in sorbent conversion during carbonation at 600 °C with

increasing steam concentration from 0.10 to 0.20 m3/m3 [143]. It is evident that further

research is required to fully characterize the systematical e�ect of steam concentration

on sorbent conversion, particularly in a �uidized bed environment. The investigations

included in chapter 4 aim at improving the understanding of the latter aspect.
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3 Calcium Looping CO2 capture

from coal-�red power plants

3.1 Sorbent development for Calcium Looping

As already discussed in chapter 2, there are several properties that characterize the per-

formance of a CaL sorbent, such as its (i) CO2 capture capacity, (ii) stability upon cycling,

(iii) attrition resistance, and (iv) chemical stability towards side reactions. Moreover, a

promising sorbent candidate should be (i) widely available, (ii) economically a�ordable,

and (iii) easy to regenerate. Limestone-derived CaO ful�lls the latter speci�cations to a

great extent, making it particularly attractive as a sorbent for high-temperature CO2 cap-

ture applications [178]. CaO-based sorbents can be mainly put into three groups, namely

(i) natural-based sorbents, (ii) doped natural-based sorbents, and (iii) arti�cial (or syn-

thetic) sorbents. While group (i) has been widely addressed in the past, the most recent

work is being devoted to developing sorbents contained in the categories (ii) and (iii). Nev-

ertheless, the solution is not straightforward since it needs to be balanced by the criteria of

both sorbent reactivity and economic feasibility at a large scale. In addition, deactivated

natural-based sorbents may undergo an additional recycling step to increase the resulting

low residual reactivity, thereby avoiding the necessity of disposal. The following section

of this chapter gives an overview of recent e�orts achieved in the development of Calcium

Looping sorbents.

3.1.1 Natural-based sorbents

CaO-based natural solid sorbents bene�t from (i) the initially high theoretical absorption

capacity, (ii) fast reaction kinetics, and (iii) wide precursor abundance [27].

In the last decades, many investigations have been devoted to exploiting the character-

istics of unmetamorphosed limestones and dolomites. However, naturally-occurring meta-

morphosed (i.e., marble) sorbents also deserve consideration due to their comparatively

high accessibility and a�ordability [104]. Contrary to unmetamorphosed sorbents, marble

materials are exposed to elevated temperatures and pressures during the geological pro-

cess. Under these circumstances, the limestone deforms and recrystallizes, resulting in
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a variety of metamorphic morphologies. While the speci�c metamorphic characteristics

depend mainly on the geological conditions, limestone metamorphism usually derives in

increased grain sizes. In the following, the most relevant studies on unmetamorphosed

limestones are discussed. For a detailed discussion of metamorphosed limestones, please

refer to chapter 4. Limestone (CaCO3) embraces carbonate rocks or fossils with a high

calcium and magnesium content, including varying amounts of impurities such as silica

and alumina [31]. So far, calcite-rich limestones have received the largest focus for CO2

capture activities, as it allows the highest uptake of CO2 per unit mass [31]. However,

natural limestones show a high variation concerning their attrition and sulfation resist-

ance, which ultimately a�ects their CO2 capture performance (see �gure 3.1). A second

sorbent group is related to the dolomites (CaMg(CO3)2), which are also naturally occur-

ring. Compared to limestones, dolomites (i.e., MgO) do not undergo carbonation under

typical CaL conditions, and hence the stoichiometric capture capacity is lower than that

of limestone [31, 48]. Nonetheless, Blamey et al. reported that certain dolomites might

display a higher long-term CO2 uptake than limestone-derived CaO [31]. According to

the authors, the latter e�ect is related to the preservation of the unreacted MgO porosity

network and the increased MgO melting point compared to CaO (i.e., reduced sintering).

The decay in CO2 carrying capacity of natural-based limestones has been widely addressed

in the last two decades. So far, most of these studies have been carried out using a TGA

apparatus [2, 25, 90, 190, 194], although �uidized bed reactors have also been employed

on some occasions [45, 50, 175]. In an early work by Coppola et al., the CO2 capture per-

formance and attrition behavior of limestone and dolomite were assessed using a lab-scale

�uidized bed [54, 55]. In the absence of SO2, the authors showed that dolomite performed

better upon cycling despite its lower calcium content. The residual capture capacity of

dolomite was 0.12 g/g compared to 0.02-0.07 g/g yielded with limestone operation. The

latter e�ect was attributed to the large magnesium fraction of the dolomite, which reduces

sintering [31]. Nevertheless, the experiments showed that dolomite is less resistant to at-

trition and fragmentation, particularly upon the �rst calcination stage.

Although with some exceptions [104], carbonation of CaO in the presence of SO2 has been

found to promote sorbent deactivation [16, 56, 79, 175]. The additional sorbent degrad-

ation incurred by SO2 has shown to di�er signi�cantly for di�erent types of limestones,

despite showing a similar carbonation behavior in the absence of sulfur [92]. In any case,

it seems evident that natural sorbents face major challenges that compromise their applic-

ation in large-scale systems. Hence, several procedures have been proposed to reduce the

impact on sorbent deactivation.
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Figure 3.1: Conversion vs number of cycles for di�erent types of natural-based sorbents.
Adapted from [89]

3.1.2 Enhancement of natural-based sorbents

Sorbent enhancement techniques represent a midpoint between the use of natural ma-

terials and the utilization of complex procedures for the synthesis of new materials. In

consequence, sorbent reactivation is expected to be generally less costly than the produc-

tion of new sorbents. Currently, there is a broad range of techniques that can be applied

to improve sorbent properties [80]. The following chapter brie�y summarizes the most

promising procedures suggested to date.

Thermal pre-treatment

According to several studies, thermal pre-treatment can improve the conversion of CaO in

long sequential calcination and carbonation cycles [7, 140, 144]. When subjected to tem-

peratures between 800-1300 °C, the continuous cycling of the sorbent leads to the formation

of a skeleton of interconnected CaO, which in turn acts as an outer reactive CaO layer and

stabilizes the sorption capacity [137]. An experimental investigation by Manovic and An-

thony further revealed that in the early cycles, only the less reactive hard skeleton exists,

although conversion increases as the soft structure develops [140].

Thermal pre-treatment is considered to be straightforward and inexpensive. However, it

should be noted that it will incur additional energy e�orts as the material needs to be
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heated up before its �nal use. In addition, thermal pre-treatment has been reported to in-

�uence sorbent reactivation unequally [21, 46, 144]. Hence, it is probable that the di�erent

types of natural sorbents will require other reactivation conditions due to the di�erences

in impurity composition and internal structure.

Hydration

Hydration of spent CaL sorbents has also been proposed as a promising reactivation

strategy [82, 109, 195]. Sorbent hydration is bene�cial due to the formation of cracks

in the CaO particles, which concurrently create new reaction paths and improve CO2 cap-

ture [204]. Sorbent reactivation by hydration also leads to the formation of larger pores,

making the particle less susceptible to pore blockage [211].

Hydration can be achieved using water [53, 207], steam, or a mixture of both [20, 80].

Among all possibilities, steam hydration has received particular attention due to the high

spent sorbent's reactivity towards steam. According to several studies, sorbent reactivity

upon cycling is preserved by this method due to the enhanced carbonation rate in the

di�usion-controlled regime [148].

The bene�ts of using hydration as a means to reactivate sorbent are numerous. However,

it must be noted that the placement of an extra reactor will increase the cost and com-

plexity of the plant. Also, the tendency to attrition might be enhanced with hydrated

particles [32, 141, 204], which could require the implementation of additional sorbent pro-

cessing steps (e.g., granulation or extrusion) to overcome their weaker mechanical stability.

Re-carbonation

The following method is based on the re-carbonation of carbonated particles by extending

the time the solids spend in the slow di�usion stage [80]. The �rst sorbent re-carbonation

study for CaL application was proposed by Sun et al. [196]. The authors showed that

an increase in the carbonation time positively a�ected the capture capacity over several

subsequent CaL cycles. Chen et al. also made a similar observation, claiming that the

samples that experienced extended carbonation displayed a better performance than those

that did not [46]. A few years later, Arias et al. introduced a re-carbonation reactor

concept for CaL application [21], suggesting that the sorbent properties can be mostly

preserved if re-carbonating with pure CO2 coming from the regenerator. The design of

such a reactor was proposed in a latter study [71].

Nonetheless, re-carbonation can have an adverse e�ect since it might accelerate the decay of

CaO conversion [80, 142]. Valverde et al. con�rmed the latter observation, suggesting that

re-carbonation of carbonated solids might cause defects due to intense bulk stresses [200].

Despite the potential of this process, further studies are required to thoroughly characterize
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the implications of re-carbonation on sorbent properties, particularly at increased CaL

cycles.

3.1.3 Doped natural-based sorbents

Doped sorbents refer to natural-based materials whose properties have been enhanced by

additives. The idea behind this technique is the production of a sinter-resistant material

with a high carrying capacity at a�ordable costs.

Figure 3.2: Conversion vs number of cycles for Havelock limestone using di�erent dopant
solutions. Adapted from [5]

Currently, the primary method associated with sorbent doping is wet impregnation [80]. In

an early TGA study, Salvador et al. studied the impregnation of Ca-based sorbents with

sodium chloride (NaCl) and sodium carbonate (Na2CO3) [179]. According to the authors,

the addition of NaCl led to an enhanced capture capacity, maintaining it at 40% of overall

capacity over 13 cycles. In contrast, impregnation with Na2CO3 had no apparent e�ects.

Years later, Fennell et al. conducted investigations on wet impregnation with Na2CO3 in

a �uidized bed facility [83]. The authors reported that doping small quantities of Na2CO3

with very low molarity led to a slight improvement in the carrying capacity. However,

increased doping quantity solutions showed a detrimental e�ect and decreased the react-

ivity of the tested limestone. Moreover, investigations with other impregnating solutions

(e.g., KCl [87], K2CO3 [87], MgCl2 [6], CaCl2 [6], Mg(NO3)2 [6, 197]) have also con�rmed
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the bene�t of utilizing low dopant concentrations [80]. Al-Jeboori et al. demonstrated the

positive e�ects of mineral-acid doping on the long-term reactivity of limestone-based sorb-

ents (see �gure 3.2). The authors explored the cyclic activity of three di�erent limestones

doped with a range of inorganic mineral acids (HCl, HBr, HI, and HNO3) in a �uidized

bed reactor [5]. At low dopant molarity concentrations, the performance yielded during

the experiments showed to be highly dependent on the type of limestone used. For the

Havelock limestone, the best results were obtained with HBr and HCl, followed by HI and

HNO3.

Provided a careful selection of materials and methods, sorbent doping has shown to en-

tail positive e�ects on the pore structure, pore volume, and pore size, which ultimately

bene�t the carrying capacity [80]. However, the costs related to doping solutions need to

be carefully assessed, considering the large amounts of sorbent required for application at

industrially relevant scale.

3.1.4 Arti�cial sorbents

The main di�erence between doped sorbents and arti�cial (i.e., synthetic) sorbents lies in

the origin of the calcium source. Arti�cial materials do not have any naturally occurring

components, and they rely on the dispersion of an active compound onto a porous inert

matrix [133]. Synthetic sorbents hold the premise of reducing the decrease in capture

capacity. The addition of an inert material can help preserve the CO2 capture capacity,

while it may also entail an increase in sorbent costs [27]. Therefore, a relatively new �eld

in sorbent development has emerged that aims at synthesizing low-cost sorbents, which

also bene�t from high stability and high cycling capacity [80]. Recently, Saccia et al. de-

veloped a sorbent containing CaO and coal �y ash cenospheres (i.e., CaO-CFA900) [182].

The authors reported the creation of a highly stable and inexpensive sorbent, which yiel-

ded a residual activity of 0.22 g/g after 200 calcination and carbonation cycles in a TGA

apparatus. In another study, Ma et al. explored the properties of waste product carbide

slag, alumina cement, and glucose [138]. Best results for the proposed sorbent (i.e., CaO

and Ca12Al14O33) were found with an alumina cement content of 5 wt%, yielding a capture

capacity of 0.37 g/g and 0.29 g/g after 20 cycles under mild and severe calcination condi-

tions, respectively. Although with increased manufacturing costs, CaO with sepiolite as an

inert matrix (i.e., CaO, MgO, and Ca2SiO4) has also proved to perform adequately [188].

According to Shi et al., the latter candidate yielded a capture capacity of 0.37 g/g after ten

sequential calcination and carbonation cycles. According to the authors, this is about 39%

and 56% higher than the values reported for hydrated CaO and original CaO, respectively.

The carrying capacities and test conditions of selected arti�cial sorbents are summarized

in tables 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. As can be observed, the residual activity after repeated
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calcination and carbonation cycles is mostly maintained if compared to that of natural-

based sorbents. Still, there is a need to study the scalability of these relatively complex

processes. The preferred techniques will be, at least at an initial stage of deployment,

techniques that are already proven in the industry (e.g., granulation and extrusion) [80].

Moreover, the suitability of the particles for use in �uidized beds requires careful consid-

eration. In addition, the cost of sorbent processing should not be ignored.

Table 3.1: Overview of selected arti�cial sorbents for CaL application

Sorbent Initial carrying

capacity

Long-term carrying

capacity
No. cycles Ref.

CaO-sepiolite - 0.37 g/g 10 [188]
BPB-CaO 0.7 g/g 0.5 g/g 20 [47]
CaO-Ca12Al14O33 - 0.29 g/g 20 [138]
CaO-CFA900 0.33 g/g 0.22 g/g 20-200 [182]

Table 3.2: Operation conditions of sorbents presented in table 3.1

Sorbent Reactor Carbonation

conditions

Calcination

conditions
Ref.

CaO-sepiolite DFB 650 °C; 0.15m3/m3 CO2 850 °C; 1 m3/m3 N2 [188]
BPB-CaO TFB 700 °C; 0.2 m3/m3 CO2 850 °C; 1 m3/m3 N2 [47]
CaO-Ca12Al14O33 DFB 700 °C; 0.15m3/m3 CO2 920 °C; 0.70m3/m3 CO2 [138]
CaO-CFA900 TGA 600 °C; 0.40m3/m3 CO2 900 °C; 1 m3/m3 N2 [182]

3.2 Load �exibility potential of Calcium Looping

systems

Future energy scenarios are expected to be mainly dominated by renewable energy

sources [114]. However, the behavior of most renewable technologies is still intermittent

and will require the implementation of back-up or mid-merit power plants to balance en-

ergy supply and demand [111].

Existing coal-�red power blocks operated in a back-up mode could be favored in such

electricity portfolios, as they usually introduce low fuel costs and can be largely amort-

ized [111, 121, 149]. Still, �exible power plant operation alone is incompatible with the

long-term sustainability goals to achieve deep decarbonization in energy supply. Con-

sequently, load-following power stations equipped with CCS technology are required to
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accomplish the ambitious CO2 emission reduction targets [199]. Originally, CCS facilit-

ies were designed for base-load operation. Rapid �uctuations in electricity demand further

exacerbate the challenges associated with load-�exible CCS plants, increasing process com-

plexity and the associated costs [40, 63, 76, 119, 139].

Due to the inherent advantages of the CaL cycle, the suitability of this technology for

�exible CO2 capture has been recently addressed. At the time of writing, several process

layouts have been proposed to increase the �exibility of CaL systems. Some of them rely

on the usage of a thermo-chemical energy storage system [22, 23, 60, 98, 159]. In con-

trast, other studies focus on the assessment of �exible pilot plant operation [68, 155] as

well as alternative process schemes [98, 213]. The following section of this chapter brie�y

summarizes the current state-of-the-art of �exible CaL units.

3.2.1 Thermo-chemical energy storage

Energy storage technologies are expected to play a crucial role in energy system decar-

bonization by (i) improving energy resources (i.e., e�ciency), (ii) increasing energy access,

and (iii) improving electricity grid stability and �exibility, among others [118].

To date, several studies have addressed the feasibility of implementing energy storage solu-

tions for the �exible decarbonization of power systems. The storage of a fraction of rich

solvent has been studied in post-combustion amine-based CO2 capture systems [4, 181].

Such investigations concluded that the latter approach could reduce power consumption

in the regeneration and CO2 compression units during the peak power demand periods.

Consequently, the latter operations can be postponed to when there is less power de-

mand. For oxy-fuel combustion systems, the storage of O2 in cryogenic tanks during low

power demand periods has been proposed, operating the air separation unit (ASU) in base

mode [99]. Similarly, the storage of H2 in pre-combustion CO2 processes has been addressed

to decouple the generation of power from H2 production [64]. The latter approaches aim

at covering short peaks characterized by a fast response [22]. Therefore, such systems will

be mostly penalized in case of seasonal back-up (i.e., operating a few weeks per year) due

to the large capacity required to store costly materials or solvents as well as large-scale

storage equipment (i.e., cryogenic O2 or pressurized H2).

In the last years, CaL-based thermo-chemical energy storage systems have been often pro-

posed to improve the �exibility for CO2 capture. The latter approach takes advantage

of the low speci�c costs of solids required for large-scale storage (i.e., CaO and CaCO3).

An early study from Hanak et al. explored di�erent routes for energy storage in Calcium

Looping systems, namely (i) CaO-CaCO3, (ii) CaO-Ca(OH)2, and (iii) cryogenic O2 stor-

age [98]. The comparison between (i) and (iii) revealed that the latter would result in a

higher turndown of the entire system, thereby leading to increased energy densities and
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lower capital costs. Also, (ii) was suggested as a promising option to increase the energy

density of the CaO-CaCO3 storage system by about 57%. In another work, Criado et

al. proposed a CaO-CaCO3 storage concept that could be integrated into existing power

plants operating as back-up in renewable energy systems [60]. The authors claimed that

electricity costs between 0.13-0.15 $ per kWhe could be feasible, as carbonator solids could

be stored at low temperatures (< 250 °C) in large solid piles. Astol� et al. performed a

more detailed assessment of the previous thermo-chemical storage unit, focusing on optim-

izing the size of the calciner and the storage system to minimize the cost of electricity [23].

From the logistic viewpoint, sizing the calciner on the average daily load and the storage

system to manage the daily cycling appeared to be most feasible, incurring minor economy

penalty compared with the optimal plant design. The latter scenario revealed a reduction

in the cost of avoided CO2 in the range of 16-26% compared to the reference low capacity

factor scenario without solids storage. The practical feasibility of the thermo-chemical

CaO-CaCO3 concept has been recently explored by Arias et al. [22]. According to the

latter study, a small oxy-�red calciner of about 8% of the total thermal capacity could

be su�cient to e�ectively regenerate the sorbent while capturing 90% of the CO2 in the

carbonator. Moreover, the authors suggested using the steam cycle of the existing power

plant in order to improve the capture �exibility and to minimize the increase of CO2 cap-

ture costs. In this way, the electrical power output might be preserved while reducing the

thermal input to the power plant by 12%. In addition, the possibility of including such

a thermo-chemical energy storage method in concentrated solar power plants has been

recently discussed [159].

While some energy storage technologies are close to maturity, most are still in the early

stages of development, struggling to compete with other non-storage technologies due to in-

creased costs [118]. Consequently, they will require additional e�orts before their potential

can be fully reached.

3.2.2 Conventional CFB carbonator arrangement

One major reason for the rapid progress experienced by the CaL process is ascribed to

the resemblance of the carbonator and calciner to commercial CFB reactors. CaL systems

coupled to load-following power plants are expected to accommodate frequent variations

in the �ue gas �ow rate and, therefore, in the carbonator inlet gas velocity. This has a

direct implication on the hydrodynamics of the reactor, which in turn leads to changes

in the solids' circulation rate and bed inventories of the reactors [68]. Consequently, the

residence time of the particles inside the carbonator is a�ected, thereby impacting on the

attained CO2 capture e�ciency.

Originally, CFB carbonators were designed to capture the CO2 emitted from base-load op-
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Figure 3.3: Pressure pro�le of solids in a CFB carbonator during part-load operation at a
1.7 MWth pilot plant. Adapted from [68]

erated power plants. At high super�cial gas velocities, the solid entrainment rate achieved

in the reactor is beyond the solid circulation rate required to achieve the CO2 capture tar-

gets [68]. In consequence, the surplus of entrained solids is often recirculated back towards

the carbonator. During part-load operation, the situation reverses. There is a threshold

in the case of low super�cial gas velocities, beyond which the entrainment rate is below

the required values. In this context, Ylätalo et al. proposed a strategy to mix the �ue gas

arriving from the power plant with a recycled fraction of the lean CO2 stream exiting the

carbonator [210]. While the proposed approach might guarantee a stable solids circulation

between reactors, it reduces the CO2 concentration in the inlet gas stream, thus a�ecting

the carbonation kinetics. Moreover, the integration of CaL cycles with power plants during

steady-state and �exible operation has been numerically investigated. Lara and Romeo

proposed a scheme for integrating CaL cycles with power plants at load scenarios as low

as 30%, concluding that CO2 capture systems de�ned for nominal load conditions might

be oversized when operating at part-load [124]. In another study, Cormos developed a 1-D

dynamic model of both CFB reactors (i.e., carbonator and calciner) operated in fast and

turbulent operation regimes [58]. The study concluded that the e�ect of the disturbance

propagated with delay for the solid phase compared with the gas phase. However, the

ramp perturbation was found not to destabilize the process as a step change. Recently, the

load �exibility potential of a 1.7 MWth CFB carbonator has been experimentally invest-
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igated [68]. The study aimed to explore the CaL plant's performance during steady-state

operation, both under full- and part-load conditions (see �gure 3.3). According to the

authors, an increase in the carbonator gas velocity from 2.0 to 5.3 m/s led to a rise in the

particles entrainment rate from 3.4 to 13.4 kg/(m2 s). However, Diego and Arias concluded

that super�cial gas velocities lower than 2.0 m/s might not be feasible without substantial

modi�cations due to ine�cient circulation of solids between reactors. The authors pro-

posed implementing a �ue gas staging procedure to improve the �exible performance of the

system. Nevertheless, this would negatively a�ect the overall CO2 capture e�ciency of the

system due to the lower amount of �ue gas passing through the lower dense solid bed in

the carbonator [45]. Furthermore, the latter study suggests that maximum load reductions

of up to 50% can be attained with the conventional setup, which is less than the reduction

rates expected for coal-�red power plants operated at minimum load cases [119]. There-

fore, further research is required to con�rm whether or not conventional CFB carbonators

have the potential to cope with the low load capacity factors expected in �exibly operated

power plants.

3.2.3 Novel BFB carbonator approach

An alternative process scheme for improving the load-�exibility behavior of CaL systems

was proposed by Dieter et al. in an early work [73]. The authors suggested the possibility

of utilizing a BFB carbonator with a bottom interlink to decouple �ue gas load and sorbent

circulation, thus enabling operation in a wide range of �uidization regimes (see �gure 3.4).

Although the concept has been successfully demonstrated on several occasions [72, 73, 106],

its load �exibility behavior has not been explored until lately. In the context of the recent

European RFCS research project "FlexiCaL" Moreno et al. have conducted investigations

to assess the �exibility potential of the proposed reactor setting [155]. The results showed

that part-load cases as low as 40% can be attained with the suggested CaL con�guration.

It was demonstrated that the facility can be operated stably with carbonator super�cial gas

velocities ranging from 0.8 m/s to 2.0 m/s without a�ecting the solid circulation between

reactors. Moreover, the calciner operation appeared to be independent of the �ue gas

load set in the carbonator. Hence, it is envisaged that the calciner of such a system (i.e.,

BFB-CFB) can operate over a wide range of process conditions without posing a signi�cant

impact on the reactor coupling. Besides, load case scenarios below 40%may still be feasible

using the proposed layout. Nonetheless, the latter case is not straightforward as it needs

to be balanced by criteria of reactor hydrodynamics and CO2 capture e�ciency. In any

case, the reactor concept proposed here deserves attention as it appears to be suitable for

both existing and newly built power plants, considering the typical size (i.e., 200 MW) of

medium-scale boiler blocks available in the market [153]. For a further assessment of the
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�exible behavior of the BFB-CFB reactor system, please refer to chapter 5.
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of the 200 kWth CaL pilot plant using the BFB carbonator
arrangement. Adapted from [155]

3.3 Fuel �exibility potential of Calcium Looping

systems

In the last century, coal has emerged as a major source for electric power generation due

to (i) its high heating value, (ii) homogeneous composition, (iii) favorable heat transfer

characteristics, and (iv) relatively low costs. Although an increasing amount of power

plants has started to co-�re less carbon-intensive fuels, coal is still a dominant resource

used for power generation [117]. Consequently, coal has also remained a preferable fuel for

CaL units retro�tted to existing power plants [186]. However, additional coal consumption

can signi�cantly a�ect the environmental footprint, as emissions related to coal production

and transport are reported to in�uence the life cycle impact of a CaL system notably [110].

The following section of this chapter o�ers the latest achievements in CaL systems driven

by alternative fuels.
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3.3.1 Calcium Looping powered by natural gas

The use of natural gas in the CaL cycle can avoid the environmental repercussions asso-

ciated with coal usage [186]. To date, several numerical studies have been reported on

the performance of natural gas-�red CaL units both for power plant [29, 59] and indus-

trial [49, 147] application. According to Berstad et al., the advantages of applying CaL

instead of chemical solvents to capture CO2 from natural gas combined cycle (NGCC)

power plants narrow down to the possibility of using the process by-product (i.e., lime) at

nearby cement plants [29]. On the contrary, Cormos and Simon postulated that NGCC

units retro�tted with CaL give signi�cantly better environmental and economic perform-

ances than chemical solvent-based solutions [59]. Despite introducing a slightly higher

capture energy penalty, the authors claimed that CaL systems allow for higher carbon

capture rates, increased heat recovery potential, and lower sorbent make-up costs. Re-

garding H2 production, Martinez et al. claimed that CaL could lead to signi�cantly higher

CO2 capture e�ciencies than amine-based CCS options [147]. At the same time, Connell

et al. concluded that the retro�t of the CaL process into a hydrogen production plant

might result in a substantial co-production of electricity [49]. Recently, the possibility of

using natural gas in the BFB calciner of a CaL cycle has been evaluated at pilot-scale [81].

Erans et al. concluded that calciner operation under pure-oxygen conditions is feasible

and economically promising as �ue gas recycling is decreased or even eliminated. Since

less oxygen is required, both the air separation unit and the size of the calciner could be

signi�cantly reduced. However, the authors reported that small particle size distributions

(i.e., 100-200µm) might not be applicable using the suggested setting, as most of the bed

inventory was collected in the calciner's cyclone catch-pot. Therefore, further research is

required to ratify whether or not CaL can develop as a leading CO2 capture option in

NGCC plants.

3.3.2 Biomass combustion within the Calcium Looping cycle

The use of biomass in energy production is considered to be carbon neutral. Furthermore,

the combination of biomass with carbon sequestration techniques enables net-negative

carbon emissions by sequestration of biogenic CO2. The latter approach is usually referred

to as bioenergy with CCS (i.e., BECCS), which is gaining increasing popularity as a feasible

solution to meet the 2050 zero-carbon emission targets [38, 88, 212]. The feasibility of

applying Calcium Looping to biomass-�red power plants has been analyzed by several

authors. In 2011, Alonso et al. explored the concept of in situ CO2 capture from biomass

combustion by CaO in a 30 kW interconnected �uidized bed rig [12]. Three biomass feeds

were evaluated over a wide range of operating conditions, yielding CO2 capture e�ciencies

over 80% in some cases. Years later, the concept was further explored in a 300 kWth
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3 Calcium Looping CO2 capture from coal-�red power plants

pilot reactor at 700 °C [67]. In this work, combustion e�ciencies close to 100% were

reported, yielding capture e�ciencies between 70 and 95% with wood pellet combustion.

In a separate study, the same group proposed a concept for a large-scale (> 100 MWe)

biomass-�red power plant with in situ CO2 capture by CaL [163]. With a heat exchanger

network, the authors suggested that this system could lead to a higher net power generation

e�ciency than that of a oxy-fuel biomass combustion plant. In addition, a CO2 puri�cation

and compression unit should allow achieving CO2 streams with a molar purity higher than

95%. Ozcan et al. further indicated that the CO2 avoidance cost estimates for the biomass

oxy-�red and in situ CaL plants were close, although the gap widened with di�erent process

integration possibilities. In parallel, the cost of biomass and revenue from green certi�cates

were shown to in�uence the CO2 avoided cost calculations signi�cantly. More recently, a

concept for in situ CO2 capture from biomass combustion in a pressurized spout �uidized

bed reactor has been proposed [206]. Yao et al. reported CO2 capture levels over 70%

in a temperature range between 550-750 °C at 1.5 bar. Furthermore, the authors observed

that an increase in temperature and O2 partial pressure led to lower capture capacities as

a result of the rapid combustion and the CO2 release rates. On the contrary, the total

pressure did not pose a signi�cant impact on the system. Despite the potential bene�ts

of the process, future studies were recommended to assess its overall life-cycle carbon

emissions. Also, additional work on process modeling should enable a better correlation

between the release and absorption rates of CO2 at elevated pressures.

3.3.3 Combustion of waste-derived fuels in a Calcium Looping

calciner

The deployment of CCS in the waste management sector can make municipal and indus-

trial waste a strategic resource for climate change mitigation [135]. The use of CCS with

WtE could create a negative carbon sink over the life cycle of (waste) materials [165].

Despite the increasing attention being paid to the utilization of alternative fuels in a CaL

cycle, little research has been devoted to experimentally investigating the performance of

waste-derived fuels at realistic CaL process conditions. Recently, Haaf et al. demonstrated

the feasibility of mono-combusting solid recovered fuels (SRF) under oxy-fuel conditions

in a 1 MWth CaL pilot plant [95, 96]. Over a wide range of operation conditions, carbon-

ator CO2 capture e�ciencies close to 80% were reported, yielding total CO2 capture rates

over 90%. Furthermore, the authors established a chlorine balance over the CaL system,

identifying the calciner �y ash as the major chlorine e�uent [96]. Haaf et al. emphasized

that SRF as CaL supplementary fuel has no signi�cant disadvantages on the CO2 cap-

ture performance [95]. Nonetheless, the authors observed that the enrichment of coarse

ash within the solid phase could negatively a�ect the hydrodynamics of the CaL system.
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Hence, further research on the in�uence of SRF on solid phase and calciner gaseous emis-

sions was recommended. At the University of Stuttgart's 200 kWth CaL pilot facility, the

combustion characteristics of hard coal, wheat straw, and SRF were investigated to de-

rive implications on the formation of gaseous pollutants and reactor hydrodynamics [150].

Setting industrially relevant process conditions (TRL6), the latter work explored the per-

formance of the CFB calciner under di�erent hard coal and biomass blending ratios and

inlet oxygen concentrations in the oxidant gas. Additionally, the feasibility of the process

under stand-alone SRF combustion was assessed. While fuel blending hardly in�uenced the

pollutant formation process, biomass substitution directly a�ected the pollutants emission

by modifying the fuel mixture's nitrogen and chlorine content. Besides, ash accumulation

was found to signi�cantly increase the pressure drop along the CFB riser, not only at

high biomass substitution rates but also during mono-combustion of SRF. Similar to the

conclusions drawn by Haaf et al. [95, 96], the authors indicated that ash accumulation

constitutes a key challenge to be addressed in �uidized beds employing low-grade quality

fuels. For a further assessment of the impact of fuel selection for a CaL calciner, please

refer to chapter 6.
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents an experimental investigation at a 20 kWth
calcium looping (CaL) facility with a twofold focus. The first objective is on
assessing the multicyclic behavior of limestone under continuous dual fluidized
bed (DFB) operation. Different carbonation conditions were employed to derive
a mathematical expression that is valid to compare the results from DFB and
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) with adequate accuracy. A preliminary
screening of three morphologically distinct limestones was conducted by TGA
including exposure to SO2 and H2O during carbonation. The second objective is
to analyze the influence of multiple process variables (i.e., temperature, CO2
loading, and H2O concentration) on the performance of the 20 kWth CaL
facility’s bubbling fluidized bed carbonator. Within the investigated range of
operating conditions, the chosen carbonator design allowed for CO2 capture
efficiencies as high as 0.99 mol/mol, yielding an apparent carbonation rate (kSφ)
of 0.09 s−1. Paving the way to a more flexible usage of CaL systems, the proposed
carbonator design could be integrated into the existing load-following power plants, in preference to a conventional circulating
fluidized bed carbonator that is heavily penalized when forced to operate under low capacity factors.

1. INTRODUCTION

The calcium looping (CaL) technology has gained consid-
erable attention in recent years as a viable solution for the
decarbonization of fossil-intensive power and industrial sites.
The process is carried out in a dual fluidized bed (DFB)
system. CO2 is absorbed from the flue gas of an existing power
plant using limestone-derived CaO in a carbonator (see Figure
1). Subsequently, the resulting CaCO3 is regenerated in a
calciner while producing a rich stream of CO2. The operating
conditions of the calciner and carbonator are imposed by
thermodynamic equilibrium.1 The carbonator is generally
operated at temperatures around 650 °C as a trade-off
between the limitations imposed by the reaction kinetics and
the equilibrium driving forces,2−5 while the calciner is typically
operated above 900 °C to allow fast sorbent regeneration in a
CO2-rich atmosphere.6,7 The energy required for sorbent
regeneration is generally provided by burning supplementary
fuel with oxygen from an air separation unit (i.e., oxy-fuel).
The CO2-rich regenerator flue gas can be partly recirculated
into the system to adjust the combustion temperature. Due to
sorbent deactivation upon cycling, a continuous flow of fresh
limestone make-up (i.e., CaCO3) is fed to the process. This is
compensated by an equivalent sorbent purge to avoid
accumulation of inerts in the system (e.g., fuel ash and
CaSO4).
The roots of the CaL technology, namely, using a calcium-

containing sorbent for CO2 capture, date back to the CO2

acceptor process proposed by Curran et al. in 1967.8 In 1999,
Shimizu et al. further developed the idea to a full fluidized bed
CCS process by switching the regenerator operation from air
to oxy-fuel.2 Early thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) studies
proved the feasibility of exploiting the reversible reaction
between CaO and CO2 at characteristic process conditions.

9,10

First process demonstrations began in electrically heated
fluidized bed facilities that were operated in a batch mode.11,12

Hereafter, continuous DFB operation was assessed using
diverse electrically heated reactor concepts,13,14 prior to
successful demonstration in fuel-powered pilot plants up to
the MWth scale.

15−18

Although CaO-based sorbents offer many advantages, for
example, wide availability, relative low cost, and high
theoretical CO2 uptake, they typically suffer from a rapid
decline in CO2 capture performance during cyclic operation
(see Figure 2). This latter aspect has remained an urgent issue
required to be addressed for CaL industrial and power
applications.6,7,19 The loss of reactivity is usually ascribed to
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the reduction of suitable pore volume and pore surface area
due to several mechanisms such as sintering (i.e., grain growth)
and competing reactions (e.g., sulfation).20,21 The influence of
sulfation, both with and without steam addition, has been
previously investigated for CaL systems. While most work has
been completed at TGA21,22 and at the laboratory scale,23,24

some pilot investigations have been reported using lime-
stone15,25 as well as synthetic sorbents.26

To date, several semi-empirical methods have been
proposed to describe the decay of a sorbent’s carrying capacity
with the number of cycles.7,19,27 While most early studies
considered gas atmospheres consisting of CO2, N2, O2, and/or
air,2,6,7,10,28 the current focus is on exploring more realistic
carbonation conditions that include the influence of H2O and/
or SO2.

29,30 In fact, SO2 and H2O deserve consideration as
they affect the sorbent carrying capacity decay, leading to
significant consequences on the CaL system design.22,31,32

Despite the significant development achieved in this field in
recent years, most research has focused on investigating the
process performance at baseload operating conditions, over-
looking the flexible operation of CaL systems coupled to load-
following power units. In this context, the conventional CaL
configuration relying on two interconnected circulating
fluidized bed reactors (i.e., CFB−CFB) might not be a
preferable option at minimum thermal loads, where the
resulting low gas superficial velocities might constrain efficient
solid entrainment and circulation within the CaL system.33

The combination of a bubbling fluidized bed (BFB)
carbonator with a bottom interlink has been recently proposed
as a viable option to enhance the load flexibility of CaL
systems.34,35 Such a design offers the unique possibility of

decoupling solid circulation from the carbonator flue gas load,
thus enabling the BFB carbonator to be operated in a broad
range of fluidization regimes ranging from bubbling, over
turbulent, to circulating conditions. Furthermore, BFB units
might serve power plants with a maximum electric power
output of roughly 200 MW,36 which represents the typical size
of currently available medium-scale power boiler blocks.
In this work, we evaluate the influence of several carbonation

variables (i.e., temperature, CO2 loading, and H2O concen-
tration) on the BFB carbonator performance of a 20 kWth CaL
facility as a preliminary step for subsequent flexible
demonstration at a larger scale (TRL6). The carbonator
performance has been preliminarily validated using a general
carbon mass balance. In the following, a simplified reactor
model approach implemented in experimental facilities of
different sizes has been applied for a more detailed result
interpretation.14,16,37−39 The sorbent selected for fluidized bed
experiments derived from the TGA of three limestone
candidates with distinct origin and morphological structure.
Sorbents were subjected to cyclic experiments to determine the
decay in cyclic carrying capacity with flue gas compositions
expected to prevail in coal-fired power plants (i.e., presence of
SO2 and/or H2O).

2. METHODOLOGY AND VALIDATION

2.1. Experimental Section. The chemical composition of
the three limestones utilized in this work is given in Table 1.
The metamorphosed Saabar limestone and the unmetamor-
phosed Riyadh limestone were obtained from Saudi Arabia,
from the Red Sea coastal plane and the Arabian platform,
respectively. Both sorbents were provided by United Mining

Figure 1. Basic schematic of the CaL process.

Figure 2. Sorbent capacity (Xncycles) against the number of cycles (ncycles) for the Rheinkalk limestone. The solid line corresponds to the model

proposed by Grasa et al.;7 k = 0.59 and Xr = 0.067. Carbonation conditions: Tcarb = 650 °C, tcarb = 10 min, yCO2,carb,in = 0.15 m3/m3, and yN2,carb,in =

0.85 m3/m3. Calcination conditions: Tcalc = 850 °C, tcalc = 10 min, and yN2,calc,in = 1 m3/m3.
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Investments Co. and subsequently milled and sieved by BHS-
Sonthofen GmbH and Allgaier Process Technology GmbH,
respectively. The unmetamorphosed German limestone
“Messinghausener Sand” from Lhoist Germany Rheinkalk
GmbH was also obtained. The particle size distribution of each
limestone ranged between 100 and 400 μm and was measured
using a Malvern Mastersizer 3000 equipped with an Aero S dry
particle dispersion unit. A detailed morphological character-
ization of these three sorbents is presented elsewhere.30

A custom-built TGA (Linseis PT1100) equipped with a gas
mixing manifold was used for a preliminary assessment of the
multicyclic activity decay of the three limestones analyzed in
this work. The TGA experiments were performed on 12 mg
samples of raw limestone by calcining them in pure nitrogen at
850 °C for 10 min and subsequently carbonating them at 650
°C for 10 min in different gas atmospheres (see Table 2). The

TGA apparatus was operated with a total gas flow of 100
sccm/min. The applied heating and cooling rates were 200
°C/min and 50 °C/min, respectively. The recorded changes in
sample mass were used to calculate the attained sorbent
conversion.
The University of Stuttgart’s 20 kWth laboratory scale facility

consists of two electrically heated fluidized beds (see Figure 3).
The two reactors can be operated separately or coupled. When
coupled, the fluidized beds are interconnected via two loop
seals. The CFB reactor has a total height of 12 m and an
internal diameter of 70 mm, whereas the BFB unit consists of a
3.5 m reactor with an internal diameter of 150 mm in the bed
and 200 mm in the freeboard region.
In this study, the CFB unit is operated as a calciner, whereas

the BFB reactor is utilized as a carbonator. The flue gas of each
reactor is separated from the entrained solids in a high-
efficiency, primary cyclone. Subsequently, a protective cyclone
and a candle filter are employed for separating finer particles
before the flue gas is vented to the atmosphere. Solids
separated by the high-efficiency cyclones are directed back to
the reactors via loop seals, whereas solids removed by the
protective cyclones and candle filters are collected in bins.
Solids separated by the CFB’s primary cyclone are either
recirculated internally to the riser or externally to the BFB
reactor. The respective share of external and internal
circulation is controlled via a cone valve in the reactor’s loop
seal. The transfer of solids from the carbonator to the calciner

is achieved by means of an overflow pipe. Fluidization gases
such as N2, CO2, and steam are preliminarily heated, whereas
SO2 is fed to the preheated mixture as needed before injection
to the gas distributor. The dry gas composition of each reactor
is continuously measured between the protective cyclone and
the candle filter. The carbonator is equipped with an ABB
Advance Optima 2020 for continuous CO2, O2, and SO2
analysis. Concurrently, the calciner employs an ABB EL 3020
to monitor the volume fractions of O2 and CO2 in the off-gas.
Although O2 was not added to the gas distributor, volume
fractions up to 0.02 m3/m3 were measured after each reactor
due to the supply of air required for the continuous flushing of
the diverse pressure transducers. Both fluidizing beds are
equipped with gravimetric dosing systems for solids. The solid
circulation between reactors is manually determined by means
of solid accumulation in a dedicated measuring section. The
solids sampled from the loop seals, protective cyclones, and
candle filters of each reactor are subsequently analyzed in
terms of chemical composition, sorbent carrying capacity, and
particle size distribution. The facility is equipped with
thermocouples and pressure transducers along all gas and
solid lines. Moreover, the electrical heating of the fluidized bed
system enables independent assessment of operation param-
eters detached from the complex interaction at considerably
higher scale.35,40

During the DFB experiments, the BFB carbonator was
operated with a gas superficial velocity of 0.5 m/s. As
postulated by diverse authors, the ratio of solid inventory
(i.e., bed height) to flue gas velocity yielded in a carbonator is
of particular interest since it poses a major influence on both
heat recovery and CO2 capture efficiency.2,5,13,41 In CaL, the
latter parameter is commonly referred to as carbonator space
time (τ). Considering the bed height attained in the 20 kWth
BFB carbonator (i.e., 0.5 m), a bed height to gas velocity ratio
of approximately 1 s can be calculated for this study. Generally,
the CO2 removal efficiencies yielded in the present work are in
good agreement with the results reported by other authors
under similar process conditions.2,13 Furthermore, Charitos et
al. performed complementary investigations at flue gas
velocities up to 1.2 m/s (i.e., lower space time values),
reporting considerably lower CO2 capture efficiencies due to a
decreased residence time.13

2.2. Evaluation of Sorbent Deactivation in a TGA
Environment. It is well known that CaO-based sorbents
experience a considerable reduction in carrying capacity with
increasing number of sequential calcination and carbonation
cycles, especially in the first 20 cycles. Although several semi-
empirical models have been proposed to describe the
multicyclic decay in sorbent activity,19,27 particularly one
approach has received considerable attention in the last years,
as it is valid for describing the evolution in capture capacity for
a wide number of limestones and operating conditions7

=
− +

+X
X kn

X
1

(1/(1 ))n
r cycles

rcycles
(1)

Grasa and Abanades proposed a second-order decay
equation in which sorbent conversion (Xncycles) can be calculated
as a function of the number of cycles (ncycles) under the
consideration that the particles reach the point of maximum
conversion during the fast reaction regime. k corresponds to
the sorbent deactivation constant and Xr refers to the sorbent
residual conversion after an infinite number of cycles.

Table 1. Chemical Composition of the Utilized Sorbents

xCaO xMgO xSiO2
xAl2O3

xCO2
xothers

kg/kg, wf

Rheinkalk 0.551 0.007 0.004 0.001 0.435 0.002
Saabar 0.512 0.006 0.039 0.002 0.416 0.025
Riyadh 0.518 0.004 0.032 0.003 0.426 0.017

Table 2. TGA Carbonation Routines Investigated in This
Work

gas composition (m3/m3)

yCO2,carb,in yN2,carb,in yH2O,carb,in ySO2,carb,in

routine (a): CO2 0.150 0.850 0.000 0.000
routine (b): CO2, H2O 0.150 0.700 0.150 0.000
routine (c): CO2, SO2 0.150 0.848 0.000 0.002
routine (d): CO2, H2O, SO2 0.150 0.698 0.150 0.002
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2.3. Evaluation of Sorbent Deactivation in a
Continuous DFB Environment. The use of a dual
interconnected fluidized bed system constitutes a favorable
framework for investigating the evolution of sorbent activity
upon cycling, as it ensures improved gas−solid interaction as
well as heat- and mass-transfer characteristics. In the absence
of make-up, the sorbent average activity decays with time. This
decay is ascribed to the increasing number of cycles that the
average particle has experienced in the system. Under these
conditions, the theoretical number of calcination and
carbonation cycles (ncycles) can be estimated by introducing
an amendment accounting for the cycling history of the
particles prior to the beginning of the calcination and
carbonation experiments (0 < t < t1) to the equation
previously proposed by Charitos et al.38

∫ ∫=
̇

+
̇

n
N t

N
t

N E t

N X
t

( )
d

( )
d

t

t

t

cycles
0

Ca,loop

Ca,total

CO ,carb,in carb

Ca,total ave

1

1

2
2

(2)

where ṄCa,loop (t) indicates the instantaneous molar flow rate of
calcium between reactors, ṄCO2,carb,in refers to the molar flow
rate of CO2 at the carbonator inlet, and Ecarb (t) refers to the
instantaneous CO2 carbonator capture efficiency. In addition,
NCa,total and Xave represent the total molar calcium inventory in
the system and the average carrying capacity of the sorbent,
respectively.
2.4. Validation of the Carbonator Carbon Mass

Balance. An essential tool for the validation of the
carbonation process is the closure of the carbon mass balance.
During steady-state operation, where there is no accumulation
of CaCO3 in the reactor bed, the mass of CO2 disappearing
from the gas phase has to equal the mass of CO2 being bound

as carbonate in the CaO stream circulating between the two
reactors

̇ = ̇ −N E N X X( )CO ,carb,in carb Ca,loop carb calc2 (3)

The amount of CO2 captured from the gas phase
(ṄCO2,carb,inEcarb) can be calculated by means of the measured
gas composition and volume flow. For calculating the amount
of CO2 appearing in the solid phase, the CaL rate is estimated
according to the measured solid circulation rate and the
circulating solids’ calcium content. Once ṄCa,loop is known, it is
possible to calculate the amount of solids entering the
carbonator with a molar carbonate content Xcalc after
regeneration (i.e., ṄCaXcalc) and those leaving the carbonator
after CO2 absorption with a molar carbonate content Xcarb (i.e.,
ṄCaXcarb), assuming that both reactors are perfectly mixed. The
comparison between both equation terms is a useful indicator
of the experimental information’s consistency, which is the
basis for analyzing the carbonator performance.
Another relevant methodology for assessing the carbonation

process is based on a basic reactor model and simplified
particle reaction rate model38

φ= −X
t

k X y y
d
d

( )
carb

s ave CO ,carb CO ,carb,eq2 2

i
k
jjj

y
{
zzz

(4)

In eq 4, ks is the surface reaction rate constant for the
utilized limestone, −y y( )CO ,carb CO ,carb,eq2 2

refers to the differ-

ence between the logarithmic average and the equilibrium CO2
volume fraction in the carbonator, and φ indicates the gas−
solid contacting factor. This simplified approach allows us to
solve the following mass balance for the amount of CO2

Figure 3. Schematic of the University of Stuttgart’s 20 kWth CaL facility.
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removed in the gas phase and the CO2 captured by the CaO
particles in the carbonator bed (see ref 38 for more details)

φ̇ = −N E N f k X y y( )CO ,carb,in carb Ca,carb active s ave CO ,carb CO ,carb,eq2 2 2

(5)

The apparent carbonation rate constant (ksφ) can be
calculated as a fitting parameter from eq 5, whereas ks can
be determined by TGA. NCa,carb refers to the carbonator
calcium inventory and factive corresponds to the fraction of
active particles reacting in the fast reaction regime (where Xcarb

< Xave). Equation 5 constitutes a reactor design equation model
and links all CaL parameters directly or indirectly with the
carbonator CO2 capture efficiency (Ecarb) for the given set of
operating conditions. The key parameter of this model is the
active space time (τactive = NCa,carb factiveXave/ṄCO2,carb,in), which is

indicative of both the sorbent inventory and the reaction rate
of such inventory.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The present work focuses on the experimental assessment of a
20 kWth CaL facility using a BFB carbonator, which is operated
under boundary conditions similar to those applied in coal-
fired power plants. In a preliminary phase, the decay in capture
capacity of three distinct limestones over multiple calcination
and carbonation cycles has been evaluated using a
thermogravimetric analyzer. Subsequently, the activity decay
behavior of the selected limestone type has been investigated
in a continuous DFB environment. In the following, the BFB
carbonator performance has been assessed in terms of reactor
bed temperature, CO2, and H2O loading. The evaluation of the
calciner performance is out of the scope of this study.

Figure 4. Sorbent capacity (Xncycles) against the number of cycles (ncycles) for all investigated TGA routines and limestones. (a) CO2; (b) CO2 and
H2O; (c) CO2 and SO2; and (d) CO2, H2O, and SO2. Carbonation conditions: Tcarb = 650 °C, tcarb = 10 min. Calcination conditions: Tcalc = 850
°C, tcalc = 10 min, and yN2,calc,in = 1 m3/m3.

Table 3. Compilation of Deactivation Constants (k) and Residual Conversions (Xr) for All Investigated Limestones and
Carbonation Routines

(a) CO2 (b) CO2, H2O (c) CO2, SO2 (d) CO2, H2O, SO2

Rheinkalk k = 0.593 ± 0.004,
Xr = 0.069 ± 0.003

k = 0.822 ± 0.012,
Xr = 0.187 ± 0.002

k = 0.472 ± 0.004,
Xr = −0.116 ± 0.004

k = 0.312 ± 0.009,
Xr = −0.126 ± 0.002

Saabar k = 0.780 ± 0.003,
Xr = 0.078 ± 0.002

k = 1.032 ± 0.022,
Xr = 0.161 ± 0.003

k = 0.392 ± 0.002,
Xr = −0.128 ± 0.002

k = 0.401 ± 0.015,
Xr = −0.019 ± 0.003

Riyadh k = 0.583 ± 0.003,
Xr = 0.059 ± 0.001

k = 0.834 ± 0.008,
Xr = 0.192 ± 0.002

k = 0.470 ± 0.003,
Xr = −0.112 ± 0.002

k = 0.307 ± 0.005,
Xr = −0.140 ± 0.003
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3.1. Sorbent Deactivation in a TGA Environment. The
evolution of the sorbent capture capacity (Xncycles) over 20
sequential calcination and carbonation cycles is displayed in
Figure 4. When SO2 is absent during carbonation, the attained
sorbent conversion equals the CO2 conversion experienced by
the sorbent. However, when SO2 is added to the process, the
decay in capture capacity also includes the deactivation extent
incurred by CaO sulfation.
Under pure CO2 carbonation conditions (see Figure 4a), all

three limestones reveal a similar behavior. Saabar shows a
higher deactivation tendency upon the first calcination/
carbonation cycles, although it eventually converges to a
similar residual value as for the other two investigated
limestones. The derived deactivation information from such
data series (see Table 3) correlates well with the observations
made by Grasa et al., who suggested values of k = 0.52 and Xr =
0.075 to describe a general activity decay behavior under pure
CO2 carbonation conditions with adequate accuracy.7

In the presence of steam (see Figure 4b), all three
limestones exhibit a positive effect upon carbonation. The
influence of steam on carbonation efficiency was also
investigated by Manovic et al. and Donat et al., who attributed
the enhanced carbonation to an improvement of solid-state
diffusion in the product layer.42,43 In the current study, Saabar
seems to be less positively influenced by steam addition when
compared to Rheinkalk and Riyadh. As postulated by Homsy
et al. in a recent publication, metamorphosed Saabar presents
large, relatively pure, and highly crystalline monomineralic
CaCO3 grains.

30 Such morphologic structure is responsible for
the evolution of relatively narrow uniform pores and high-
purity crystalline CaO with low overall porosity upon
calcination. This is ultimately translated into a higher surface
reactivity and increased susceptibility to pore blockage during
carbonation, which correlates well with the trend shown by
Saabar in Figure 4a. Besides, the pore narrowing effect
achieved by humid carbonation conditions further exacerbates
Saabar’s pore blockage, which ultimately results in a lower
carbonation conversion upon cycling. Homsy et al. concluded
that the introduction of a limited amount of impurities such as
SO2 may contribute to enhancing resistance against mesopore
blockage during the first CaL cycles due to fast surface
carbonation. By this way, the sorbent porosity may be
preserved, while the sorbent’s grain and pore size concurrently
increases. The results presented in Figure 4c corroborate this
hypothesis. In the absence of H2O, SO2 positively influences
the capture performance of the Saabar limestone during the
first 10 calcination and carbonation cycles. In consequence,
Saabar yields a lower deactivation constant when compared to
Rheinkalk and Riyadh (see Table 3). With increasing cycle
number, sorbent deactivation is greatly exacerbated for all
three limestones due to exposure to SO2. As can be observed in
Figure 4c, the residual sorbent activity after 20 sequential
calcination and carbonation cycles approaches zero for all three
investigated limestones. The negative values included in Table
3 are inconceivable based on the definition of Xr and are
ascribed to extrapolation of the data for an infinite number of
CaL cycles. Besides, steam addition to a sorbent carbonated
under SO2 further magnifies the influence of steam on each
limestone (see Figure 4d). Rheinkalk and Riyadh present a
substantial improvement in the sorbent capture capacity
compared to the previous case (Figure 4c), which is again
attributed to the enhanced CaO reactivity with CO2 achieved

by steam addition. As for Saabar, the positive effect achieved
by SO2 addition is compensated by the presence of H2O,
which leads to a similar decay behavior as for Rheinkalk and
Riyadh.
In conclusion, Rheinkalk and Riyadh show a similar activity

decay for all investigated TGA routines. The capture
performance of both limestones aligns well with a recent
work from Coppola et al., who reported a positive and negative
influence by flue gas H2O and SO2, respectively.

44 Saabar
exhibits anomalous behavior, where the sorbent activity during
the first cycles is positively and negatively affected by the
presence of SO2 and water vapor, respectively. Since dry
sulfurous flue gas is uncommon, further exploration of Saabar
was not completed. Moreover, the possibility of utilizing
Riyadh at the 20 kWth CaL facility was finally discarded due to
the additional costs entailed by the increased sorbent and
logistic efforts. In consequence, Rheinkalk was selected for
further investigation by DFB experiments.

3.2. Sorbent Deactivation in a Continuous DFB
Environment. The evolution of Rheinkalk’s capture capacity
with time was investigated in the DFB 20 kWth CaL facility.
For these experiments, the carbonator and calciner were
electrically preheated up to 650 and 900 °C in pure nitrogen
conditions, respectively. When the desired target temperatures
were achieved, a total amount of 40 kg of Rheinkalk was
gradually added to the system, monitoring the sorbent
calcination degree at each step by continuously measuring
the outlet CO2 concentration in the calciner. After the last
batch of limestone was calcined, the carbonator gas
atmosphere was switched to the desired carbonation
conditions. The solid circulation rate between reactors was
adjusted to maintain an adequate residence time of the
sorbents in the carbonator and averaged at 8.5 mol/mol.
Throughout the experiments, no limestone make-up was
added. From this point onward, solids were regularly sampled
from the loop seals of each reactor for subsequent analysis.
Each experiment was investigated for about 5 h of continuous
operation.
The degradation behavior experienced by Rheinkalk under

two distinct carbonation gas atmospheres is presented in
Figure 5. The depicted cycle number was calculated according
to eq 2, as solids were continuously circulated for up to 1 h
before the calcination and carbonation experiments initiated.
As can be observed in the illustration, the calculated activity
decay at the 20 kWth facility correlates reasonably well with the
results obtained from the thermogravimetric analyzer (i.e.,
model curves). In both cases, sorbents exhibited an
exacerbated deactivation when carbonated in the presence of
SO2, with a more pronounced decay in the subsequent CaL
cycles. As previously anticipated, this is a typical behavior in
most unmetamorphosed limestones, where the formation of
CaSO4 in the product layer leads to pore blockage, limiting the
degree of sorbent utilization.45,46 In any case, the suggested
expression seems to estimate the theoretical CaL cycles with
adequate accuracy, considering the inherent uncertainties in
the determination of some of the involved parameters (i.e., Xave
and ṄCa,loop).

3.3. Parametric Study of the 20 kWth CaL Facility’s
BFB Carbonator. The carbonator CO2 capture efficiency is
affected by diverse process variables such as carbonator space
time, carbonation temperature, looping ratio, and make-up
ratio. From an operational standpoint, the looping ratio and
make-up ratio are of particular interest, as they can be set
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directly by the designer/operator without the control loop
implementation. However, an in-depth view of the process
requires understanding the effect of other variables such as
space time (i.e., carbonator bed inventory and CO2 loading) or
carbonation temperature since the latter has a major
implication on the carbonation rate and, thus, on the attained
CO2 capture efficiency. At the 20 kWth CaL facility, the
carbonator solid inventory is controlled by an overflow system
and thus cannot be freely defined. In consequence, this study
aims at improving process understanding by evaluating the
influence of CO2 loading and carbonator temperature on the
overall BFB carbonator performance. Also, the role of steam
upon carbonation is discussed, as it can influence the design of
a CaL process significantly.22,23,47

As anticipated in a previous passage, the BFB carbonator was
operated at a gas superficial velocity of 0.5 m/s throughout the
tests. Based on the findings of a recent study, such gas velocity
could be translated into a part-load scenario as low as 25% with
respect to the defined nominal case.35 In consequence, the
parametric analysis included in this study can promote a wider
understanding of BFB carbonators that are operated at
characteristic minimum power plant load conditions.

3.3.1. Closure of the Carbonator Carbon Mass Balance.
The carbonator carbon balance constitutes a key metric for
evaluating the CaL process performance. Figure 6a compares
the amount of CO2 disappearing from the gas phase with the
amount of CO2 appearing as CaCO3 in the circulating solid
stream (calculated according to eq 3). Both balances (i.e., gas
and solid) are presented with respect to the carbonator’s cross-
sectional area. The depicted dashed lines in Figure 6
correspond to a standard deviation of 20% with respect to
the diagonal line included in the illustration. As can be
observed, the gas and solid CO2 balances correlate reasonably
well. In Figure 6a, 74% of the depicted data points reveal a
standard deviation equal or lower than 20%. Moreover, 50% of
them indicate a standard deviation equal or lower than 10%.
The latter dispersion can be mainly ascribed to the intrinsic
uncertainties in the measurement of the hot circulating solids.
Moreover, it should be noted that the sampled solids represent
only a minor share of the total solid inventory, which may also
influence the analysis of the solid’s phase balance. Figure 6b
offers a comparison between the CO2 removed from the gas
phase and the CO2 reacting with CaO in the carbonator bed as
calculated by eq 5. It can be seen that most experiments lead to
a satisfactory closure of the mass balance, considering the
aforementioned intrinsic uncertainties in the estimation of the
solid circulation rate and the sorbent carbonation degree. Only
13% of the points show a standard deviation higher than 20%.
Moreover, 79% of all tests indicate a standard deviation equal
to or less than 5% with respect to the diagonal line. Note that
experimental points that appear to have a higher dispersion
when the mass balance is closed using eq 5 have a lower
deviation when eq 3 is used and vice versa. This further
indicates that the observed deviations are due to the
experimental artifacts and that the error can be minimized
by selecting the appropriate mass balance approach for each
experimental set. As previously anticipated, eq 5 also
constitutes a basic carbonator design model, as it links all
CaL operating parameters with the carbonator CO2 capture
efficiency. For the experiments in this study, kSφ averaged 0.09
s−1 with a standard deviation of 0.03. The calculated apparent
carbonation rate correlates satisfactorily with the results
reported in previous works using a BFB reactor as a carbonator
unit.40,48

3.3.2. Influence of Carbonation Temperature. The
carbonation temperature has a direct impact on the carbonator
CO2 capture efficiency, as it determines the thermodynamic

Figure 5. Sorbent capacity (Xncycles) against the number of cycles
(ncycles) for Rheinkalk during DFB experiments. Black circles: Tcarb =
650 °C, yCO2,carb,in = 0.15 m3/m3, yN2,carb,in = 0.85 m3/m3; gray squares:

Tcarb = 650 °C, yCO2,carb,in = 0.15 m3/m3, ySO2,carb,in = 0.002 m3/m3, and

yN2,carb,in = 0.848 m3/m3. Calcination conditions: Tcalc = 850 °C,
yN2,calc,in = 1 m3/m3. Model parameters according to Table 3.

Figure 6. (a) Comparison between the CO2 removed from the gas phase and the increment in the CaCO3 flow between reactors. (b) Comparison
between the CO2 removed from the gas phase and the CO2 reacting with CaO in the carbonator bed.
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maximum amount of CO2 that can be absorbed from the gas
phase for a given volume flow of CO2 entering the reactor.
Furthermore, it plays a major role in the carbonation kinetics,
as it specifies the driving force of the carbonation reaction.
Figure 7a shows the influence of carbonation temperature on
the CO2 capture efficiency, with and without the presence of
steam. For the presented experiments, a surplus of active
sorbent was circulated between both reactors. Hence, the
carbonation efficiency was solely determined by the process
temperature and not by the amount of circulating sorbent. The
solid curve represents the maximum attainable equilibrium
CO2 capture as a function of the system temperature,49 which
is defined for an inlet CO2 concentration of 0.14 m3/m3. As
can be observed, the experimentally determined carbonator
CO2 capture efficiencies under steam addition correlate
satisfactorily with the equilibrium limited Ecarb values.
Carbonator temperatures in the range of 500−600 °C have
been reported to improve the CO2 removal efficiency due to
the lower achievable CO2 concentration.9,50 This is also
reflected by the results shown in Figure 7a, where Ecarb
increased from 0.81 mol/mol at 708 °C to 0.99 mol/mol at
510 °C when operating under the influence of steam. The
standard deviation throughout each test is not presented in the
illustration since the respective error bars are consistently

smaller than the depicted individual data points. Under
kinetically controlled conditions (i.e., 500−515 °C), the
presence of steam enhanced the carbonation rate notably.
The addition of H2O was capable of improving the CO2
capture efficiency in about 41 percentage points as long as Ecarb
was not limited by the amount of circulating solids. This
observation is in line with an early work by Dobner et al., who
investigated the effect of steam on carbonation of dolomites.51

The authors postulated that steam can “catalyze” the reaction
between CO2 and CaO, particularly at carbonation temper-
atures as low as 550 °C. The results presented in this section
endorse that a BFB carbonator operated under steam addition
and sufficient solid circulation can enable near equilibrium
capture efficiencies over a wide temperature range. From the
load flexibility standpoint, this can also be regarded in a
positive light, mainly because of the temperature fluctuations
which might be expected during the transient behavior
between specific load cases.
The influence of carbonation temperature on the evolution

of the sorbent carrying capacity along cycling was assessed by
Criado et al. in a recent work.52 The authors performed a
thermogravimetric study of the decay behavior experienced by
a high-purity natural Ca-material in a temperature range of
450−725 °C and found a reduction in the carrying capacity of

Figure 7. (a) Carbonator CO2 capture efficiency (Ecarb) for different carbonation temperatures (Tcarb) with (white circles) and without (black
square) steam addition. Equilibrium CO2 capture efficiency (solid curve) defined according to an inlet CO2 concentration of 0.14 m3/m3. (b) CO2
conversion degree (Xcarb, Xcalc) and maximum average carrying capacity (Xave) for different carbonation temperatures with (circles) and without
(square) steam addition.

Figure 8. (a) Equilibrium-normalized carbonator CO2 capture efficiency (Enorm) for different inlet CO2 concentrations (yCO2,carb,in) at 650 °C in the

presence of steam (yH2O,carb,in = 0.14 m3/m3). (b) CO2 conversion degree (Xcarb, Xcalc) and maximum average carrying capacity (Xave) for different
inlet CO2 concentrations.
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CaO over cycling with decreasing temperature. Similar to the
conclusions drawn by other authors,53,54 Criado et al.
attributed this effect to a decrease in the product layer
thickness at decreasing carbonator temperatures, resulting
from the formation of smaller product islands on the CaO
surface. The latter observations deviate with the results
displayed in Figure 7b, in which Xave showed a constant
trend along with increasing carbonator temperature (Tcarb).
Although a reduction in Xave with decreasing carbonation
temperature might have also been expected in the present
study, this effect seemed to be overcome by the aforemen-
tioned surplus of the active material being circulated between
reactors. Also, the possible effect of continuous make-up
addition should not be ignored, as the latter was absent in the
previously cited thermogravimetric investigations. Besides,
Figure 7b shows the carbonate content of the carbonator
(Xcarb) and calciner (Xcalc) solids. Xcarb decreased with
increasing Tcarb due to the poorer carbonation efficiency
achieved as a result. Concurrently, the lower Xcarb values
attained in the carbonator directly influenced Xcalc, as a result
of the lower carbonate content of the carbonator solids.
3.3.3. Influence of Flue Gas CO2 Concentration.

Carbonation performance is favored at higher CO2 partial
pressures, as the higher CO2 availability increases the reaction
driving force. Nevertheless, as the CO2 capture progresses in
time, the outlet CO2 partial pressure reduces toward the
equilibrium value, thus limiting the reaction rate. The results
presented in Figure 8a reflect well this theory. Throughout the
conducted experiments, CO2 inlet volume fractions in the
range of 0.06−0.14 m3/m3 were investigated, as these are
expected to prevail in flue gases obtained from combustion
units employing diverse fuels (e.g., natural gas, heavy fuel oil,
or coal). All depicted tests were completed at a carbonator bed
temperature of 650 °C in the presence of steam (yH2O,carb,in =
0.14 m3/m3). From the illustration, it can be seen that higher
inlet CO2 partial pressures entailed enhanced equilibrium
normalized carbonator CO2 capture efficiencies (Enorm) as long
as a sufficient reactive solid inventory was available. While
carbonation performance was particularly enhanced at lower
CO2 volume fractions (i.e., 0.06−0.10 m3/m3), the effect
diminished at increased CO2 loadings (i.e., 0.12−0.14 m3/m3),
as the partial pressure approached its equilibrium value. The
latter results are in good agreement with the observations
made by Yang et al. in a previous work, in which enhanced

carbonation at increased CO2 partial pressures was reported.
55

Besides, the depicted error bars in Figure 8a represent the
standard deviation obtained throughout each experiment.
According to the illustration, a higher disparity is achieved at
lower CO2 inlet concentrations. The discrepancy here is
ascribed to a higher inaccuracy of the utilized mass flow
controller, which was operated at the lower end of its range. As
the CO2 loading was increased, the standard deviation
diminished, averaging at 0.005 at an inlet CO2 concentration
of 0.14 m3/m3. Similar to Figure 7, the latter experiments
support the assertion that BFB carbonators can enable high
CO2 capture efficiencies over a wide range of CO2
concentrations.
Moreover, the improvement in carbonation efficiency

entailed an increase in the amount of CO2 being bound as
carbonate (see Xcarb in Figure 8b). Concurrently, as the
calcination efficiency was not affected, the increase in CO2 was
translated into the calciner solids (Xcalc). The average
maximum carrying capacity was found to be negatively
influenced by the increased CO2 carbonator loading, despite
the continuous flow of limestone being added to the system. As
reported by Sun et al., increased CO2 partial pressures tend to
accelerate the carbonation reaction, explaining the increase in
CO2 uptake.

56 However, as carbonation progresses in time, the
partially carbonated solids experience an enhanced carbonation
conversion, promoting surface sintering and exacerbating pore
blockage. Concurrently, an increase in CO2 concentration
might also result in a faster completion of the sequential
calcination and carbonation cycles (i.e., lower Xave), as more
CO2 is captured by the inventory of solids (see eq 2).

3.3.4. Influence of Flue Gas H2O Concentration. The
presence of steam in the flue gas has been widely reported to
greatly enhance the sorbent carbonation conversion. However,
less research has been devoted to systematically investigating
the influence of steam partial pressure on carbonation
efficiency, particularly at process-relevant temperatures. Even
if the partial pressure of steam in the flue gas is intrinsically
defined, it is of special relevance to determine which kind of
correlation the steam concentration poses on the attained
carbonation performance. Figure 9a shows the influence of
different inlet steam volume fractions on the equilibrium-
normalized carbonator CO2 capture efficiency, at a carbonator
temperature of 650 °C and an inlet CO2 concentration of 0.14
m3/m3. The depicted error bars indicate a rather constant

Figure 9. (a) Equilibrium-normalized carbonator CO2 capture efficiency (Enorm) for different inlet H2O concentrations (yH2O,carb,in) at 650 °C with
an inlet CO2 concentration of 0.14 m3/m3. (b) CO2 conversion degree (Xcarb and Xcalc) and maximum average carrying capacity (Xave) for different
inlet H2O concentrations.
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standard deviation throughout the tests, which is basically
attributed to the design of the steam generator, particularly
conceived for providing low steam flows. The results obtained
in this work indicate that Enorm is positively influenced by the
presence of steam, particularly at low H2O values (i.e., up to
0.04 m3/m3). From this point onward, the carbonation
efficiency is marginally enhanced with increasing inlet H2O
partial pressure, yielding an improvement of roughly 0.05 mol/
mol at H2O volume fractions between 0.04 m3/m3 and 0.13
m3/m3.
The influence of H2O partial pressure upon carbonation was

investigated by Donat et al. in an early work.43 The authors
performed a systematical analysis of steam concentration, both
during carbonation and calcination, on the carrying capacity of
four distinct limestones through 10 cycles. Donat et al.
concluded that at low concentrations, the effect of steam on
the carrying capacity was dependent on the amount of steam
available. However, above some concentration/saturation
point, there was no further improvement. Besides, Manovic
and Anthony42 reported a marginal increase in conversion of
one limestone during carbonation at 600 °C with increasing
steam concentration from 0.10 to 0.20 m3/m3, with steam
present for carbonation only. The results of this study (see
Figure 9b) endorse the latter observation, as Xave was found to
increase slightly from 0.34 to 0.38 mol/mol at H2O values
between 0.07 and 0.13 m3/m3. Assuming a negligible effect of
sorbent make-up on Xave, the weak influence of steam on
sorbent carrying capacity can be presumably attained to the
fact that steam does not affect the carbonation rate during the
initial, kinetically controlled stage.57 However, the presence of
steam enhances diffusion in the product layer, and that
diffusion becomes the controlling step later, when the thicker
product layer is formed. In consequence, it can be concluded
that steam might be more helpful under conditions where
product layer diffusion becomes reaction-rate limiting, that is,
lower temperatures and/or more sintered sorbents.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Within a preliminary phase of this work, the multicyclic
conversion decay of three limestones of distinct origin and
morphological structure has been assessed in a TGA apparatus.
Sorbent screening experiments have shown that the Saabar
metamorphosed limestone is negatively and positively
influenced by the presence of steam and SO2, respectively.
This unusual behavior can be ascribed to pore blocking during
carbonation (Homsy et al., 2020), which results from its high
CaO purity, narrow pores, and low porosity. Besides,
Rheinkalk and Riyadh have behaved similar, resembling the
typical behavior of unmetamorphosed limestones. The activity
decay behavior of Rheinkalk at the 20 kWth CaL facility has
been subsequently evaluated, adapting the approach proposed
by Charitos et al. in a previous publication. The evolution in
carrying capacity has been examined using two carbonator gas
atmospheres: (i) CO2 and (ii) CO2 with SO2. The resulting
deactivation trends in both cases correlate satisfactorily with
the behavior observed during the TGA runs, validating the
proposed expression for the estimation of the theoretical cycle
number. In the following, the influence of temperature, CO2
loading, and steam concentration upon carbonation has been
evaluated at the 20 kWth CaL facility. Results have been
validated using a general carbon mass balance and a simplified
carbonator equation model, respectively. An apparent carbo-
nation rate constant (kSφ) of 0.09 s−1 is proposed for the

carbonator used in this work, which is consistent with the
values reported for BFB reactors in previous publications. The
carbonator CO2 capture efficiency has shown to sink with
increasing carbonator temperature due to the limitations
imposed by the CaO−CO2−CaCO3 equilibrium. Enorm
increased with increasing CO2 loading because of the
enhanced carbonation driving force. The presence of steam
in low concentrations (e.g., yH2O,carb,in ≈ 0.02 m3/m3) has been
found to influence Enorm significantly due to the improved CO2
diffusivity in the sorbent pore network. Throughout the DFB
tests, the BFB carbonator has been operated at a gas superficial
velocity of 0.5 m/s, as the latter is expected to prevail in flue
gases of coal-fired plants operated at minimum thermal loads
(Moreno et al., 2021). Furthermore, the results included in this
publication endorse the viability of operating a BFB carbonator
over a wide range of process conditions, achieving near-
equilibrium capture efficiencies in most investigated cases.
Besides, this study contributes to a better understanding of the
influence of SO2 and H2O on scarcely investigated
metamorphosed limestones, which may serve to guide future
sorbent selection and design efforts.
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■ NOMENCLATURE

Symbols
dX/dt = carbonation reaction rate (s−1)
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Ecarb = carbonator CO2 capture efficiency (mol/mol)
Enorm = equilibrium-normalized carbonator CO2 capture
efficiency (mol/mol)
factive = active fraction of particles reacting in the fast reaction
regime (-)
k = sorbent deactivation constant
kS = surface reaction rate constant (s−1)
kSφ = apparent carbonation rate constant (s−1)
Ni = molar content of component “i” (kmol)
Ṅi = molar flow of component “i” (kmol/h or kmol/s)
ncycles = number of cycles
Tcarb = carbonator/carbonation temperature (°C)
Tcalc = calciner/calcination temperature (°C)
t = time, duration (min, h)
X = sorbent conversion (mol/mol)
Xave = maximum average sorbent (carrying) capacity (mol/
mol)
Xcarb = sorbent carbonate content in/after the carbonator
(mol/mol)
Xcalc = sorbent carbonate content in/after the calciner (mol/
mol)
Xncycles = sorbent (carrying) capacity at cycle “ncycles” (mol/
mol)
Xr = sorbent residual conversion (mol/mol)
xi = mass fraction of component “i” (kg/kg)
yi = gas volume fraction of component “i” (m3/m3)

Greek letters
φ = gas−solid contacting effectivity factor (-)
τ = space time (s)
τactive = active space time (s)

Acronyms
BFB = bubbling fluidized bed
CaL = calcium looping
CFB = circulating fluidized bed
DFB = dual fluidized bed
TGA = thermogravimetric analysis/analyzer
TRL = technology readiness level

Subscripts
ave = average
carb/calc = carbonator/calciner
eq = equilibrium
in = inlet
wf = water free
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4.2 Result discussion and contextualization

Similar to what has been reported in the literature [1, 89, 142], the results displayed

in chapter 4.1 indicate that most limestones exhibit a comparable deactivation behavior

when cycled in a sulfur-free environment. In the presence of SO2, however, the deactivation

rate experienced by the sorbent is strongly dependent on its morphology and microstruc-

ture [92, 126, 175, 185].

Aiming at contextualizing the data presented in the last section, �gure 4.1 displays the

cyclic evolution in sorbent capacity for the three investigated limestones together with

the trends obtained for other limestones [19, 51, 175]. An overview of the test conditions

selected for each case is given in table 4.1. As already discussed, all limestones introduce

a similar loss in sorbent conversion when cycled in the absence of SO2 (see �gure 4.1a).

The latter behavior can be mostly ascribed to particle sintering, which leads to a rapid

decay upon the �rst sequential calcination and carbonation cycles and tends to stabilize

with increasing the cycle number [89]. It must be noted that Rheinkalk, Riyadh, Saabar,

and PS were evaluated using a TGA apparatus. On the contrary, Danyang, Strassburg,

Luscar, and EnBW were assessed in a �uidized bed reactor. Thus, it can be deduced that

the di�erences introduced by the latter trends can be explained � at least partly � by the

distinct contacting degree between gas and solid in each experimental setup. Although

with a similar deactivation behavior, the EnBW limestone shows a comparatively lower

activity than the rest of the sorbents. A possible explanation for this e�ect could be the se-

lected calcination conditions (i.e., 940 °C, 20 min), which can negatively a�ect the sorbent

by promoting surface sintering [89]. Moreover, the e�ect of particle size for Rheinkalk, Riy-

adh, and Saabar was evaluated (see Appendix A.2). Similar to the conclusions drawn by

Grasa and Abanades, the sorbent particle size did not in�uence the sorption capacity of the

sorbent signi�cantly, being the latter determined mainly by the calcination/carbonation

cycle number [89]. The addition of steam in the carbonation stage improved Xncycles with

respect to the reference case (see �gure 4.1b). The positive e�ect of water vapor upon

carbonation can be clearly observed for Rheinkalk, Riyadh, Saabar, and PS. EnBW also

experienced an increase in sorbent conversion under steam addition, although to a lesser

extent than in the previous limestones. As expected, the presence of SO2 during carbona-

tion produced a more substantial decline in sorbent capacity because of the simultaneous

sulfation and carbonation of CaO [51, 52, 175]. Results indicate that the extent of sorb-

ent deactivation by SO2 is strongly dependent on the morphology and microstructure of

the material (see �gure 4.1c). Opposite to common unmetamorphosed limestones, Saabar

bene�ts from the presence of SO2 at a lower cycle number, as SO2 enhances its resistance

against mesopore blockage due to fast surface carbonation [104]. Moreover, Danyang in-

troduces a comparatively lower deactivation than the rest of the limestones. According to
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the authors, the latter behavior is attributed to the uniform distribution of sulfur over the

particle surface, which facilitates the in�ltration of CO2 through the product layer [175].

Altogether, conditions with steam and SO2 improved sorbent performance with respect to

the previous case (see �gure 4.1d). The latter �nding corroborates the positive e�ect of

steam in samples carbonated with and without SO2 addition.

Table 4.1: Cycling conditions for the experiments depicted in �gure 4.1

Symbol Unit Ryu et al. Coppola et al. Arias et al. Moreno et al.

Tcarb °C 700 650 650 650
tcarb min 15 20 10
Carbonation routine (a)
yCO2,carb,in m3/m3 0.1600 0.1500 0.1000 0.1500
yH2O,carb,in m3/m3 0 0 0 0
ySO2,carb,in m3/m3 0 0 0 0
yN2,carb,in m3/m3 0.7900 0.6700 0.7110 0.8500
yO2,carb,in m3/m3 0.0500 0.1800 0.1890 0
Carbonation routine (b)
yCO2,carb,in m3/m3 - 0.1500 0.1000 0.1500
yH2O,carb,in m3/m3 - 0.1000 0.2000 0.1500
ySO2,carb,in m3/m3 - 0 0 0
yN2,carb,in m3/m3 - 0.5925 0.5530 0.7000
yO2,carb,in m3/m3 - 0.1575 0.1470 0
Carbonation routine (c)
yCO2,carb,in m3/m3 0.1600 0.1500 - 0.1500
yH2O,carb,in m3/m3 0 0 - 0
ySO2,carb,in m3/m3 0.0020 0.0015 - 0.0020
yN2,carb,in m3/m3 0.7880 0.6703 - 0.8480
yO2,carb,in m3/m3 0.0500 0.1782 - 0
Carbonation routine (d)
yCO2,carb,in m3/m3 - 0.1500 - 0.1500
yH2O,carb,in m3/m3 - 0.1000 - 0.1500
ySO2,carb,in m3/m3 - 0.0015 - 0.0020
yN2,carb,in m3/m3 - 0.5913 - 0.6980
yO2,carb,in m3/m3 - 0.1572 - 0

Tcalc °C 850 940 900 850
tcalc min 20 5 10
yCO2,calc,in m3/m3 0 0.7000 0 0
yN2,calc,in m3/m3 0.7900 0.2370 0.7900 1
yO2,calc,in m3/m3 0.2100 0.0630 0.2100 0

Limestone type
Strassburg
Luscar
Danyang

EnBW PS
Rheinkalk
Riyadh
Saabar

Reference [175] [51] [19] [154]

Within the next phase of the experiments, the decay in Rheinkalk conversion was evaluated
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in a continuous DFB environment. To this end, two di�erent carbonation routines were

employed, namely with and without SO2.

Figure 4.1: Sorbent capacity (Xncycles) against number of cycles (ncycles) for a wide variety
of limestones investigated under di�erent carbonation routines:

Danyang [175], Strassburg [175], Luscar [175], EnBW [51], and PS [19]

In a previous work, Charitos et al. proposed an equation to describe the evolution in sorb-

ent conversion with the cycle number in the absence of make-up [45]. In this work, a new

expression has been suggested, which introduces an amendment to the equation of Charitos

et al. accounting for the cycling history of the particles prior to the calcium looping exper-

iments (see chapter 4.1). The following illustration shows the sorbent capacity evolution
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experienced by di�erent limestones when cycled in a continuous DFB environment. The

Swabian Alb and Northwest Spain limestone deactivation curves were determined accord-

ing to the expression developed by Charitos et al. [45]. On the contrary, the data points

obtained in this work and the proposed model line refer to the Rheinkalk limestone and

were calculated using the methodology presented in chapter 4.1. Observing �gure 4.2a,

di�erent conclusions can be drawn. Firstly, it can be noted that the methodology proposed

in this work to calculate the cycle number can make a di�erence of up to four additional

Calcium Looping cycles with respect to the original expression proposed by Charitos et

al. [45]. Thus, results suggest that continuous material cycling at elevated temperatures

for long periods can negatively a�ect the sorbent's carrying capacity. In addition, the data

obtained with the latter expression seems to �t the model equation obtained in the TGA

adequately. Also, the trend introduced by the Northwest Spain limestone at a higher cycle

number seems to correlate well with the proposed model, despite the di�erences arising

from the sorbent composition and the make-up addition during the tests [45]. For a given

theoretical cycle number, Rheinkalk exhibits a better average CO2 capacity than that of

the Northwest Spain and Swabian Alb limestones, which can be attributed again to di�er-

ences in solid composition and morphological properties.

Figure 4.2: Sorbent capacity (Xncycles) against number of cycles (ncycles) for several
limestones without (a) and with (b) the presence of SO2 during carbonation

in a DFB system: Rheinkalk (this work), Swabian Alb [45], Northwest
Spain [45], and EnBW [51]

The addition of SO2 to the carbonation step entailed an exacerbated deactivation of

Rheinkalk compared to the reference case (see �gure 4.2b), characterized by a more pro-
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nounced decay in the subsequent CaL cycles. While a good correlation between DFB

and TGA results was obtained in this work, a poorer agreement was found for EnBW.

As anticipated previously, this can be presumably attributed to the di�erent experimental

conditions set by the authors [51], particularly during the calcination step (i.e., 940 °C,

20 min), which could ultimately promote a faster degradation of the sorbent. Neverthe-

less, it can be concluded that the suggested expression seems to estimate the theoretical

number of Calcium Looping cycles (ncycles) with adequate accuracy, considering the inher-

ent uncertainties of some parameters involved in the process (i.e., Xave and ṄCa,loop).

Figure 4.3: Carbonator CO2 capture e�ciency (Ecarb) vs temperature (Tcarb) at
characteristic power plant �ue gas conditions: BFB [43, 106] and

CFB [73, 106]

Within the next phase of the experiments included in this chapter, a parametric assess-

ment of the 20 kWth BFB carbonator was conducted. As already anticipated in chapter 4.1,

three variables were subjected to analysis, namely: (i) the carbonation temperature, (ii)

the CO2 concentration, and (iii) the steam loading. Figure 4.3 displays the carbonator CO2

capture e�ciency (Ecarb) against the carbonation temperature (Tcarb), both for the results

given in this work and those reported by di�erent authors [43, 73, 106]. In the illustration,

the solid line represents the maximum attainable CO2 capture e�ciency de�ned by the

chemical equilibrium of the CaO-CO2-CaCO3 reaction system [84]. Generally, a satisfact-

ory agreement between the di�erent studies can be found. The results suggest that both

BFB and CFB carbonators can enable CO2 capture e�ciencies close to equilibrium over a
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wide range of temperatures. Of course, it should be noted that the key process variables

(e.g., ξLR, ξMR, or NCa,carb) were tailored in each case to attain the proposed CO2 capture

targets. For instance, Hornberger et al. reported capture e�ciencies between 0.96 and

0.98 mol/mol when operating at a make-up ratio of 0.9 mol/mol [106]. Concurrently, the

authors determined Ecarb values between 0.84 and 0.99 mol/mol when operating the CFB

carbonator over a much wider temperature window. Charitos et al. achieved a maximum

capture capacity of 0.93 mol/mol when operating at 630 °C [45], while Dieter et al. yielded

Ecarb values of 0.94 mol/mol at a carbonation temperature of 603 °C [73]. Last but not

least, the exceptionally high capture values reported in this work are mainly attributed to

the relatively low history of the sorbent particles, as this experimental phase was investig-

ated at the very beginning of the test campaign.

Similar to the conclusions drawn by other authors, the results included in this work

have shown the positive e�ect of increased CO2 concentrations on the carbonation pro-

cess [30, 158, 205]. Operation with an inlet CO2 concentration of 0.06m3/m3 led to capture

e�ciencies of 0.96 mol/mol. On the contrary, Ecarb values as high as 0.98 mol/mol were

yielded at an inlet CO2 concentration of 0.14 m3/m3. Furthermore, it can be noted that

Ecarb was particularly improved at low CO2 loadings. The latter e�ect is attributed to the

reaction rate being directly proportional to the di�erence between local and equilibrium

CO2 concentrations [30]. Besides, the average maximum carrying capacity was negatively

in�uenced by the increased CO2 loading. As postulated by Sivalingam, the latter e�ect

can be mainly ascribed to an enhanced number of sequential CaL cycles [191]. Higher CO2

concentrations shorten the fast reaction rate phase and thus the carbonator active space

time.

The positive e�ect of steam on the carbonation reaction has been widely reported in the

literature [15, 19, 73, 77, 143]. Dieter et al. conducted investigations at di�erent carbona-

tion temperatures with and without steam addition [73]. The authors indicated that steam

could comprehensively enhance the carbonation reaction at temperatures close to 600 °C,

increasing Ecarb by about 16 percentage points with respect to the reference case. The

latter �nding is in line with the conclusions drawn by Dobner et al., who noted that steam

could catalyze the reaction between CO2 and CaO, especially at low temperatures (i.e.,

550 °C) [75]. Besides, Lindén et al. explored the in�uence of water vapor on carbonation

of CaO in the temperature range 400-550 °C, reporting a weak in�uence of steam partial

pressure with increasing temperature [129]. In contrast, Yang and Xiao showed that steam

greatly increases sorbent carbonation conversion up to pressures of 5MPa between 550-

650 °C [205]. A later work by Manovic and Anthony supports the latter assertion, where

enhanced sorbent carbonation at 600 °C in a steam concentration range of 0.10-0.20 m3/m3

is reported. In this chapter, Xave increased slightly from 0.34 to 0.38 mol/mol at H2O val-

ues between 0.07 and 0.13 m3/m3. Assuming a negligible e�ect of limestone make-up on
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Xave, the latter behavior can be associated with the fact that steam does not a�ect the

carbonation rate during the kinetically controlled stage. In contrast, steam addition might

enhance di�usion in the product layer, becoming the controlling step when the thicker

product layer is formed [83].
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5.1 Original publication

Moreno, J.; Hornberger, M.; Schmid, M.; Sche�knecht, G.

Part-Load Operation of a Novel Calcium Looping System for Flexible CO2 Capture in

Coal-Fired Power Plants.

Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research 60(19): 7320-7330, 2021.

https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.iecr.1c00155.

This chapter includes a discussion on the journal publication cited above, which has been

reproduced here with permission of the copyright holder.
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ABSTRACT: The increasing share of renewable energy supply is forcing fossil-
fueled power plants to undergo flexible operation, with large load changes during
the day and even periods of complete shutdown. Dual circulating fluidized bed
(DCFB) calcium looping (CaL) has rapidly emerged as a viable option for efficient
post-combustion CO2 capture in baseload coal-fired power stations. However,
DCFBs might be unsuitable for flexible carbon capture at very low power plant
capacity factors, beyond which the solid entrainment rate becomes insufficient.
This work introduces a CaL system featuring the unique option of decoupling the
solid circulation from the carbonator flue gas load with a carbonator bottom
interlink. The concept has been successfully demonstrated with high CO2 capture
efficiency (Hornberger et al. Fuel Process. Technol., 2020, 106557), but not yet
regarding its load flexibility behavior. The carbonator performance has been
assessed at partial loads as low as 40%, identifying a minimum active space time of
41 s as a basis to achieve an equilibrium normalized capture efficiency of 90%. In
addition, the calciner performance has been evaluated for a variety of oxy-fuel cases (31−55 vol %db) and calcination temperatures
(850−940 °C). The obtained results endorse the suggested novel CaL system’s suitability for the flexible decarbonization of load-
following power plants.

1. INTRODUCTION

Decarbonization of current power and industrial systems is
globally regarded as a mandatory step to meet the net-zero
emissions goals set by the Paris Climate Agreement.1,2

Renewable technologies are being rapidly deployed to achieve
this goal, although their behavior is still variable, and thus they
require the implementation of mid-merit power systems to
balance energy supply and demand.3 Besides the technical
challenges associated with high operation flexibility, fossil-
fueled power plants still require a methodology to cut energy-
related CO2 emissions. Carbon capture and storage (CCS)
technologies are increasingly recognized as a viable method as
they can be retrofitted to amortized coal-fired power plants
with high CO2 capture levels and moderate energy penalties
and costs.4,5 However, the technical requirements for a flexible
operation of thermal power plants with CCS are still high and
constitute a significant challenge for their development and
deployment.6

The calcium looping (CaL) technology has gained
considerable attention in the last years as a solution for
improving the flexibility of CO2 capture units retrofitted to
load-following power stations.7−12 The process uses natural
limestone as a calcium oxide (CaO) precursor for CO2
capture.13−16 The CO2 contained in the power plant flue gas
is exothermically absorbed by CaO in a carbonator at around
650 °C (see Figure 1). The CO2-depleted exhaust gas is vented
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Figure 1. Simplified scheme of the CaL process.
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to the environment, whereas the partly carbonated solids are
transferred to a calcination reactor (i.e., calciner or
regenerator). In the calciner, the CO2 bound in the solid
phase is released at around 900 °C. A gas stream highly
concentrated in CO2 leaves the reactor, while the regenerated
CaO is returned to the carbonator to close the solid loop. The
heat for the endothermic calcination reaction is provided by
burning supplementary fuel with oxygen from an air separation
unit (i.e., oxy-fuel combustion). The CO2-rich regenerator flue
gas can be partly recirculated into the system to maintain an
appropriate combustion temperature. Due to sorbent deacti-
vation upon cycling, a continuous flow of fresh make-up (i.e.,
CaCO3) is fed to the process. This is compensated by an
equivalent sorbent purge to avoid the accumulation of inerts in
the system (e.g., fuel ash and CaSO4).
Since the technology was conceptualized in 1999 by Shimizu

et al.,17 the process has progressed steadily, being its feasibility
demonstrated up to the MWth scale with several pilot plants
worldwide.18−25 Despite this significant development, most
research has focused on investigating the process performance
at baseload operating conditions, overlooking the flexibility
potential of CaL systems coupled to mid-merit fossil-fueled
power units. CaL plants retrofitted to existing power stations
are expected to exhibit a high degree of versatility in terms of
load variations. The frequent changes resulting from the load-
following operation of coal-fired power blocks are translated
into changes in the flue gas flow rate and, hence, in the
superficial flue gas velocity entering the carbonator unit. This
directly impacts on the contact time between the sorbent and
the CO2 and, thereby, on the CO2 capture performance.
Hence, modifications in relevant process parameters (e.g., solid
circulation rate, and make-up flow) are required to adjust the
bed inventory and ensure sufficient reaction times between
CaO and CO2 in the carbonator. Few studies to date have
focused on evaluating different integration possibilities for

facilitating the development of highly flexible CaL plants
retrofitted to coal-fired power stations.10−12,26 However, to our
best knowledge, only one article has been published on the
experimental investigation of a dual CFB CaL system’s flexible
performance at different carbonator load levels.27 In the study,
the authors indicated that a conventional CFB carbonator
design might be unsuitable to effectively accommodate very
low flue gas superficial velocities (i.e., thermal loads). This was
attributed to the resulting low solid entrainment rates that
ultimately affect the hydrodynamic stability of the CaL system
and, hence, the carbonator CO2 capture efficiency.
The present work introduces a CaL reactor concept based

on a BFB carbonator and a CFB calciner that can respond to a
wide range of flue gas load changes. This reactor arrangement
has been investigated in the context of a recent European
project (FlexiCaL), which aimed at developing novel calcium
looping systems with improved process flexibility. The
proposed CaL configuration performance has been assessed
during steady-state operation at full- and part-load conditions,
where the main process variables have been tailored to achieve
sufficiently high carbonator CO2 capture efficiencies. A simple
carbon mass balance is applied for a preliminary validation of
the carbonator performance, whereas a basic reactor model
approach, successfully implemented in experimental facilities of
different sizes,18,21,24,28,29 is proposed to interpret the results
with more detail.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The 200 kWth pilot facility is located at the Institute of
Combustion and Power Plant Technology (IFK) of the
University of Stuttgart. It consists of three refractory-lined
reactors that can be interconnected into two different reactor
arrangements, namely, CFB-CFB and BFB-CFB. While the
regenerator is always operated in CFB mode, the carbonator
can be operated either in CFB mode or in BFB mode. For a

Figure 2. Schematic of the University of Stuttgart’s 200 kWth CaL facility (BFB-CFB configuration) with key flexibility components enveloped in
dashed squares.
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detailed description of the CFB-CFB configuration, please
refer elsewhere.30,31

The schematic representation of the 200 kWth BFB-CFB
reactor concept is shown in Figure 2. The CFB calciner is 10 m
high and has an average internal diameter of 200 mm, whereas
the BFB carbonator consists of a 6 m reactor with an internal
diameter of 330 mm. The pilot plant is equipped with typical
industrial fluidized bed system components, i.e., a start-up
natural gas burner, air-quenching devices to cool down the off-
gases, and induced draft fans. The key feature of this CaL
arrangement for improved load flexibility lies in the solid
interconnection between both reactors. This is achieved by the
combination of a screw feeder and a carbonator bottom loop
seal. The screw conveyor’s rotational speed controls the
looping rate from the regenerator to the carbonator. The
bottom loop seal in the carbonator, on the other hand, ensures
the flexible operation of the pilot plant as it allows the
decoupling of the solid circulation from the carbonator to the
regenerator from the carbonator fluidization velocity. The
proposed reactor system (i.e., BFB-CFB) offers the unique
possibility to test an alternative configuration in which the
carbonator operates in a broad range of fluidization regimes
ranging from bubbling, over turbulent, to circulating
conditions. Hence, compared with a conventional CFB-CFB
arrangement, the concept is highly flexible with respect to flue
gas load changes. Both reactors are connected to high-
efficiency primary cyclones, in which the exhaust gas is
separated from the entrained solids in a preliminary step. A
part of the solids separated from the regenerator’s primary
cyclone supplies the screw feeder. The remaining particles
overflow the screw and are recirculated into the calciner. Any
sorbent entrained in the carbonator will be separated by the
primary cyclone and internally recirculated via the upper loop
seal. The flue gas is then passed through protective cyclones
and bag filters, mainly for fly ash and dust removal. The
purified regenerator flue gas can be partly recirculated using a
blower at this stage, whereas the carbonator exhaust gas is
vented to the outside air using an induced draft (ID) fan. The
carbonator is fluidized with a synthetic mixture of air, steam,
and CO2 from a storage tank, which allows investigating
different types of flue gas compositions. The calciner is capable
of operating in either air-blown or oxy-combustion mode.
During oxy-fuel combustion, the oxygen delivered from a
storage tank is diluted with the regenerator flue gas and is
partly recirculated into the system at different stages. Dry gas
compositions are measured by non-dispersive infrared spec-
troscopy (CO2, CO, and SO2) and paramagnetism (O2) in the
off-gas lines after both reactors, as well as at the carbonator
inlet. The volume fractions of NOx and water vapor in the
regenerator exhaust gas are measured by non-dispersive
infrared spectroscopy and impact jet psychrometry, respec-
tively.
Fuel (see Table 1) and sorbent (see Table 2) dosing is

achieved by gravimetric screw feeders. The dosing system is
connected to the regenerator by a rotary valve, which
decouples the reactor pressure from the atmospheric metering
system and feeds the solids at the regenerator bottom.

Additionally, the calciner counts with a purge removal system
made up of a bottom drain valve. The solid circulation between
reactors is continuously measured by a high-temperature
microwave sensor and is verified by manual solid flow
measurements. This consists of measuring the time required
for solids of known bulk density to fill a circulation pipe’s
known volume. The solids sampled from the loop seals,
secondary cyclones, and bag filters of each reactor are
subsequently analyzed in terms of chemical composition,
CO2 carrying capacity, and particle size distribution.

3. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
3.1. Carbonator Carbon Mass Balance. An essential tool

for the validation of the carbonation process is the closure of
the carbon mass balance. During steady-state operation, where
there is no accumulation of CaCO3 in the reactor bed, the
mass of CO2 disappearing from the gas phase has to equal the
mass of CO2 being bound as carbonate in the CaO stream
circulating between the two reactors:

̇ = ̇ −N E N X X( )CO carb carb Ca carb calc, ,in2 (1)

The amount of CO2 captured from the gas phase
(ṄCO2,carb,inEcarb) can be calculated by the continuous online
measurement of volume flow and gas composition at
carbonator inlet and outlet. This left term is thus the most
reliable. For calculating the amount of CO2 appearing in the
solid phase, the looping rate (ṄCa) is estimated according to
the measured solid circulation rate and the circulating solids’
calcium content. Once ṄCa is known, it is possible to calculate
the amount of solids entering the carbonator with a molar
carbonate content Xcalc after regeneration (i.e., ṄCaXcalc) and
those leaving the carbonator after CO2 absorption with a molar
carbonate content Xcarb (i.e., ṄCaXcarb), assuming that both
reactors are perfectly mixed. The comparison between both
equation terms is a useful indicator of the experimental
information’s consistency, which is the basis for analyzing the
carbonator performance.

3.2. Active Space Time and Basic Carbonator Model
Validation. Another relevant methodology for assessing the
carbonation process is based on a basic reactor model and
simplified particle reaction rate model:21,32

φ= −
i
k
jjj

y
{
zzz

X
t

k X y y
d

d
( )carb

s ave CO carb CO carb eq
reactor

, , ,2 2 (2)

In eq 2, ks is the surface reaction rate constant for the
utilized limestone, −y y( )CO carb CO carb eq, , ,2 2

refers to the differ-

ence between the logarithmic average and the equilibrium CO2
volume fraction in the carbonator, φ indicates the gas−solid

Table 1. Chemical Composition of the Utilized Fuel

kg/kg, waf kg/kg, wf kg/kg, ad

γC γH γO γN γS γash γH2O

Colombian hard coal 0.776 0.052 0.145 0.016 0.011 0.091 0.019

Table 2. Chemical Composition of the Utilized Sorbent

kg/kg, wf

xCaO xMgO xSiO2
xAl2O3

xCO2
xothers

German
limestone

0.551 0.007 0.004 0.001 0.435 0.002
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contacting factor, and Xave states the sorbent’s average
maximum CO2 carrying capacity. This simplified approach
allows to solve the following mass balance for the amount of
CO2 removed in the gas phase and the CO2 captured by the
CaO particles in the carbonator bed (see ref 21 for more
details):

φ= − ̇E N f k X y y N( )/carb Ca carb active s ave CO carb CO carb eq CO carb, , , , , ,in2 2 2

(3)

The apparent carbonation rate constant (ksφ) can be
calculated as a fitting parameter from eq 3, whereas the
surface carbonation rate constant (ks) can be determined by
thermogravimetric analysis. NCa,carb refers to the carbonator
total calcium inventory, factive corresponds to the fraction of
active particles reacting in the fast reaction rate (where Xcarb <
Xave), and ṄCO2,carb,in is the molar flow of CO2 entering the
carbonator. Equation 3 constitutes a reactor design equation
model and links all calcium looping parameters directly or
indirectly with the carbonator CO2 capture efficiency (Ecarb)
for the given set of operating conditions. The key parameter of
this model is the active space time (τactive = NCa,carb factiveXave/
ṄCO2,carb,in), which is indicative of both the sorbent inventory
and the reaction rate of such inventory.

4. RESULTS
The results presented in this paper involved experimental work
conducted with the BFB-CFB CaL reactor configuration in
various pilot campaigns. These added up to 225 h of operation
with interconnected reactors, from which 155 h were achieved
in CO2 capture mode with stable oxy-fuel combustion of coal
in the regenerator. Each experiment was operated for at least 1
h (although in general 2 h) after steady-state conditions were
reached. The robustness of the proposed reactor design was
also demonstrated for about 17 h during full-load conditions
and 10 h during partial load conditions, respectively.
Throughout the presented experiments, the pilot facility was

operated over a wide range of experimental conditions (see
Table 3). While the regenerator was always operated with a

similar bed inventory (i.e., 28−40 kg or 881−1414 kg/m2), the
carbonator solid inventory was varied to evaluate its impact on
the CO2 capture efficiency (i.e., 36−91 kg or 422−1063 kg/
m2). Similarly, dedicated experiments were conducted in the
carbonator to assess the influence of the reactor bed
temperature on the capture of CO2. The flexibility potential
of the BFB carbonator was evaluated at gas superficial
velocities as low as 0.8 m/s, which corresponded to thermal
loads of about 40% from the established baseload case. For

comparison purposes, an intermediate load case (i.e., 60%) was
also investigated. The calciner was operated at realistic oxy-fuel
conditions, using recirculated calciner flue gas with an inlet
oxygen concentration between 31 and 55 vol %db. The calciner
temperature was also varied to evaluate the impact on sorbent
calcination and off-gas composition. The make-up ratio and
looping ratio were kept constant between the tests (i.e., 0.09
mol/mol and 10.2 mol/mol, respectively), although two
complementary experiments with slightly higher values (by
about 20%) were investigated for comparative purposes.
Figure 3 introduces the carbonator and calciner temper-

atures against the respective CO2 outlet concentrations. The

depicted solid line corresponds to the chemical CO2
equilibrium concentration at the given temperature.33 Accord-
ing to the illustration, successful carbonation conditions were
achieved for all investigated experiments, with yCO2,out yielding
between 1.0 and 9.7 vol %db. Within the investigated
temperature window, the outlet CO2 calciner concentration
ranged from 49 up to 73 vol %db. As this concentration is given
on a dry basis, the remaining gas species in the calciner exhaust
gas refer mainly to nitrogen and oxygen. The nitrogen dilution
is mostly related to inert gas flushing of the coal feeding system
and loop seal fluidization (here by 20 vol %db). The amount of
oxygen corresponds to the required oxygen excess to ensure
complete oxidation of the fuel.

4.1. Carbonator Operation. 4.1.1. Influence of Temper-
ature and Solid Bed Inventory. The performance achieved in
a calcium looping carbonator depends mostly on the reactor
design, sorbent activity, solid inventory, and defined operating
conditions (e.g., operation temperature and CO2 concen-
tration). In practice, as the CO2 loading is mainly imposed by
the nature of the combustion flue gas, the carbonator CO2
capture efficiency can only be adjusted by altering the
carbonation conditions (e.g., temperature), the sorbent
loading, and the sorbent activity. The CO2 capture efficiencies
achieved for all experiments investigated in this study are
presented in Figure 4a. It can be seen for most tests that the
carbonator CO2 capture performance is very close to the
theoretical maximum achievable CO2 capture (i.e., black solid
line). For such operation conditions, capture efficiencies over
85% were achieved in the carbonator at temperatures close to
650 °C. The satisfactory carbonation performance here can be

Table 3. Experimental Range of Operating Conditions

parameter symbol value/range unit

carbonator temperature Tcarb 591−704 °C
carbonator solid inventory Ws,carb 422−1063 kg/m2

carbonator inlet CO2 concentration yCO2,carb,in 14 vol %

carbonator superficial gas velocity ucarb 0.8−2.0 m/s
carbonator CO2 capture efficiency Ecarb 38−97 %
calciner temperature Tcalc 851−940 °C
calciner solid inventory Ws,calc 881−1414 kg/m2

calciner inlet O2 concentration yO2,calc,in 31−55 vol %db

make-up ratio ξMR 0.09−0.11 mol/mol
looping ratio ξLR 10.2−12.2 mol/mol

Figure 3. Dry outlet CO2 reactor concentration (yCO2,out) vs average
reactor temperature (T).
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ascribed to the sorbent’s high CO2 carrying capacity, as well as
to the sufficiently high sorbent inventory and satisfactory
carbonation conditions. However, some other data points
introduced in Figure 4a indicate a significant deviation from
the equilibrium limited CO2 capture efficiency. The relatively
low carbonator solid inventory applied in such experiments
limited the quantity of CaO in the bed, thus affecting the
carbonation performance. The effect was purposely inves-
tigated at 40% load operation (see Figure 4b). Dedicated
experiments were conducted with diverse carbonator solid
inventories under similar carbonator temperature conditions
(i.e., 635−655 °C). The illustration shows that differences as
high as 1350 kg/m2 (or 41 kg) can increase the CO2 capture
efficiency by about 25 percentage points, given that all
remaining process conditions remain unchanged. This latter
finding correlates well with the conclusions drawn by Chen et
al. at a 3 kWth bench-scale unit, in which the inventory of solids
was postulated as a major parameter affecting the carbonator
capture efficiency.34 Moreover, investigations at a considerably
higher scale revealed that the capture performance attained in
the carbonator was significantly influenced by the amount of
solid bed inventory.19,28,35

4.1.2. Carbon Mass Balance and Active Space Time
Model. As previously anticipated, the carbonator carbon
balance constitutes a crucial key metric for evaluating the
CaL process performance. Figure 5a depicts the carbonator
carbon balance for all experiments with available gas and solid
sample measurements. According to the gas balance, the
amount of CO2 absorbed in the carbonator ranged from 0.05
mol/s at 40% load up to 0.25 mol/s under 100% load
conditions. In most cases, there is a reasonable agreement
between the CO2 removed from the gas phase and the CO2
bound as carbonate in the circulating CaO solid stream.
Nonetheless, the values derived from the solid balance tend to
show higher deviations than the numbers obtained from the
gas balance. This is mostly ascribed to the intrinsic
uncertainties in the measurement of the hot circulating solids.
Moreover, it should be noted that the sampled solids represent
only a minor share of the total amount of the solids in the CaL
system and may thus also influence the analysis of the solid
phase balance. The evaluation of the carbonator performance
through the simplified active space time model is introduced in
Figure 5b. The illustration shows the equilibrium normalized
carbonator CO2 capture efficiency (Ecarb/Ecarb,eq) against the
carbonator active space time (τactive), both for the experimental

Figure 4. (a) Carbonator CO2 capture efficiency (Ecarb) vs carbonation temperature (Tcarb) for all experiments investigated in this study. (b)
Carbonator CO2 capture efficiency (Ecarb) vs carbonator solid inventory (Ws,carb) for selected 40% load experiments under the same process
conditions with corresponding trend line.

Figure 5. (a) Comparison of the carbonator carbon balance for the gas phase and solid phase. (b) Equilibrium normalized carbonator CO2 capture
efficiency (Ecarb/Ecarb,eq) vs carbonator active space time (τactive).
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and calculated (i.e., model) values. The plot shows a good
correlation between the model line and the experimental data,
considering the inherent uncertainties in the experimental
determination of τactive.

29,36 For the experiments in this study,
ksφ averaged 0.16 s−1. While this apparent carbonation rate
constant is lower than the typical values observed in CFB
carbonators (i.e., 0.30−0.43 s−1),21,37,38 it is still substantially
higher than the reaction rates reported for conventional BFB
units operated at much lower gas superficial velocities (i.e.,
0.05−0.09 s−1).38,39 Hence, the results in this study show that a
BFB carbonator operated with sufficient gas throughput can
still provide an efficient gas−solid interaction, enabling high
CO2 capture efficiencies both during full- and part-load
operation.
4.1.3. Carbonator Hydrodynamics. The hydrodynamic

behavior of the CaL system is essential for the stable operation
of the facility. Figure 6 introduces the temperature (a) and
pressure (b) profiles of the BFB carbonator during the long-
term full- and part-load investigations. The values represent the
average measurements taken at each reactor height. The
temperature profile described by the carbonator is character-
istic of the bubbling to turbulent fluidization regime. The
reactor region containing most of the solid inventory (i.e., 2
m) shows typical carbonation temperatures in the three

investigated cases, with values ranging between 665 and 670
°C. The upper part of the reactor exhibits lower temperatures
during partial load operation, which is ascribed to the lower
solid entrainment rates achieved under modest superficial gas
velocities. This statement becomes evident when comparing
the temperatures measured at the reactor top in the three load
cases (i.e., 6.2 m), in which differences as high as 100 °C were
observed between 100 and 40% load operating conditions.
However, this effect is expected to have a minor influence on
the carbonator CO2 capture efficiency as the main part of the
reaction is assumed to take place in the dense part of the
reactor.21

The pressure profile described by the carbonator resembles
the typical behavior of a BFB unit (see Figure 6b). This is
characterized by a high-pressure drop in the reactor’s bottom
zone (i.e., up to 2 m), where most of the solid inventory is
located. The pressure difference across the reactor accounted
for 104 mbar during full-load operation, whereas at 40% load
conditions, 120 mbar was measured. This slight increase is
attributed to the lower gas superficial velocities applied during
partial load operation. In addition, the pressure difference
measured above the freeboard region (i.e., above 2 m) was
negligible for all three investigated load cases.

Figure 6. Carbonator temperature (Tcarb) (a) and pressure (Δpcarb) (b) profiles over the carbonator height (hcarb) at a reference carbonator
temperature of 660 °C.

Figure 7. Comparison of the calciner mass balance for calculated and measured flue gas concentrations (yi) (a) and flue gas volume flow (V̇FG) (b).
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The results presented in this section endorse the feasibility
of operating a BFB carbonator at realistic low coal-fired power
plant loads (i.e., 40%), achieving high CO2 capture efficiencies
over a wide range of process temperatures and solid bed
inventories. The demonstration of even lower load factors
might still be attainable with the proposed reactor config-
uration. However, its application is not straightforward as it
needs to be balanced by criteria of reactor hydrodynamics and
CO2 capture efficiency. Hence, modifications to relevant
process variables (i.e., solid circulation rate and make-up
flow) may be required in some cases to compensate for the
hydrodynamic changes and to guarantee adequate CO2
absorption. Furthermore, the characterization of dynamic
CaL behavior is essential for gaining an in-depth knowledge
of the process to sustain smooth plant operation during load
changes. The experimental information presented in this
chapter contributes to a better understanding of the operation
of flexible CaL carbonators, which is a key aspect for the
deployment of the technology in future energy scenarios.
4.2. Calciner Operation. Within a preliminary evaluation

phase of the calciner performance, the reactor material balance
was assessed using the gas concentration, volume flow, and
solid flow data measured in the pilot facility. Combined
combustion and calcination calculations were employed to
assess the experimental results’ quality by estimating the flue
gas composition and off-gas volume flow. The elementary
combustion calculations were performed by stoichiometric
relations assuming complete fuel combustion. The calcination
estimations were conducted by analyzing the collected solid
samples, the flow of circulating solids, and the sorbent make-
up. The comparison between the calculated and experimental
data is introduced in Figure 7.
The calculated steam, CO2, and O2 concentrations correlate

well with the measured values, indicating a satisfactory closure
of the calciner material balance. Deviation of the measured and
calculated values for such gas components averaged 6, 0.1, and
7%, respectively. Moreover, the measured and calculated off-
gas volume flows yielded deviations around 5%. This disparity
can be regarded as marginal, considering the modest flue gas
duct’s cross section and the impeller anemometer’s accuracy
within the measured volume flow range. In addition, the very
similar off-gas concentrations and volume flows indicate that
the calciner operation was not substantially affected by the
thermal load case applied in the carbonator.
4.2.1. Influence of Inlet Oxygen Concentration. The

oxygen concentration of the combustion gas mixture is a
significant parameter to influence and control the calciner’s
fuel combustion efficiency. Figure 8 introduces the dry oxygen
inlet concentration against the share of recirculated calciner
flue gas.
As can be expected, the achievement of high oxygen inlet

partial pressures requires a reduction in the recirculated flue
gas volume flow to avoid the dilution of oxygen. The calciner
was operated over a wide range of inlet oxygen concentrations
that ranged between 31 and 55 vol %db. Despite the low flue
gas recirculation rates employed to achieve such high oxy-fuel
cases, the temperature profile described by the calciner reactor
was always uniform, without the presence of hotspots. The
investigation of even higher oxy-fuel levels may still be
conceivable at the 200 kWth pilot facility. However, this
evaluation was out of the present work’s scope. In addition, as
the looping ratio and make-up ratio were kept unchanged
throughout the tests, the calciner’s heat demand was reduced

with decreasing carbonator’s flue gas load. In consequence, the
rate of recirculated flue gas was accordingly increased to
maintain the desired gas superficial velocity (i.e., solid
entrainment) in the reactor during part-load operation, posing
a dilution effect on the inlet oxygen concentration.
A major aspect that conditions the subsequent storage or

utilization of the CO2-rich calciner flue gas is its purity. This is
mainly related to the concentration of excess oxygen, nitrogen
oxides (NOx), and sulfur oxides (SO2) in the off-gas stream.
Figure 9a displays the dry NOx volume fraction in the flue gas
for different oxy-fuel cases within a temperature range of 910−
940 °C. Generally, CFB boilers are characterized by low NOx
emissions due to the moderate combustion temperatures that
prevent thermal NOx formation.40 Consequently, the major
share of NOx formation in fluidized beds is related to the fuel-
bound nitrogen. The linearity of NOx formation with excess
oxygen has already been reported in previous works.40,41 This
can be attributed to a decreased reducing zone in the
combustor, which results in the reduction of NOx to N2.
Furthermore, Figure 9a indicates the promoting effect of the
inlet oxygen concentration on NOx formation. As indicated by
different authors, it is presumable that when the combustion
agent’s oxygen concentration is increased, volatile matters and
char are more likely to be oxidized. Hence, the combustion
circumstance tends to be more oxidative to accelerate fuel-N
conversion into NOx.

42,43

The concentration of SO2 in the calciner exhaust gas is
significantly reduced under typical operating conditions
prevailing in CaL applications (see Figure 9b). The favorable
oxy-fuel combustion temperatures, together with the con-
tinuous supply of fresh limestone, constitute a favorable
framework for efficient flue gas desulfurization.31 The
increased calcium availability for sulfur retention (i.e., Ca/S
ratio) in CaL systems is of several magnitudes higher than the
amounts applied for the retention of sulfur during fluidized bed
combustion.44 This ensures an almost SO2 free flue gas in the
calciner. For the experiments in this study, the SO2
concentration averaged at 5 ppmv in most cases and was
neither influenced by the excess oxygen amount nor the oxy-
fuel level applied.

4.2.2. Influence of Combustion Temperature. The
combustion temperature is another major variable that
influences the fuel’s conversion degree and, thus, the

Figure 8. Dry oxygen inlet concentration (yO2,calc,in) vs calciner flue gas
recirculation rate (νrecycle,calc).
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combustion flue gas composition. Figure 10a shows the effect
of combustion temperature on NOx formation for an oxygen
inlet concentration between 35 and 45 vol %db. The three
trends introduced in the plot confirm the excess oxygen’s

promoting effect on the fuel-N conversion to NOx. The NOx

formation behavior does not seem to be significantly affected
by the applied combustion temperature. This can be linked to
the homogeneous temperature profile described by the

Figure 9. Influence of inlet oxygen concentration: dry concentrations of NOx (yNOx,calc,out) (a) and SO2 (ySO2,calc,out) (b) vs excess oxygen (yO2,calc,out)
in the calciner off-gas.

Figure 10. Influence of combustion temperature: dry concentrations of NOx (yNOx,calc,out) (a) and SO2 (ySO2,calc,out) (b) vs excess oxygen (yO2,calc,out) in
the calciner off-gas.

Figure 11. Calciner temperature (Tcalc) (a) and pressure (Δpcalc) (b) profiles over the calciner height (hcalc) at a reference calciner temperature of
910 °C.
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calciner. Although it is not showed here, the reactor
temperature gradients obtained in these experiments were
almost identical, particularly in the bottom reactor section.
These findings are consistent with the results reported by
Hofbauer in a similar study.42 The effect of the combustion
temperature on SO2 formation is introduced in Figure 10b.
From the values obtained with an oxygen excess of 4 vol %db,
the illustration indicates a slight improvement in the sulfur
retention rate at increased reactor temperatures (i.e., Tcalc >
910 °C). These results correlate well with the observations
made in previous works, where a temperature range of 900−
925 °C was proposed as most suitable for efficient fluidized
bed in situ desulfurization.45

4.2.3. Calciner Hydrodynamics. Figure 11 introduces the
temperature and pressure profiles described by the CFB
calciner for the different carbonator thermal loads under study.
The calciner temperature evolution in the three load
experiments falls into the typical pattern described by a CFB
combustor. This is characterized by stable temperatures in the
upper part of the riser and lower temperatures in the bottom
region, which are attributed to the inlet flow of colder solids
coming from the carbonator. The uniform temperature profile
described by the CFB calciner indicates the absence of hot
spots. This is indispensable for efficient sorbent calcination and
is achieved by staged oxygen addition and flue gas
recirculation. With minor differences observed among the
three considered carbonator thermal loads, the average calciner
temperature measured at a middle-upper height (i.e., 7.5 m)
ranged between 909 and 917 °C.
In addition, the pressure drop introduced by the calciner

shows a shaped curve in the bottom region with an almost
linear gradient in the riser, indicating a uniform distribution of
the bed inventory along with the reactor height in each
investigated load case.
The results introduced in this chapter envisage that calciner

operation can be detached from the thermal load applied in the
carbonator, providing that certain requirements are fulfilled,
e.g., sufficient solid inventory, sorbent circulation rate, and
make-up flow. Other variables such as fuel mass flow rate and
oxygen demand are accordingly adjusted to provide the
required calciner’s heat duty. Under constant looping ratio
and make-up ratio conditions, the heat demand in the calciner
reduces with decreasing carbonator thermal load. This can be
expected as a result of the lower amount of solids coming from
the carbonator in combination with a decreased supply of fresh
limestone. Despite the reduced heat duty, the calciner has
shown to guarantee stable operation at all investigated
carbonator loads, both in terms of off-gas compositions (see
Figure 7) and hydrodynamic conditions (see Figure 11). The
latter observations are in line with the conclusions drawn by
Arias et al. in a recent study, which characterized a flexible CaL
system for the power sector with a high temperature sorbent
storage.46 The authors postulated that the CaL calciner can be
operated continuously in steady-state mode when the load-
following power plant enters into operation. Furthermore, the
resulting decrease in oxygen flow required to burn supple-
mentary fuel at part-load conditions can be compensated by
recirculated flue gas to maintain constant solid entrainment
(i.e., gas superficial velocity) in the calciner. However, this
latter aspect is not straightforward as it poses a dilution effect
on the oxygen concentration at calciner inlet (Figure 8). It is
furthermore true that operating the calciner under extreme
oxy-fuel combustion conditions can be advantageous to further

reduce the heat demand in the reactor and hence the energy
penalty of the whole CaL system.37 However, the investigation
of this last aspect was out of the scope of the present work. The
experimental data introduced in this section suggest that the
calciner of such a reactor system (i.e., BFB-CFB) can operate
over a wide range of process conditions without posing
significant changes on the reactor coupling, which is essential
to ensure the flexible operation of future large-scale CaL
systems.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This work has analyzed the performance of a novel CaL
reactor arrangement with enhanced load flexibility. The
proposed configuration (i.e., BFB-CFB) has been tested at
the University of Stuttgart’s 200 kWth pilot plant applying
industrially relevant process conditions (TRL6). Several
experimental campaigns have been conducted to evaluate the
steady-state operation of the CaL system at different
carbonator flue gas loads. It has been shown that the proposed
reactor arrangement can be operated stably with carbonator
gas superficial velocities ranging from 0.8 m/s up to 2.0 m/s,
without affecting the solid circulation between reactors, and
thus the hydrodynamic stability of the system. A simple carbon
mass balance has been applied for a preliminary validation of
the carbonator performance, and a carbonator model based on
the active time approach has been proposed for a more
detailed result interpretation. According to the model
calculations, an active space time of 41 s is sufficient to
achieve an equilibrium normalized carbonator capture
efficiency of 90%. The calciner operation has shown to be
independent of the thermal load applied in the carbonator. The
reactor has been successfully operated with recirculation rates
as low as 27% and inlet oxygen concentrations up to 55 vol
%db. The CFB calciner has described a very uniform
temperature profile in all investigated experiments, without
the presence of hotspots. The results included in this study
endorse the suitability of the proposed novel CaL arrangement
for efficient post-combustion CO2 capture at realistic low coal-
fired power plant capacity factors (i.e., 40%).
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■ NOMENCLATURE
E CO2 capture efficiency (%)
factive active fraction of particles reacting in the fast reaction

regime (-)
h height (m)
ks surface carbonation rate constant (s−1)
ksφ apparent carbonation rate constant (s−1)
N molar content of component “i” (kmol)
Ṅi molar flow of component “i” (kmol/h or mol/s)
ξLR looping ratio (mol/mol)
ξMR make-up ratio (mol/mol)
T temperature (°C)
u gas superficial velocity (m/s)
V̇i volume flow of component “i” (m3/h, STP)
Ws solid bed inventory (kg or kg/m2)
X conversion degree (mol/mol)
xi mass fraction of component “i” in sorbent (kg/kg)
yi volume fraction of component “i” in gas (vol %)
Greek Letters
Δp pressure difference (mbar)
νrecycle flue gas recirculation rate (%)
γi mass fraction of component “i” in fuel (kg/kg)
φ gas−solid contacting effectivity factor (-)
τactive active space time (s)
Acronyms
BFB bubbling fluidized bed
CaL calcium looping
CCS carbon capture and storage
CFB circulating fluidized bed
DCFB dual circulating fluidized bed
HEX heat exchanger
ID induced draft
LS loop seal
TRL technology readiness level
Subscripts
ad air dried
ave average
calc calciner
carb carbonator

db dry basis
eq equilibrium
FG flue gas
in inlet
out outlet
waf water and ash free
wf water free
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5.2 Result discussion and contextualization

This section explores the performance of a novel CaL reactor arrangement when operated

under part-load conditions. The proposed reactor con�guration is based on a BFB car-

bonator and o�ers a unique option for decoupling the solid circulation between reactors

from the amount of �uidizing gas.

To date, di�erent studies have been reported on investigating high CO2 e�ciencies using

the BFB-CFB reactor system, both for power plant [72, 73] and cement plant applica-

tion [105, 106]. The �rst experimental campaigns at the 200 kWth CaL facility focused on

demonstrating the system's feasibility [72, 73]. Under conditions typical of power plant

application, Dieter et al. explored the process' performance using both carbonator settings

(i.e., BFB and CFB). Years later, Hornberger et al. conducted investigations to demon-

strate the viability of capturing CO2 from cement plants [105, 106]. Here as well, both

carbonation options were deployed to investigate di�erent integration levels between the

cement plant and the CaL process, assessing the system's performance over a wide range of

operating conditions (see table 5.1). More recently, Moreno et al. explored the BFB-CFB

reactor concept regarding its load �exibility behavior [155]. Here as well, a broad range

of operating conditions was deployed, demonstrating successful CaL performance even at

realistic minimum power plant load cases (i.e., 40 %). The following section presents a

detailed discussion on the latter study.

Table 5.1: Experimental range of operation conditions at the 200 kWth CaL facility

Symbol Unit Dieter et al. Hornberger et al. Moreno et al.

Tcarb °C 600-700 585-700 591-704
Ws,carb kg/m2 680-1270 422-1063
yCO2,carb,in m3/m3 0.14 0.13-0.35 0.14
Ecarb mol/mol 0.78-0.94 0.45-0.98 0.38-0.97
Tcalc °C 850-950 890-930 851-940
Ws,calc kg/m2 290-840 881-1414
yO2,calc,in (wet basis) m3/m3 < 0.5 0.42-0.65 0.19-0.46
ξMR mol/mol 0-0.3 0.08-0.9 0.09-0.11
ξLR mol/mol 4-14 4-14 10.2-12.2

Reference [72, 73] [105, 106] [155]

Generally, two approaches are employed to characterize the carbon balance of the CaL

cycle. The �rst expression (i.e., equation 2.9) is based on comparing the CO2 disappearing

from the gas phase with the CO2 captured by the solids during or after carbonation. The

results presented in chapter 5.1 indicate a satisfactory closure of the balance, taking into

account inherent uncertainties in the measurement of the hot circulating solids as well as

the comparatively low amount of sampled sorbent [17, 95]. The second approach (i.e.,
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equation 2.11) is based on a simpli�ed reactor and particle reaction rate model applied to

the solid phase around the carbonator [11, 45]. The key parameter of the latter model is

the active space time (τactive), which is indicative of both the sorbent inventory and the

reaction rate of such inventory. The �ndings included in this chapter indicate an adequate

correlation between the model calculations and the experimental data, considering the in-

herent uncertainties in the determination of τactive [169, 170].

Figure 5.1: Normalized carbonator CO2 capture e�ciency (Enorm) vs active space time
(τactive) for characteristic CaL power plant operating conditions. CFB model

according to Hornberger et al. [106]

Figure 5.1 displays the normalized carbonator CO2 capture e�ciency against the carbon-

ator active space time for characteristic power plant conditions. In addition to the experi-

mental values, a model line for each carbonator setting (i.e., CFB [106] and BFB [155]) is

plotted. Generally, there is a good agreement between the BFB model line and the exper-

imental data despite the aforementioned di�culties about solid phase analysis. This work

determined an apparent carbonation rate (kSφ) of 0.16 s-1 with a gas-solid contact factor

(φ) of 0.72. It should be noted that this kSφ is lower than the typical values achieved

in CFB carbonators (i.e., 0.30-0.43 s-1) [18, 45, 106]. Nevertheless, the calculated kSφ is

substantially larger than the apparent carbonation rates determined in conventional BFB

units operated at much lower gas super�cial velocities (i.e., 0.05-0.09 s-1) [42, 106]. In

parallel, the determined gas-solid contact factor agrees well with the values obtained for
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turbulent �uidized beds (i.e., 0.6-0.8) [89]. Thus, the latter results indicate that a BFB

reactor operated with su�cient gas throughput can still provide e�cient gas-solid interac-

tion both during full- and part-load operation.

Figure 5.2: Exemplary data plot of the 40% load case with key process parameters for
carbonator (a) and calciner (b)

In �gure 5.2, a time trend of an exemplary 40% load experiment is displayed. The upper

plot represents the time evolution of the main carbonator variables. The total CO2 capture

e�ciency (ECaL) has been de�ned elsewhere [95] and averaged 0.98 mol/mol during the

long-term experiment. Ecarb and Tcarb, in turn, yielded 0.92 mol/mol and 653 °C, respect-

ively. In the bottom graph, the calciner operation is depicted. During the test, yO2,calc,in
averaged at 0.37 m3/m3, whereas yCO2,calc,out

yielded 0.59 m3/m3. Please note that the

latter value is greatly in�uenced by the amount of nitrogen required in the pilot facility

for �uidization and �ushing purposes. On a nitrogen-free basis, yCO2,calc,out
would account

for 0.89 m3/m3. Besides, Tcalc averaged at 911 °C. Please recall that the peaks observed

in the illustration are related to the cleaning of the gas measurement �lters, which need to

be hourly �ushed to guarantee the proper functioning.

Similar to chapter 4, the in�uence of carbonation temperature upon CO2 absorption e�-

ciency is discussed in this section. Concerning Ecarb, chapter 5 indicates a twofold behavior,

depending on the amount of solids contained in the BFB carbonator (Ws,carb). In practice,
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Ws,carb is limited by �uid-dynamic restraints. Consequently, the necessary amount of active

CaO is usually achieved by increasing the carrying capacity of the sorbent (Xave). Never-

theless, the results included in this work indicate that the same objective can be achieved

by increasing the bed inventory. Under suitable carbonation conditions (i.e., Tcarb and

Xave) and su�cient solid inventories, Ecarb values over 85 % were obtained. In contrast, ex-

periments conducted with a limited quantity of CaO in the carbonator led to considerably

lower Ecarb values. To this end, the in�uence of Ws,carb on Ecarb was investigated at 40%

load operation, setting similar process conditions. Results showed that di�erences as high

as 1350 kg/m2 (or 41 kg) could a�ect Ecarb by about 25 percentage points. While the latter

behavior agrees well with the observations made by Rodriguez et al. in an early work [169],

other authors have also reported the strong in�uence of Ws,carb on Ecarb [10, 17, 41, 180].

Figure 5.3: Pressure pro�le of the solids in a CFB (a) and in a BFB (b) carbonator
during nominal and minimum part-load operation conditions. CFB data

according to Diego and Arias [68]

As anticipated in chapter 3, the hydrodynamic behavior of the CaL system is essential

for the stable operation of the facility. The temperature pro�les of the BFB carbonator

displayed in chapter 5.1 correlate well with the results found in previous works [73, 106].

Independent of the investigated load case, the reactor zone containing most of the solid

inventory (i.e., up to 2 m) indicated stable temperature conditions yielding values between

665-670 °C. In contrast, the upper reactor part showed to be strongly in�uenced by the

amount of entrained solids, which increased together with the �uidization velocity. More

precisely, di�erences as high as 100 °C were measured in the upper reactor zone (i.e.,
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6.25 m) between 100 and 40 % load operating conditions. The relatively high Ecarb values

achieved in this work both at full- and part-load operation corroborate the assertion that

the main part of the carbonation reaction is assumed to occur in the dense part of the

reactor [45]. With regard to operation �exibility, �gure 5.3 shows the advantages of the

proposed BFB carbonator in front of a conventional CFB reactor setting. In this work, the

pressure di�erence across the BFB unit was hardly in�uenced by the selected load opera-

tion case. In contrast, a load reduction of 50 % in a conventional CFB carbonator setting

posed signi�cant di�erences in the solid pressure pro�le [68]. Operation at minimum CFB

loads (i.e., 50 %) led to the formation of a dense bed in the lower part of the reactor,

penalizing the solid entrainment rate heavily. According to the authors, an increase in

carbonator bed inventory of about six times larger might be expected when operating at

characteristic minimum CFB load conditions. Consequently, the presented results endorse

the suitability of the proposed BFB-CFB CaL arrangement for both load-�exible and ef-

�cient CO2 capture in a load-following power plant scenario.

Figure 5.4: Inlet oxygen concentration (yO2,calc,in) vs calciner �ue gas recirculation rate
(νrecycled) over a wide range of operation conditions. Comparison with data

presented by Hornberger et al. [106]

Besides, this work analyzes the calciner performance upon changes in the carbonator �ue

gas load. Within a preliminary phase of the assessment, the reactor material balance is

evaluated. To this end, combined combustion and calcination calculations are conducted
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coal-�red power plants

to investigate the experimental results' quality by estimation of �ue gas composition and

o�-gas volume �ow. The results displayed in this chapter indicate a satisfactory correla-

tion with the measured plant data. A maximum deviation of 7 % is anticipated for the

investigated gas concentrations (i.e., steam, CO2, and O2). The deviation introduced by

the o�-gas volume �ow, in turn, accounted for 5 % in most cases. In parallel, the good

agreement between measured and calculated values indicates that the oxy-fuel CFB cal-

ciner can be operated within a broad range of operation conditions, as required by the �ue

gas load selected in the carbonator.

An evidence of such operating �exibility is given through �gure 5.4. The illustration com-

pares the inlet concentration of O2 in the calciner with the ratio of recirculated �ue gas,

both for the results included in this work and those included in a previous publication [105].

Despite the very distinct operation conditions of the CFB calciner in each case, a satisfact-

ory correlation between both studies can be observed. As characteristic for cement plant

operation, the increased make-up �ows utilized by Hornberger et al. required higher inlet

O2 concentrations in the calciner. The present study, in contrast, enabled operation over

a broader range of yO2,calc,in values due to the modest limestone make-up rates selected for

power plant application. Similar to the work by Hornberger et al. [105], the investigation

of high oxy-fuel cases did not lead to the presence of localized hot spots. Yet if the achieve-

ment of even higher yO2,calc,in values may be feasible at the 200 kWth CaL pilot facility, its

investigation was outside the scope of the present study.

The purity of the CO2-rich calciner �ue gas is a major aspect conditioning its subsequent

storage or utilization. In this work, the behavior of nitrogen oxides (NOx) and sulfur

dioxide (SO2) is evaluated. Similar to the observations made by Hornberger et al., the

concentration of SO2 in the calciner exhaust gas was found to be signi�cantly reduced un-

der typical CaL operation conditions. The latter e�ect can be ascribed to the combination

of favorable process temperatures and continuous limestone addition. In this work, SO2

averaged 5 ppmv in most cases and was neither in�uenced by the excess oxygen amount nor

the oxy-fuel level applied. Nitrogen oxides, in contrast, showed to be greatly in�uenced

by both yO2,calc,in and yO2,calc,out. Increased yO2,calc,out values led to higher NOx follow-

ing a linear trend as already described in the literature [106, 123, 164]. Inlet oxygen, in

turn, tends to promote NOx formation by enhanced oxidation of volatile matters and char.

Thus, fuel-N conversion into NOx is further accelerated [103, 166]. Besides, Tcalc posed a

more negligible e�ect on NOx formation due to the smooth temperature gradients achieved

throughout the CFB calciner [103]. The considerably high NOx concentrations introduced

in this work will most certainly require subsequent treatment in the CO2 processing unit

(CPU), depending on the requested CO2 speci�cations. Nevertheless, NOx can be easily

removed during compression in the CPU [187]. Furthermore, it should be noted that NOx

concentrations tend to be promoted when using CaO as bed material due to the catalyzing
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e�ect that CaO poses on NOx formation and N2O decomposition [130].

The hydrodynamic behavior described by the CFB calciner in this chapter evidences the

suitability of this reactor to cope with distinct carbonator �ue gas loads. The uniform tem-

perature pro�le measured within the reactor indicated the absence of localized hot spots.

Similar to the trends introduced in previous works, the temperature evolution fell into the

typical pattern of a CFB boiler, characterized by stable temperatures in the upper zone

and lower values at the bottom [73, 105]. In parallel, the pressure drop measured across

the CFB riser proved not to be a�ected by the selected carbonator load case, indicating a

uniform distribution of the bed inventory along with the riser height in all experiments.
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Abstract: The fluidized bed combustion (FBC) of biomass and solid recovered fuel (SRF) is globally
emerging as a viable solution to achieve net-negative carbon emissions in the heat and power sector.
Contrary to conventional fossil fuels, alternative fuels are highly heterogeneous, and usually contain
increased amounts of alkaline metals and chlorine. Hence, experimental studies are mandatory in or-
der to thoroughly characterize the combustion behavior and pollutant formation of non-conventional
fuels in novel applications. This work gives an overview of experimental investigations on the
oxy-fuel combustion of hard coal, wheat straw, and SRF with a limestone bed in a semi-industrial
circulating fluidized bed (CFB) pilot plant. The CFB combustor was able to be operated under
different fuel blending ratios and inlet O2 concentrations, showing a stable hydrodynamic behavior
over many hours of continuous operation. The boundary conditions introduced in this study are
expected to prevail in carbon capture and storage (CCS) processes, such as the oxy-fuel combustion
in the CFB calciner of a Calcium Looping (CaL) cycle for post-combustion CO2 capture.

Keywords: oxy-fuel combustion; carbon capture; biomass combustion; SRF combustion; fluidized
bed combustion; co-firing

1. Introduction

Incineration is a well-established strategy for the valorization of refuse biomass and
waste materials. The thermal utilization of alternative fuels allows the reduction of the
volume of solids dumped in landfills, thereby decreasing greenhouse gas emissions and
adverse health and environmental impacts. Processing residual waste to produce fuel is a
common method applied to gain an increased value from refuse materials. The so-called
solid recovered fuels (SRF) are standardized fuels produced from non-hazardous waste,
intentionally prepared for quality criteria such as their calorific value, and mercury or
chlorine content [1]. Today, biomass and biomass-based SRF are typically combusted
in cement and power plants, either in stand-alone units or by co-firing them with fossil
fuels [2,3]. Considering the challenges resulting from the intrinsic fuel characteristics (e.g.,
form and particle size, ash and moisture content), combustion systems need to be carefully
designed in order to guarantee reliable plant operation and effective emissions control.

Circulating fluidized bed (CFB) systems are particularly well suited for the combustion
of low-grade quality fuels due to their high fuel adaptability (i.e., low fuel processing
efforts), increased solid residence time, and low pollutant emission. Moreover, CFB units
might be applied within the framework of second-generation carbon capture and storage
(CCS) processes. Carbon capture technologies collect the CO2 emitted from the flue gases
of power stations and industrial sites in order to provide a CO2-rich stream suitable for
capture after prior purification and compression. When applied to combustion processes,
CCS technologies can be categorized into three groups: pre-combustion, post-combustion,
and oxy-fuel. Besides this, the combination of biogenic fuels or fuels with a biogenic share
(e.g., SRF) with carbon sequestration techniques enables net negative carbon emissions by

Energies 2021, 14, 2162. https://doi.org/10.3390/en14082162 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/energies
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the sequestration of ‘biogenic’ CO2. This approach is usually referred to as bioenergy with
CCS (BECCS), which is gaining increasing popularity as a viable solution to counteract a
potential overshoot of CO2 emissions and meet the 2050 zero-carbon emission targets [4–8].

Over the past decades, Calcium Looping (CaL) has rapidly emerged as one of the
most attractive second-generation CO2 capture technologies. The CaL process uses natural
limestone as a calcium oxide precursor (CaO) for CO2 capture. The solid sorbent is
continuously cycled between two interconnected fluidized bed reactors, utilizing the
reversible carbonation reaction of CaO and the subsequent calcination of the formed
CaCO3 [9,10]. The CO2 contained in the power plant’s flue gas is exothermically absorbed by
CaO in a carbonator at around 650 ◦C (see Figure 1). The CO2-depleted flue gas is vented
to the environment, whereas the partly-carbonated solids are transferred to a regeneration
reactor (i.e., calciner). In the calciner, the CO2 bound in the solid phase is released at around
900 ◦C. A gas stream highly concentrated in CO2 leaves the regenerator, while the calcined
sorbents are returned to the carbonator in order to close the solid loop. The heat required
for the endothermic calcination reaction is provided by burning supplementary fuel with
oxygen from an air separation unit (i.e., oxy-fuel combustion). The CO2-rich regenerator
flue gas can be partly recirculated into the system in order to maintain an appropriate
combustion temperature. Due to sorbent deactivation upon cycling, a continuous flow of
fresh make-up (i.e., CaCO3) is fed to the process. This make-up flow is compensated by
an equivalent sorbent purge in order to avoid the accumulation of inerts in the system
(e.g., fuel ash and CaSO4). So far, the CaL process has progressed steadily, being its
feasibility demonstrated up to the MWth scale using hard coal, lignite, and alternative
fuels [11–15].

Figure 1. Schematic of the Calcium Looping process with the calciner enveloped in a dashed line.

Nitrogen oxides (NOx) are critical components for the sequestration or utilization
of CO2, as they may cause corrosion due to the formation of nitric acid during the flue
gas compression step [16]. In combustion systems, the main share of NOx refers to NO,
with the balance being NO2 [17]. There are three routes which are responsible for NOx
formation (e.g., thermal, fuel, and prompt) [18]. Generally, CFB boilers are characterized by
low NOx emissions due to the moderate combustion temperatures, which prevent thermal
NOx formation [19,20]. Compared with CFB air combustion systems, the concentration of
NOx in the oxy-fuel case tends to be higher, whereas the specific NOx conversion per fuel
decreases [21]. This is derived from the significant reduction of the combustion flue gas
due to the absence of airborne nitrogen. Compared with conventional oxy-fuel combustion,
sorbent calcination in a Calcium Looping calciner might lead to enhanced NOx emissions
due to (i) the catalytic effect of CaO on NOx formation and N2O decomposition [22], (ii) the
elevated temperature required for sorbent regeneration, and (iii) the increased oxygen
concentration promoting the oxidation of nitrogen compounds and reducing the amount
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of recirculated flue gas [21,23]. While NOx formation during coal combustion in a CaL
regenerator has been widely addressed in the past, much less attention has been devoted
to NOx emissions arising from a CaL calciner employing alternative fuels. To the best of
the author’s knowledge, there are no published studies which aimed to experimentally
investigate the oxy-fuel mono-combustion of a non-woody biomass at a relevant CaL
scale (TRL6). Moreover, at the time of writing, only one study has been reported on the
investigation of NOx formation under the stand-alone oxy-fuel combustion of SRF at a
semi-industrial scale [24]. In the cited study, Haaf et al. aimed to compare two types of
SRF, both under air-firing and oxy-fuel combustion conditions. The authors concluded that
the specific NO emissions tend to be lower in the oxy-fuel case for both types of SRF and
bed materials (i.e., sand and limestone), which was mainly attributed to the effect of flue
gas recirculation during the oxy-fuel case.

Apart from CO2 purity, utility boilers using alternative fuels might suffer severe
problems such as slagging, fouling, and corrosion in heat exchangers. During combustion,
alkali metals (M) and chloride are easily vaporized and released as alkali chlorides (MCl)
into the flue gas. The gaseous alkali chlorides are then converted to alkali sulfates (M2SO4)
through a homogeneous reaction with sulfur oxides and water vapor with or without
oxygen (please refer to [25] for more details):

2 MCl + SO2 + H2O + 1/2O2 → M2SO4 + 2 HCl (1)

2 MCl + SO3 + H2O→ M2SO4 + 2 HCl (2)

The sulfation of such alkali chlorides releases chlorine as HCl, which is responsible
for chlorine-induced high temperature corrosion [26]. In Calcium Looping applications,
this problem is overcome to a great extent due to the capacity of limestone to absorb HCl
at specific process conditions. The reaction of HCl with limestone in CFB systems is a
complex, multi-layered process which mainly depends on the boiler temperature profile,
prevailing gas atmosphere, and gas-solid contacting time [27–29]. To date, the absorption
of HCl by Ca-species in fluidized beds has been mostly investigated at the laboratory
scale [30,31], and only one pilot-scale study has been reported on the investigation of the
fate of chlorine under oxy-fuel SRF combustion conditions [13].

The present work investigates the combustion characteristics of hard coal, wheat
straw, and SRF under boundary conditions similar to those prevailing in an oxy-fuel
CFB calciner of a Calcium Looping cycle. The study focuses on the implications of the
fuel (blending) and inlet oxygen concentration on the emissions of NOx and acidic gases
(i.e., SO2 and HCl), as well as on the process hydrodynamics. While NOx emissions are
discussed on the basis of the CO2 purity criteria expected in compression and purification
units (CPU), the focus with acidic gases is set on the ability of Calcium Looping solids to
retain HCl. Throughout the introduced experiments, the CFB pilot plant demonstrated a
high degree of fuel adaptability, allowing for many hours of continuous operation with
stable hydrodynamic behavior. The experimental studies were carried out at the 200 kWth
CFB pilot plant of the University of Stuttgart, with industrially-relevant process conditions
(i.e., recirculated flue gas and technically-pure oxygen).

2. Experimental Section

The University of Stuttgart’s 200 kWth CaL pilot facility consists of three refractory-
lined fluidized bed reactors connected by a solid flow transport system [15,23]. For the
experiments involved in this work, the CFB oxy-fuel combustor was used. A schematic of
the installation is depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Schematic of the 200 kWth Calcium Looping calciner.

The fully refractory lined CFB reactor has an average inner diameter of 200 millimeters
and a total height of 10 meters. Sorbent particles are separated from the combustion
flue gas in a primary cyclone, and are recirculated back to the reactor riser via a loop
seal. The flue gas is then passed through a protective cyclone in order to ensure efficient
solid separation before the gas cooler. After cooling the exhaust gas to approximately
180 ◦C, the gas undergoes particle clean-up in a baghouse filter before it is released to the
environment or partly recirculated to the riser inlet. The combustion gas might consist
of air, oxygen-enriched air, or recirculated flue gas and technically-pure oxygen. The gas
mixture can be fed in three stages for the efficient control of the combustion temperature
and pollutant formation. Solids (i.e., fuel and sorbent) are fed into the CFB unit using
gravimetrically-controlled screw feeders. Bottom ash might be discharged by a bottom
drain valve. Solid samples can be collected from the circulating solids in the loop seal, fly
ash, and bottom ash. The flue gas composition is continuously measured by non-dispersive
infrared spectroscopy (NDIR) (CO, CO2, SO2, NOx), paramagnetism (O2), and impact
jet psychometry (H2O) using online gas analyzers. Furthermore, other gas species of
interest (e.g., HCl) can be measured by Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR).
The volume fractions of CO2, O2, CO, SO2 and NOx are continously monitored using
an ABB EL 3020, whereas continuous FTIR measurements are achieved using a portable
system from Gasmet (DX4000). Gas sampling is conducted according to DIN EN 14792 [32]
using a heated candle filter to separate particles from the sample gas, as well as a heated
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) hose and a heated pump in order to avoid condensation
before the gas measuring unit. The particle filters are periodically cleaned by flushing
nitrogen counter-currently. Throughout an experimental campaign, both the NDIR and
the paramagnetic O2 sensors are calibrated on a daily basis, and are recalibrated during
the day if necessary. Within the first phase of the process, a zero calibration step with pure
nitrogen is conducted. Subsequently, the gas analyzers are calibrated through a two-point
procedure using gas cylinders of suitable composition. The calibration of the FTIR system
is performed externally, and on a yearly basis. The gas sampling frequency is generally 1 s
for the ABB EL 3020 and 20 s for the Gasmet DX4000.
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The chemical composition (γi) and net calorific value (Hu) of the three fuels utilized in
this work are introduced in Table 1. These consist of hard coal with a low sulfur content (‘La
Loma’ mine, Colombia), pelletized and non-treated wheat straw (Agrarhandel Müller GbR,
Germany), and pelletized SRF produced by steam-treating municipal solid waste (MSW)
(ECONWARD, Spain). Table 2 summarizes the chemical composition of the limestone (xi)
used in the tests. The limestone type ‘Messinghausener Sand 0.1–0.3’ was obtained from
Lhoist Germany Rheinkalk GmbH.

Table 1. Chemical composition (γi) and net calorific value (Hu) of the utilized fuels (waf: water and
ash free; wf: water free; ad: air dried).

γC γH γO γN γS γCl γash γH2O Hu

kg/kg, waf kg/kg, wf kg/kg, ad MJ/kg, ad

Colombian hard coal 0.776 0.052 0.145 0.016 0.011 0.000 0.091 0.019 27.5
German wheat straw 0.497 0.066 0.425 0.010 0.001 0.001 0.059 0.081 15.6
Spanish SRF 0.515 0.067 0.377 0.026 0.006 0.009 0.261 0.067 14.3

Table 2. Chemical composition (xi) of the utilized sorbent (wf: water free).

xCaO xMgO xSiO2 xAl2O3 xCO2 xothers

kg/kg, wf

German limestone 0.551 0.007 0.004 0.001 0.435 0.002

3. Evaluation Methodology

The concentration of the individual species in the flue gas can be introduced in multiple
ways. The two approaches used throughout this publication are briefly explained below:

• yi in ppmv: the volume fractions of NOx, SO2 and HCl measured in the flue gas at
standard temperature and pressure (STP) conditions are presented in parts-per-million.
yNOx and ySO2 are given in dry conditions, whereas yHCl is introduced on a wet basis.

• ei in mg/MJth: in combustion processes, the emission factor of a gas pollutant ‘i’ is
commonly described as the mass of pollutant released per unit of fuel burned [33]:

ei =

.
Mi

.
Qth,Hu

=

.
VFG,STP·yi·ρn,i

Hu·
.

MB
(3)

where the mass flow (
.

Mi) is calculated as the product of the flue gas volume flow
in STP conditions (

.
VFG,STP), and the volume fraction (yi) and standard density (ρn,i)

of the desired gas pollutant. The flue gas volume flow is continuously measured
using an impeller anemometer, and is accordingly converted to STP conditions.
Moreover,

.
Qth,Hu represents the thermal duty of a CFB combustor based on the mass

flow (
.

MB) and net calorific value (Hu) of the fuel.

Besides this, it is well known that limestone can absorb HCl under the operation
conditions characteristic for fluidized bed boilers. Knowing the outlet volume fraction of
HCl in the calciner flue gas, the chlorine retention rate (ηHCl) can be calculated according
to Equation (4):

ηHCl = 1−
.

NHCl,FG
.

NCl,B
= 1− (

.
VFG,STP·yHCl,FG/Vmn,HCl)

(
.

MB·γCl,B/M̃Cl)
(4)

where
.

NHCl,FG indicates the molar flow of HCl in the calciner flue gas, defined as the
quotient between the product of the flue gas volume flow in STP conditions (

.
VFG,STP) and

the volume fraction of HCl in the exhaust gas (yHCl,FG), and the standard molar volume of
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HCl (Vmn,HCl). Furthermore,
.

NCl,B represents the molar flow of chlorine entering the CFB
unit, calculated according to the fuel mass flow (

.
MB), the mass fraction of chlorine in the

fuel (γCl,B), and the molar mass of chlorine (M̃Cl).

4. Results

This study focused on the experimental evaluation of the oxy-fuel combustion charac-
teristics of hard coal, wheat straw, and SRF under boundary conditions similar to those
anticipated for the oxy-fuel CFB calciner of a Calcium Looping cycle. The results presented
in this work are related to the CFB combustor’s performance under different hard coal and
biomass blending ratios and inlet oxygen concentrations in the oxidant gas. Additionally,
the feasibility of the process under stand-alone SRF combustion is demonstrated. The
evaluation of the CaL process concerning the CO2 capture efficiency is out of the scope of
this work.

4.1. Combustion of Hard Coal and Wheat Straw

Within the first phase of this study, a series of combustion tests were carried out by
firing Columbian hard coal and non-woody German biomass (i.e., wheat straw). The
effects of the combustion atmosphere and fuel blending ratio were systematically studied,
maintaining the overall excess oxygen coefficient roughly constant throughout the tests.
The different fuel blending ratios were defined according to the net calorific value of
the different fuels, and were subsequently investigated at a similar temperature and
oxy-fuel level (i.e., 910 ± 10 ◦C and 25 vol% O2). Additionally, the impact of the inlet
oxygen concentration was assessed at a temperature of 910 ± 10 ◦C with 30% biomass
blending. Each experiment was conducted for at least 1 h (typically 2 h) under steady-state
operating conditions. Moreover, the experiment with the mono-combustion of biomass was
conducted for about 9 h, in order to assess the process performance on a longer-term basis.

4.1.1. Nitrogen Oxides (NOx)

Figure 3a introduces the specific emission of nitrogen oxides (eNOx ) measured during
the investigation of four different hard coal and wheat straw combustion experiments.
The depicted values refer to the average gas measurements obtained with NDIR and FTIR
sensors, both placed at the same location (i.e., the sampling port) of the exhaust gas duct.
The error bars represent the standard deviation of the measured value range.

Figure 3. Specific NOx emissions (eNOx ) as a function of the biomass share ratio (a) and the oxy-fuel case (b).
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According to the NDIR results, the specific NOx levels ranged from 359 mg/MJth
during combustion with 100% hard coal down to 203 mg/MJth with stand-alone biomass
firing. As the fuel–NOx formation mechanism is the dominating route under CFB con-
ditions [34], this decrease can be ascribed to the reduced nitrogen content of the wheat
straw (1.0 wt%waf) when compared to the fuel-N contained in the hard coal (1.6 wt%waf).
This explanation is in line with the conclusions drawn by Riaza et al., who evaluated the
NO emissions of blends of two distinct coal types with 10 wt% and 20 wt% olive waste
under oxy-fuel conditions [35]. Riaza et al. concluded that the NO concentrations under an
oxy-fuel atmosphere of both coals decreased after the addition of biomass, and reported
an enhanced decrease as the biomass share was raised. Moreover, Figure 3b shows the
specific NOx emissions measured at different oxy-fuel levels under 30% biomass blending.
From left to right, the depicted oxy-fuel cases correspond to inlet calciner dry oxygen
concentrations of 23 vol%, 25 vol%, and 27 vol%, respectively. As no active cooling could
be applied throughout the tests, the maximum attainable oxy-fuel case was limited by the
target process temperature. Hence, an inlet oxygen concentration of 27 vol% was found to
be the maximum in order to keep the desired reactor temperature of 910 ◦C. Moreover—as
an attempt of maximizing the operating range—a minimum oxy-fuel case of 23 vol% was
established. Furthermore, an oxy-fuel case of 25 vol% was evaluated for comparative
purposes. The three different oxy-fuel cases in this study were established by adjusting
the amount of recirculated flue gas. As the CFB calciner was operated under pure oxy-fuel
combustion conditions, the air valve depicted in Figure 2 was kept closed during the tests.
Within the investigated oxy-fuel range, the increased inlet oxygen concentrations led to
slightly higher NOx emissions (see Figure 3b). More precisely, an increase in the inlet
oxygen volume fraction of about four percentage points caused a marginal increase in the
specific NOx NDIR emissions from 310 mg/MJth up to 335 mg/MJth. Providing a uniform
temperature distribution along the reactor, the promoting effect of the inlet oxygen on NOx
emissions can be typically attributed to (i) the increased oxygen concentration intensifying
the oxidation of the nitrogen components in the fuel [21,34], and (ii) the reduction in the
flue gas recirculation rate causing the reducing zone of the calciner to be decreased [21].
However, within the relatively narrow investigated oxy-fuel range, it cannot be excluded
that such deviations were, at least, partly attributable to fuel-N variations other than the
aforementioned two reasons. In any case, the high NOx emissions achieved in the CFB
combustor operating at CaL calciner conditions will most certainly require an NOx re-
moval step before the CO2 processing unit, depending on the required CO2 specifications.
Nevertheless, NOx can be easily removed during compression in the CPU [16]. Elevated
pressure favors the conversion from NOx to NO2, and NO2 holds a high solubility, allowing
it to form nitric acid by dissolving NO2 in water after compression at around 30 bar in a
dedicated contact column.

4.1.2. Acidic Gases (SO2 and HCl)

The acidic gases emitted from combustion units may play a role in the corrosion of
boiler components. In situ sulfur and halogen capture by limestone is one of the most
important advantages of fluidized bed combustion (FBC). The use of a calcium-based sor-
bent (e.g., limestone) in fluidized bed boilers to reduce SO2 emissions is a well-established
technique. Limestone is introduced into the fluidized bed combustor at temperatures
between 800 and 925◦C, at which limestone is rapidly calcined to porous CaO, which can
subsequently react with SO2 to form calcium sulfite and calcium sulfate [36]. Furthermore,
the addition of limestone can capture hydrogen chloride (HCl) to form liquid or solid
phase calcium chloride under the relatively low combustion temperatures used in an FBC
system [29]. The absorption of HCl by limestone can subsequently suppress the corrosion
of heat exchanger tubes caused by chloride components, particularly when firing municipal
solid waste or fuels with a high chlorine content. In Calcium Looping applications, both
SO2 and HCl are strongly suppressed due to (i) operation in a very favorable absorption
temperature window [27,36] and (ii) an exceptionally high supply of calcium. The supply
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of calcium which is available for SO2 and HCl absorption is several magnitudes higher
than that generally foreseen to remove SO2 [25] and HCl [37] in fluidized bed combustion
systems, yielding an almost sulfur- and chlorine-free flue gas.

Figure 4 depicts the specific emissions of SO2 (eSO2) as a function of the biomass
substitution ratio (graph a) and the oxy-fuel level applied (graph b). According to Figure 4a,
there is a slight tendency in SO2 emissions to decrease with increasing biomass substitution.
Such a decreasing trend can be explained by (i) the significantly lower sulfur content of the
wheat straw (0.001 wt%waf) compared with that of the hard coal (0.011 wt%waf), and (ii) the
(partial) sulfation of alkali metal species contained in the fuel. Still, the decreasing tendency
of eSO2 in Figure 4a can be regarded as marginal. Because the thermal input to the reactor
was maintained between the different tests, the stable behavior of eSO2 can be ascribed to
the mostly-constant SO2 concentrations measured in the flue gas, which ranged between
1.9 mg/MJth and 2 mg/MJth (i.e., 3 ppmv) as a result of the very effective desulphurization
rate achieved by the wide limestone availability (ηSO2 > 99 %). As far as the inlet oxygen
concentration is concerned, it has been postulated that specific SO2 emissions tend to be
promoted in higher oxy-fuel cases [21,38]. However, the results obtained in this work (see
Figure 4b) introduce a rather constant behavior of eSO2 with increasing inlet O2 as a result
of the very effective in-situ flue gas desulphurization. With marginal differences between
the investigated cases, eSO2 averaged at 2 mg/MJth.

Figure 4. Specific SO2 emissions (eSO2 ) as a function of the biomass share ratio (a) and the oxy-fuel case (b).

Figure 5 introduces the specific emissions of HCl (eHCl) as a function of the biomass
blending ratio (graph a) and the oxy-fuel level (graph b). According to Figure 5a, the
specific HCl emissions increased from 1.8 mg/MJth, when no wheat straw was fired, up
to 3.9 mg/MJth, with the mono-combustion of biomass. Here, as well, the explanation
lies in the chlorine content of the fuels. Because the chlorine content in the biomass
(0.1 wt%waf) is considerably higher than that in the hard coal (0.02 wt%waf), blending
biomass increases the total chlorine content of the combusted fuel mix. These observations
correlate well with the conclusions drawn by Wolf et al., who reported constantly-increasing
HCl concentrations with growing shares of biomass when investigating the effect of the
co-combustion of bituminous coal and straw in a CFB boiler [39]. Moreover, Figure 5b
indicates a marginal increase in the specific HCl emissions during operation at higher inlet
oxygen concentrations. However, as HCl is not an oxidation product, this behavior must be
attributed to slight differences in the mass flow rates of hard coal and wheat straw between
the tests.
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Figure 5. Specific HCl emissions (eHCl) as a function of the biomass share ratio (a) and the oxy-fuel case (b).

Besides this, the relatively low specific HCl emissions introduced in this study are
greatly influenced by the capability of limestone to absorb HCl under specific Calcium
Looping conditions. As anticipated previously, limestone can provide the efficient reten-
tion of SO2 and HCl despite having different temperature regimes. Some authors have
investigated the competitive mechanism between the sulfation and chlorination of calcined
limestone, suggesting that the SO2 retention efficiency is markedly promoted in the pres-
ence of HCl, while the concurrent chlorination reaction is suppressed [29,40]. As shown in
Figures 4 and 5, both SO2 and HCl emissions are strongly inhibited by the high calcium
availability in the CFB calciner, which makes it difficult to provide a thorough assessment
of the interaction between SO2 and HCl in the system. Nonetheless, and recalling the
capability of Calcium Looping solids to absorb hydrogen chloride, it is of practical interest
to look into the chlorine retention rate achieved in each experiment (see Figure 6).

Figure 6. HCl retention rate (ηHCl) as a function of the biomass share ratio (a) and the oxy-fuel case (b).
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Figure 6a displays the average chlorine retention rate (ηHCl) calculated for all of
the investigated fuel blending experiments. ηHCl averaged at 0.68 mol/mol during the
stand-alone hard coal combustion, whereas 0.95 mol/mol was yielded during the mono-
combustion of biomass. The comparatively high HCl retention efficiency achieved in the
presence of biomass is presumably attributable to the increased content of alkali metal
vapors, which can lead to more condensation nuclei during combustion and hence a higher
absorption surface (i.e., limestone and/or ash) than pure hard coal combustion [41]. As can
be observed in Figure 6a, chlorine retention rates above 0.90 mol/mol were obtained with at
least 30% biomass substitution. The retention rate of HCl by limestone was also evaluated
by Haaf et al. in a recent publication [13]. Haaf et al. investigated the mono-combustion
of two SRF types at different temperatures in the calciner, and they reported retention
values over 0.90 mol/mol for most of the conducted experiments. Moreover, the authors
postulated that minimum calciner temperatures of around 860 ◦C are desirable to maximize
chlorine retention (ηHCl > 0.90 mol/mol). Besides this, Figure 6b displays the marginal
influence of the inlet oxygen concentration on the chlorine retention rate. Similarly to
Figure 5b, this behavior can be attributed to slight differences in the respective coal and
wheat straw flow rates, as HCl formation is not favored by the oxidizing atmosphere.
Furthermore, it is true that HCl can react with O2 under excessive oxygen atmospheres,
releasing chlorine and water vapor according to the exothermic Deacon reaction [40].
Nevertheless, this latter effect was assumed to play a minor role in the present study, in
which the high calciner temperatures will cause the equilibrium to move towards the
reactants, which will lower the conversion of HCl to Cl2. In view of the last results, it can be
concluded that a Calcium Looping calciner can provide an appropriate framework for the
reduction of HCl emissions originated by supplementary fuel combustion, lessening the
associated impacts on equipment corrosion and the formation of polychlorinated dioxins
and furans [42].

4.1.3. Reactor Profiles

Figure 7 shows the temperature (graphs a and c) and pressure (graphs b and d) profiles
along the CFB riser for the different fuel blending and oxy-fuel cases investigated in this
work. The riser height refers to the wind box nozzle top located at 0 m. Generally, the
characteristics of the temperature profiles obtained for the different biomass share ratios
correlate well with each other, showing average reference riser temperatures (i.e., 7.5 m) in
the range of 914 to 918 ◦C (see Figure 7a). Besides this, while the temperature distributions
obtained for 0%, 30%, and 60% biomass shares in the bottom section are comparable with
each other, minor deviations were introduced at 100% biomass operation. The observed
effect is attributed to the very distinct volatile matter of the hard coal (38.1 wt%wf) and the
biomass (76.6 wt%wf). Like solid carbon, volatile components are not retained in the dense
phase, which means that a major portion of the combustion reaction is taking place in the
upper reactor zone. In consequence, wheat straw promotes high temperatures in the upper
part and lower temperatures in the bottom section. Besides this, the temperature profiles
observed during the investigation of the different oxy-fuel levels introduce the effect of
increased oxygen addition (see Figure 7c). In order to evaluate this aspect, it is necessary
to compare the gradual temperature increase observed between the lowest point where
the oxidant is introduced (i.e., 0.25 m), and the height at which all of the oxidant has been
added and adequately mixed (i.e., 5.5 m). After the subsequent comparison, temperature
differences of 43 ◦C, 65 ◦C, and 68 ◦C were obtained for inlet oxygen concentrations of
23 vol%, 25 vol% and 27 vol%, respectively. As the fuel flow rate was kept constant between
the tests, such temperature differences can be ascribed to an enhanced combustion thermal
output arising from an increased inlet oxygen concentration. Despite the introduced
deviations, the temperature profiles observed during the investigation of the diverse fuel
blending and oxy-fuel experiments are smooth, and resemble a typical CFB combustor’s
uniform behavior without the presence of hot spots [23,43]. The influence of biomass
co-firing on the CFB system’s hydrodynamics can be observed in Figure 7b. The measured
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pressure drop of the riser during biomass mono-combustion averaged at 40 mbar, which
deviates considerably from the average value (i.e., 14 mbar) observed when no biomass was
co-fired. For 100% biomass combustion, the pressure increases sharply in the dense zone,
while above that, the decrease of the pressure blunts. Similarly to Figure 7a, this behavior
can be ascribed to the higher amount of volatile matter contained in the biomass [44]. The
increased volatile content of the wheat straw presumably causes a segregation in the solids
along the reactor height, in which the reactor hydrodynamics range from the superposition
of a bubble bed formed by coarser particles in the lower region, over a turbulent middle
section with smaller particles, to a fast bed formed by fine particles in the upper part. Apart
from this, it should not be ignored that the mono-combustion of biomass was investigated
for 9 h of continuous operation. During this time, no material was drained from the system.
Therefore, the described pressure increase can also be attributed, at least partially, to the
effect of ash accumulation. Increased oxygen inlet concentrations did not have a significant
influence on the pressure difference across the CFB riser (see Figure 7d). The pressure
drop observed along the bed is very similar for all three investigated oxy-fuel cases, and
indicates the absence of bed agglomeration effects.

Figure 7. Calciner temperature (a,c) and pressure (b,d) profiles measured during the investigation of different fuel blending
ratios and oxy-fuel cases.
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4.2. Mono-Combustion of SRF

The overall goal of the following experiment was to demonstrate the feasibility of
continuous and stable oxy-fuel SRF mono-combustion as a supplementary heat source in
the CFB calciner. Table 3 provides an overview of the operating conditions throughout
the experimental test. Generally, the selected conditions were similar to those defined
for the investigation of the hard coal and biomass co-firing experiments, except for the
combustion temperature. A technical limitation in the fuel dosing system constrained
the maximum attainable temperature in the riser to approximately 865 ◦C. Accordingly, a
reactor temperature of 850 ◦C was defined, aiming at exploiting the boundary conditions
prevailing in municipal solid waste incinerators [45]. Of course, from the CaL sorbent
calcination standpoint, temperatures above 900 ◦C are usually required to achieve efficient
sorbent regeneration. In the 200 kWth CFB calciner, this inconvenience can still be overcome
due to the dilution of the CO2 product stream in the reactor required for practical reasons,
such as the flushing of pressure transducers, loop seal fluidization, and sealing purposes in
the fuel feeding system. Hence, a sufficient sorbent calcination is feasible even at a calciner
operation temperature in the range of 835 to 852 ◦C. The evolution of SRF stand-alone
combustion is introduced in Figure 8. The left y-axis refers to the gas volume fractions of
NOx (yNOx ), HCl (yHCl), and SO2 (ySO2), whereas the right y-axis shows the average riser
temperature (T). The experimental time (t) is depicted in the x-axis.

Table 3. Experimental range of the operating conditions.

Parameter Symbol Value/Range Unit

Temperature T 835–852 ◦C
Thermal input

.
Qth 93–112 kWth

Superficial gas velocity u0 3.9–4.1 m/s
Solid inventory Ws 971–1479 kg/m2

O2 inlet volume fraction yO2,in 0.21–0.22 m3/m3

Experimental duration t 3.5 h

Figure 8. Volume fractions of NOx (yNOx ), HCl (yHCl), SO2 (ySO2 ), and temperature (T) against time (t) during solid
recovered fuel mono-combustion. yNOx and ySO2 were measured by non-dispersive infrared spectroscopy; yHCl was
measured by Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy.

During the investigated period, the inlet oxygen concentration was close to 0.22 m3/m3.
The oxygen excess at the calciner outlet was between 0.03 and 0.10 m3/m3, and averaged
at 0.06 m3/m3 (on a dry basis). This relatively large oxygen excess was required in order to
ensure the adequate burnout of the SRF. The thermal duty throughout the test averaged at
102 kWth, and was similar to those investigated during the diverse co-firing experiments.
The temperature fluctuations of the calciner were mainly caused by the inhomogeneous
nature of the SRF. Moreover, several peaks can be observed roughly every 30 min, which
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were ascribed to punctual irregularities in the fuel mass flow every time the dosing tank
was re-filled. As can be observed, this effect did not have any significant influence on the
stable and uniform evolution of the investigated gas species. HCl volume fractions up
to 2 ppmv were measured downstream of the calciner, yielding an almost chlorine-free
exhaust gas. The very low measured HCl concentrations in combination with the increased
chlorine content of the SRF led to exceptionally high chlorine retention rates in the sys-
tem, which yielded around 0.999 mol/mol. The SO2 and NOx concentrations showed a
stable evolution throughout the test, and averaged at 4 ppmv and 127 ppmv, respectively.
The minor fluctuations observed in Figure 8 are explained by side-effects caused by the
re-filling of the fuel dosing unit (i.e., punctual changes in the excess oxygen level). Due to
substantial differences in the combustion temperature, the NOx concentrations displayed
in Figure 8 cannot be directly referred to the trends obtained from the co-firing of hard coal
and biomass. Nonetheless, the results introduced in this section are in line with the NO
concentrations measured by Haaf et al. [13], considering the slight variations of the fuel
composition and in the range of experimental conditions set for the respective tests.

Figure 9 shows the reactor temperature and pressure profiles measured during the
mono-combustion of SRF. Similarly to Figure 7, the depicted temperature gradient is
smooth, and resembles the operation of a typical CFB combustor (see Figure 9a). This is
characterized by stable temperatures in the upper part and a gradual temperature increase
in the bottom region. On the other hand, the solid induced pressure drop over the riser
increased notably in the course of the experiment (see Figure 9b). More precisely, at the
beginning of the test (t=0 h), the riser pressure drop was about 93 mbar, whereas this value
averaged at 125 mbar after 3 h of continuous operation. Similarly to the mono-combustion
of wheat straw, the depicted experiment was conducted without draining any solid bed
material from the riser. Therefore, the increased bed pressure observed in this case can
be attributed to ash accumulation effects. Moreover, the reactor pressure drops measured
during the SRF mono-combustion were significantly higher than the differential riser pres-
sures achieved during the investigation of the different biomass share ratios (see Figure 7b).
This behavior can be explained by the different ash contents of the fuels. As introduced
in Table 1, the ash content of the SRF (26.1 wt%wf) is considerably higher than the mass
fraction of ash contained in the hard coal (9.1 wt%wf) and in the biomass (5.9 wt%wf). In
any case, and in line with the observations made from the stand-alone biomass combustion,
ash accumulation was found not to be a limiting aspect in this case either, and the CFB
calciner was able to be fired with SRF under realistic oxy-fuel combustion conditions for
several hours of continuous operation. Still, ash accumulation and agglomeration might
constitute a major challenge for the stable and long term operation of industrial CFB boilers
employing alternative fuels [46]. The common proposed measures to counteract ash-related
issues include (i) operation at lower process temperatures, when possible; (ii) the dilution
or renewal of the bed material; (iii) operation at increased fluidization velocities; and (iv)
the incorporation of additives (e.g., kaolin). Furthermore, a reliable online monitoring
system for the detection of early stages of ash-induced problems is crucial for the successful
implementation of all of these measures [47]. However, the application of the proposed
actions is not straightforward, as they need to be balanced by the criteria of CFB combustion
efficiency and pollutant emission. In consequence, further investigation is still needed to
cope with various challenges associated with ash accumulation effects.
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Figure 9. Calciner temperature (a) and pressure (b) profiles measured during solid recovered fuel mono-combustion.

5. Conclusions

In this work, the oxy-fuel combustion of hard coal, wheat straw, and solid recovered
fuel was assessed at a semi-industrial 200 kWth CFB test facility, under boundary conditions
prevailing in the calciner of a CaL process. In the course of the pilot testing (of about 43 h),
a wide range of experimental conditions were established. The fuel blending ratio and
the inlet oxygen concentration were varied in order to derive implications about gaseous
emissions of NOx and acidic species such as SO2 and HCl, as well as temperature and
pressure reactor profiles. Fuel blending was found to hardly influence the pollution forma-
tion process. Nonetheless, biomass substitution directly affected the pollutant emissions
by modifying the fuel mixture’s nitrogen and chlorine content. HCl specific emissions
were significantly reduced by the presence of Ca-species in the calciner, yielding chlorine
retention rates above 0.90 mol/mol for all of the investigated experiments with biomass
substitution. Moreover, the high NOx emissions achieved in the CaL calciner will most
certainly require a NOx removal step before the CPU, depending on the required CO2 spec-
ifications. The pilot reactor’s temperature profile resembled the typical pattern described
by conventional CFB units with no hot spots. Ash accumulation was found to significantly
increase the pressure drop along the reactor not only at high biomass substitution rates but
also during the mono-combustion of SRF. For the experiments in this study, the increased
riser differential pressure was not a limiting aspect. Nevertheless, ash accumulation still
constitutes a key challenge to be addressed in fluidized beds employing low-grade quality
fuels in order to ensure reliable and long-term plant operation in novel CCS applications.
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Abbreviations

ad air dried
B fuel
BECCS bio-energy with CCS
CaL calcium looping
CCS carbon capture and storage
CFB circulating fluidized bed
CPU compression and purification unit
FBC fluidized bed combustion
FG flue gas
FTIR fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy
MSW municipal solid waste
NDIR non-dispersive infrared spectroscopy
PTFE polytetrafluoroethylene
SRF solid recovered fuel
STP standard temperature and pressure
th thermal
waf water and ash free
wf water free

Symbols

ei emission factor of gas component i (mg/MJth)
h height (m)
Hu net calorific value (MJ/kg)
.

M mass flow (kg/h or kg/s)
M̃i molar mass of component i (kg/kmol)
.

N molar flow (kmol/h or kmol/s)
∆p differential pressure (mbar)
.

Q heat flow (kW)
T temperature (◦C)
t time, experimental duration (h)
u0 superficial gas velocity (m/s)
.

V volume gas flow (m3/h)
Vmn standard molar volume (22.4 l/mol)
Ws cross-sectional area based solid inventory (kg/m2)
xi mass fraction of component i (kg/kg)
yi outlet gas volume fraction of component i (ppmv)
yi,in inlet gas volume fraction of component i (m3/m3)
ηi retention rate of component i (mol/mol)
γi fuel mass fraction of component i (kg/kg)
ρn,i standard density of component i (kg/m3)
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6.2 Result discussion and contextualization

The present chapter o�ers a discussion on the oxy-fuel combustion characteristics of hard

coal, wheat straw, and SRF under conditions typical for the CaL process.

Most of the investigations reported on CaL to date have considered coal as auxiliary fuel

to sustain the endothermicity of the calcination step. However, as more and more bio-

mass and waste-derived materials are now being combusted in stationary power plants,

the oxy-fuel operation of CaL calciners with alternative fuels is receiving increasing atten-

tion. Concurrently, the combination of oxy-fuel combustion with non-conventional fuels

can e�ectively provide a method for avoiding further CO2 emissions into the atmosphere

and reducing the overall carbon footprint.

Table 6.1: Range of experimental conditions for semi-industrial CaL calciners powered by
alternative fuels

Symbol Unit Haaf et al. Moreno et al.

Tcalc °C 750-920 835-940
Ws,calc kg/m2 150-400 566-1479
yO2,calc,in (dry basis) m3/m3 0.4-0.65 0.21-0.31
u0,calc m/s 4.5-5.5 3.1-4.1

Fuel type SRF Wheat straw, SRF

Reference [95, 96] [150]

The mono-combustion of alternative fuels within the CaL cycle has been scarcely addressed

in the past. To date, three studies have been published on this topic [95, 96, 150]. These

are summarized in table 6.1. In their �rst work, Haaf et al. aimed at demonstrating the

combustion of two SRFs at a 1 MWth CaL facility [96]. To this end, the authors chose

CO2 concentrations typical for WtE units fueled by municipal solid waste (MSW). Within

the scope of the study, the calciner performance and the fate of chlorine were assessed.

In contrast, the second work o�ers an evaluation of the carbonator performance and the

overall hydrodynamic behavior of the process [95]. Haaf et al. concluded that the util-

ization of SRF as CaL supplementary fuel has no signi�cant disadvantage on the CO2

capture e�ciency. Nonetheless, attention should be paid to the accumulation of coarse

inert ash fractions, as it can severely a�ect the hydrodynamic stability of the system. Be-

sides, the publication included in this chapter evaluated the calciner performance under

mono-combustion of hard coal, wheat straw, and SRF. Also, the co-�ring behavior of hard

coal and biomass and the in�uence of inlet oxygen concentration upon combustion were

assessed. The preliminary scope of the work aimed at conducting an overall assessment

of the CaL cycle, including the carbonator performance. However, the latter could not

be completed due to the damage of the external solid circulation pipe connecting both
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reactors.

Figure 6.1: Exemplary data plots of the CFB calciner during mono-combustion of various
solid fuels: hard coal (a), wheat straw (b), and SRF (c)

Figure 6.1 displays the time evolution of the main calciner variables when utilizing the

aforementioned three fuels. Generally, the illustration indicates stable oxy-fuel combus-

tion of all fuels. While coal �ring was evaluated in a shorter term, mono-combustion of

wheat straw and SRF was investigated for 9 h and 4 h, respectively. During the exper-

iments, a maximum inlet oxygen concentration (yO2,calc,in) of 0.27 m3/m3 was employed.

Please note that higher oxy-fuel cases could not be investigated due to technical constraints.
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In parallel, outlet CO2 concentrations (yCO2,calc,out
) in the range of 0.41-0.47 m3/m3 were

yielded. As anticipated in a previous passage, the latter values are signi�cantly diluted by

the continuous nitrogen in�ow required for �uidization and �ushing purposes (by about

0.20 m3/m3). Oxy-fuel combustion of coal and wheat straw aimed at investigating typical

calcination temperatures (i.e., 900 °C). In contrast, mono-combustion of SRF targeted at

exploiting the boundary conditions de�ned for waste incineration systems (i.e., 850 °C).

Besides, the lowest subplot indicates an increase in solid inventory during the test. As

explained in the publication, standalone SRF combustion was explored without draining

any solids from the reactor. Therefore, the increase in Ws,calc can be mostly attributed to

ash accumulation e�ects.

Figure 6.2: Temperature (a) and pressure (b) pro�les of the CFB calciner during
mono-combustion of various solid fuels

Fuel blending with biomass substantially decreased the speci�c NOx emissions (eNOx).

While 359 mg/MJth were measured during oxy-combustion of hard coal, 203 mg/MJth
were yielded at 100 % biomass �ring. Considering the relatively low-temperature combus-

tion occurring in CFB boilers [123, 164], the latter behavior can presumably be explained

by the lower nitrogen content of the biomass. The latter assertion seems to be in line with

the conclusions drawn by Riaza et al., who also reported a decrease in NOx concentrations

with increasing biomass share. An increase in inlet oxygen concentration from 0.23 to

0.27 m3/m3 posed only a marginal increase in eNOx . Considering the limited operation

window, it cannot be excluded that such di�erences were caused, at least partly, by vari-

ations in fuel mass �ow rather than by the increased oxygen availability [103, 166].
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In parallel, eSO2 displayed a slightly decreasing tendency with increasing biomass substi-

tution. As anticipated in the paper, the latter e�ect can be ascribed to the lower biomass

sulfur content combined with the (partial) sulfation of fuel alkali metal species. In ad-

dition, it should be noted that the shallow eSO2 values depicted in the illustration were

caused by e�cient �ue gas desulfurization (i.e., wide limestone availability), which led to

SO2 capture rates (ηSO2
) over 0.99 mol/mol. Contrary to what has been published in the

literature [103, 108], an increase in yO2,calc,in did not cause an appreciable e�ect on eSO2 ,

presumably due to the very e�ective in-situ �ue gas desulfurization yielded in this study.

Besides, biomass substitution posed an increasing tendency in fuel-speci�c HCl emissions

(eHCl). The higher values observed in this work are in line with an early study by Wolf et

al. [203] and are attributed to the comparatively high chlorine content of the wheat straw.

yO2,calc,in showed to slightly promote eHCl. As HCl is not an oxidation product, the ob-

served marginal e�ect can be presumably attributed to small di�erences in the respective

fuel mass �ow rates. In line with the presented eSO2 results, eHCl was greatly suppressed

by calcium-containing species in the CaL calciner. Consequently, this work cannot give a

thorough assessment of the interaction between SO2 and HCl. Contrary to SO2, fuel blend-

ing showed to in�uence the chlorine retention rate signi�cantly (ηHCl). Oxy-combustion

of hard coal led to an average ηHCl of 0.68 mol/mol, whereas 100 % biomass �ring yielded

values around 0.95 mol/mol. According to Hu et al., the latter behavior can be explained

by the increased content of alkali metal vapors, which can lead to more condensation nuclei

during combustion, creating a higher absorption surface [107]. The e�ect of temperature

on ηHCl was evaluated by Haaf et al. in a recent study [95]. According to the authors,

calciner temperatures of at least 860 °C are desirable to maximize chlorine retention (ηHCl
> 0.90 mol/mol). However, the results of this work indicate that ηHCl values over 0.90

mol/mol can be achieved when operating with at least 30 % biomass substitution in the

calciner at temperatures close to 910 °C.

As anticipated at the beginning of this passage, the utilization of alternative fuels within the

CaL system should be accompanied by stable reactor hydrodynamics. Figure 6.2 displays

the temperature (a) and di�erential pressure (b) pro�les achieved during mono-combustion

of the aforementioned fuels. All three experiments indicate the absence of localized hot-

spots. The temperature gradient described by the CFB calciner shows a gradual increase

from the reactor bottom to the last stage of oxidant feeding (i.e., 4 m). At this point,

all oxidant is being fed to the calciner, and the temperature remains mostly constant. As

introduced in chapter 5, the lower temperatures at the bottom are mainly attributed to

the sensible heat of recirculated solids. Also, the e�ect of continuous sorbent calcination

should be considered. The oxy-combustion of both wheat straw and SRF led to a substan-

tial increase in the di�erential reactor pressure. During mono-combustion of hard coal, 14

mbar were measured. In contrast, standalone combustion of wheat straw and SRF yielded
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40 mbar and 113 mbar, respectively. As discussed in the paper, the higher pressure drop

obtained with alternative fuels can be partly described by ash accumulation e�ects. Both

experiments were investigated on a longer-term basis, without draining any solids from

the calciner. Concerning the biomass test, the higher volatile content of the fuel might

have also contributed to the observed e�ect. High-volatile fuels, such as wheat straw, have

been reported to cause fuel particle fragmentation and volatile matter segregation and

post-combustion above the dense reactor zone [184]. In the case of SRF, the latter e�ect is

exacerbated by the comparatively higher ash content of the fuel. Despite ash accumulation

e�ects, the 200 kWth CFB calciner could be operated under realistic oxy-fuel combustion

conditions for several hours of continuous operation. However, further research is needed

to thoroughly characterize the long-term in�uence of low-grade fuels within the CaL cycle,

both in terms of gas and solid balance.
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Recent developments in climate change and increasing carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions

worldwide evidence the urgent need to rapidly decarbonize the energy sector. Generally,

the proposed strategies include a substantial deployment of renewable energy sources. Non-

etheless, climate change might in�uence renewable energy generation through long-term

alterations in various environmental conditions. For instance, solar power production may

be impaired by reduced surface solar radiation. Also, wind power production might be

in�uenced by changes in wind speed and density patterns. As reviewed by the Intergov-

ernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), most decarbonization scenarios will require

large investments in renewable energy, particularly under assumptions of limited or no

deployment of carbon capture and storage (CCS). Moreover, the International Energy

Agency (IEA) has categorized CCS as essential to achieving the goal of net-zero emissions

by 2050. Within the framework of this thesis, the Calcium Looping (CaL) technology has

been assessed as a promising post-combustion CO2 capture option for power plants. The

present work o�ers a multiscale assessment of the process, ranging from laboratory to pilot

scale (TRL6).

As reviewed by several authors, there are two major technical aspects that currently hinder

the commercialization of the technology, namely sorbent stability and process �exibility.

In the past, CaO-based sorbents have been widely employed due to the numerable advant-

ages they o�er. However, the natural-based sorbents typically su�er from a rapid decline

in CO2 capture performance, particularly in the presence of realistic �ue gas species such

as SO2. Furthermore, the �exible operation of CaL systems in future energy scenarios has

been recently reviewed. In this context, CaL units coupled to power plants are expected

to show a high degree of �exibility both in terms of �ue gas loads (i.e., carbonator) and

the utilization of alternative fuels (i.e., calciner), being the latter essential to achieving

net-negative carbon emissions. The present thesis o�ers a methodology to individually

address each of the aforementioned process challenges. In the following, a summary of

each study is given.

Within the �rst phase of the sorbent evaluation experiments, the cyclic deactivation be-

havior of three distinct limestones was evaluated in a thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA)

using realistic �ue gas compositions upon carbonation. In the presence of SO2 and H2O,

both Rheinkalk and Riyadh showed the typical behavior of unmetamorphosed limestones.
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Saabar, in contrast, proved to be negatively in�uenced by the addition of steam, while the

presence of SO2 showed to improve the carbonation conversion. Subsequently, the cyclic

decay behavior of Rheinkalk was evaluated in a 20 kWth dual �udized bed (DFB) facility,

both with and without the presence of SO2 during carbonation. The proposed mathem-

atical expression to describe the evolution of carrying capacity upon cycling correlated

with the TGA experiments adequately. This work determined an apparent carbonation

rate (kSφ) of 0.09 s-1, which correlates well with the values obtained in other BFB units

operated at similar conditions. Furthermore, the performance of a BFB carbonator upon

changes in temperature, CO2 loading, and steam concentration was evaluated. While the

attained CO2 absorption e�ciency (Ecarb) decreased with increasing carbonation temperat-

ure, a higher CO2 loading resulted in increased equilibrium normalized Ecarb values (Enorm)

due to the enhanced carbonation driving force. In contrast, Enorm proved to be particularly

favored at low H2O concentrations because of the enhanced pore network CO2 di�usivity.

The high carbonation performance attained in this work, in combination with the relat-

ively low gas super�cial velocities employed, postulate this reactor con�guration as suitable

for the decarbonization of load-following power plants (see chapter 5). Furthermore, the

present study contributes to a better understanding of the in�uence of both SO2 and H2O

on scarcely investigated metamorphosed limestones.

Following operation with a BFB carbonator unit, the �exible performance of a BFB-CFB

reactor arrangement was investigated at the IFK's 200 kWth CaL facility. A total of three

experimental campaigns were devoted to evaluating the steady-state behavior of the sys-

tem upon changes in carbonator �ue gas loads. Results indicated that the proposed reactor

setting could be stably operated with carbonator velocities ranging between 0.8-2.0 m/s,

provided that other key variables remained unchanged. Results were successfully validated

using two di�erent approaches. With the use of the active space time (τactive) model, a

τactive of 41 s was identi�ed as necessary to achieve a Enorm of 90%. Also, the in�uence of

carbonator solid inventory (Ws,carb) upon Ecarb was investigated at 40% load operation.

It was found that di�erences as high as 1350 kg/m2 (or 41 kg) can a�ect Ecarb by about

25 percentage points. Concerning the carbonator hydrodynamics, operation at part-load

led to decreased temperatures in the upper region due to the decreased sorbent entrain-

ment. Concurrently, decreased gas super�cial velocities slightly increased the pressure

di�erence across the BFB unit. Calciner operation proved to be independent of the selec-

ted carbonator �ue gas load. The CFB calciner was successfully operated over a broad

range of process conditions, with inlet dry oxygen concentrations as high as 0.55 m3/m3.

The hydrodynamic behavior described by the CFB unit was stable and smooth, without

the presence of localized hot spots. In short, results indicate that the proposed BFB-CFB

CaL arrangement can enable both e�cient and load-�exible CO2 capture in load-following

power plants, even at characteristic minimum part-load conditions (i.e., 40%).
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The impact of fuel selection was evaluated using three di�erent fuels, namely hard coal,

wheat straw, and SRF. Due to the failure of the external circulation pipe, only the calciner

operation could be addressed. In the course of the pilot testing (of about 43 h), a broad

range of experimental conditions was established. The e�ect of coal-biomass blending ratio

and inlet oxygen concentration on emissions and hydrodynamic behavior was evaluated.

Biomass substitution showed to a�ect pollutants emission by changes in the fuel mixture.

In parallel, both SO2 and HCl-speci�c emissions were signi�cantly reduced by the presence

of Ca-species in the calciner, yielding chlorine retention rates over 0.90 mol/mol with bio-

mass substitution rates higher or equal to 30%. Concurrently, NOx emissions decreased at

increased biomass shares due to the lower biomass nitrogen content. However, the relat-

ively high values reported in this study suggest that an additional NOx-removal step will

probably be required. Concerning reactor hydrodynamics, no localized hot spots were de-

tected. The measured reactor di�erential pressure increased both during mono-combustion

of wheat straw and SRF. In the case of biomass, the latter behavior can be explained by

the higher volatile content of the fuel. Regarding SRF, the comparatively high ash fraction

of the fuel should also be considered. Besides, it should be noted that both experiments

were investigated in a longer term, without draining any solid material from the calciner.

Hence, the increased pressure drop can, at least, be partly attributed to ash accumulation

e�ects. Overall, the latter results envisage that such a CFB calciner can also be e�ectively

operated using low-grade quality fuels.

Recommendations for further research

From a practical standpoint, only the initial fast carbonation regime of CaO is considered

relevant for CO2 capture. Exploiting the di�usion-controlled reaction stage would com-

prehensively increase the solid residence times in the carbonator, enlarging the carbonator

design step disproportionately. However, Grasa et al. demonstrated that SO2 could also

react with CaO unavailable for carbonation, leading to an activity greater than that usually

estimated (Grasa et al. Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research 47(5): 1630-1635,

2008). Besides, available studies justify the absence of a �ue gas desulfurization (FGD)

installation based on the extent of sulfation, with sulfation conditions playing an irrelevant

role. Given these facts, it is advisable to develop a sulfation model that also accounts for

the in�uence of �ue gas steam content on deactivation, correcting the reactivating e�ect

experienced by sorbents when carbonation is allowed to surpass the kinetically controlled

range. Such a model should help verify that the extent of sulfation per cycle number is

determinant rather than the sulfation mode employed.

Future studies on �exible CaL behavior should characterize the transient behavior between

speci�c load cases, as these are essential to develop control strategies to sustain smooth

plant operation. Extensive studies are required to de�ne such control concepts, ranging
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from the fuel feed rate in the regenerator, through the solid circulation rate, up to the tem-

perature control by heat extraction in the carbonator. Besides, the achievement of even

lower part-load operating scenarios with the proposed BFB-CFB reactor setting should

be revised with more detail. Additional plant changes might be required to overcome

the challenges in reactor hydrodynamics and CO2 absorption rate. For commercial BFB

carbonators with a larger cross-section, multiple bottom loop seals might be necessary

to allow uniform sorbent extraction from the carbonator. As for the calciner, operation

with extreme oxy-fuel combustion conditions is recommended to further reduce the heat

demand in the calciner, and hence the overall energy penalty.

Concerning fuel �exibility aspects, extended operation with low-grade fuels is strongly

recommended to characterize the process thoroughly. Process evaluation in terms of pol-

lutant formation and ash accumulation behavior is anticipated to ensure reliable and long-

term plant operation at a commercial scale. Furthermore, the impact of fuel selection on

carbonation performance should be carefully addressed. Similarly, the investigation of cor-

rosive depositions within the CaL unit should not be overlooked, mainly when operating

with non-conventional fuels.
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The following appendix presents complementary results derived from the analysis of the

three sorbents employed in this work: Rheinkalk, Riyadh, and Saabar. Each limestone type

was characterized in terms of particle size distribution (Appendix A.1), cyclic reactivity

(Appendix A.2), and microscopy imaging (Appendices A.3 and A.4). Additional informa-

tion on X-ray di�raction as well as N2 adsorption and mercury intrusion porosimetry can

be found elsewhere [104].

A.1 Grain size distribution of utilized sorbents

The particle size distribution (PSD) of each limestone was measured using a Malvern

Mastersizer 3000 equipped with an Aero S dry particle dispersion unit. Figures A.1 and

A.2 give the size distribution of all three limestones in the range of 100-400µm and 400-

1000µm, respectively.

Figure A.1: Size distribution of all tested sorbents in the range between 100-400µm: (a)
frequency distribution, (b) cumulative distribution
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Figure A.2: Size distribution of all tested sorbents in the range between 400-1000µm: (a)
frequency distribution, (b) cumulative distribution
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A.2 Sorbent cycling experiments by thermogravimetric

analysis (TGA)

As anticipated in chapter 4, the cyclic activity of each sorbent was evaluated using a Linseis

PT1100 custom-built thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA). Figures A.3 to A.5 depict the

conversion degree of each limestone upon the �rst carbonation cycle. Moreover, �gure A.3a

shows the in�uence of sample mass on sorbent conversion.

Figure A.3: Sorbent conversion (X) against time (t) for the Rheinkalk limestone during
the �rst carbonation cycle. Carbonation and calcination routines as

described in chapter 4
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Similar to the results presented in chapter 4, the latter tests were completed using four

di�erent carbonation routines that include SO2 and steam. For a detailed description of

each routine, please refer to chapter 4.

Figure A.4: Sorbent conversion (X) against time (t) for the Riyadh limestone during the
�rst carbonation cycle. Carbonation and calcination routines as described in

chapter 4
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Figure A.5: Sorbent conversion (X) against time (t) for the Saabar limestone during the
�rst carbonation cycle. Carbonation and calcination routines as described in

chapter 4
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The in�uence of carbonation conditions on the cyclic behavior of each limestone is shown

in �gures A.6 to A.8. Please note that the results displayed for the �ner size fraction (i.e.,

0.1-0.4mm) correspond to those presented in chapter 4. These are reproduced here to

enable comparison with the trends given for the coarser fraction (i.e., 0.4-1.0mm).

Figure A.6: Sorbent capacity (Xncycles) against number of cycles (ncycles) for the Rheinkalk
limestone. Carbonation and calcination routines as described in chapter 4
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Figure A.7: Sorbent capacity (Xncycles) against number of cycles (ncycles) for the Riyadh
limestone. Carbonation and calcination routines as described in chapter 4
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Figure A.8: Sorbent capacity (Xncycles) against number of cycles (ncycles) for the Saabar
limestone. Carbonation and calcination routines as described in chapter 4
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A.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

Figures A.9 to A.12 give information about the surface topography and composition of the

Rheinkalk limestone when subjected to one or multiple cycles. Please note that the results

related to the �rst cycle correspond to sorbent regeneration in an inert atmosphere. In

contrast, sorbent particles subjected to multiple CaL cycles were (partly) sulfated because

of the sulfur oxides originating from the combustion of the auxiliary fuel in the calciner.

Calcined Rheinkalk Calcined Rheinkalk

Figure A.9: SEM images of the Rheinkalk limestone after the �rst calcination cycle: (a)
at 5 µm resolution, (b) at 200µm resolution

The depicted microstructural results were obtained using a Quanta FEG 650 SEM instru-

ment equipped with a S/TEM detector. Furthermore, an Ametek-EDAX analyzer (Apollo

X) was employed to obtain a distribution map of the sample's composition. The quan-

ti�cation of the EDX results was performed using the ZAF correction method in which

corrections for atomic number (Z), absorption (A) and �uorescence (F) e�ects are calcu-

lated separately from suitable physical models and solved iteratively (see Appendix A.4).
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Cycled & Sulfated Rheinkalk Cycled & Sulfated Rheinkalk

Figure A.10: SEM imaging of the Rheinkalk limestone after multiple CaL cycles: (a) at
5 µm resolution, (b) at 200µm resolution
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A.4 Energy Dispersive X-Ray Analysis (EDX)

Table A.1: Weight (wt%) and atomic (at%) EDX computation of the Rheinkalk
limestone after the �rst calcination cycle. ZAF correction method

Element xi (wt%) xi (at%)

C 2.60 6.13
O 23.41 41.51
Ca 73.99 52.36

Figure A.11: EDX imaging of the Rheinkalk limestone after the �rst calcination cycle:
(a) SEM micrograph, (b) EDX intensity spectrum
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Table A.2: Weight (wt%) and atomic (at%) EDX computation of the sulfated Rheinkalk
limestone after multiple CaL cycles. ZAF correction method

Element xi (wt%) xi (at%)

C 2.74 5.70
O 34.65 54.14
Mg 0.91 0.93
Al 0.87 0.81
Si 0.95 0.85
S 1.33 1.03
Ca 58.55 36.54

Figure A.12: EDX imaging of the sulfated Rheinkalk limestone after multiple CaL cycles:
(a) SEM micrograph, (b) EDX intensity spectrum
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